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Ford Proposes
Gas Tax Raise

Mrs. Crass Named Outstanding
Young Woman In State For 1971

A Murray home economist has
Mrs. Sally Jones Crass, from hundreds of Kentucky
been named Kentucky's Out- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter women included in the 1971
By Robert P. Dalton
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and put forth every effort to meet
of
ballroom
To be held in the
his requirements_
the Waterfield Student Union
"His keen and sincere interest
Building from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
in every person, his job, and its
Dr. Wayne Lamb, superinSaturday and from noon to 10
Gary's Food Market,located at contents in the food market by
completion made each and every
tendent of the Paris District of
p.m. Sunday, the sale will include 16th and Main Streets, Murray, the firemen but smoke and water
member of the office personnel
the United Methodist Church, and
a wide range of pieces, including was extensively damaged by damage was still reported. The
feel that his part in the mission of
Wayne Perrin of Kirksey will be
paintings, drawings, prints, water and smoke in an early items in the produce department
the Chapel was of the utmost
and
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the
at
Lynn
and
speaking
jewelry, ceramics, textiles
morning fire in the upstairs and many of the boxes will have
importance. His opinions and
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United
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Sigma Sigma Sigma social E. W. Riley.
Gary Turner, owner and
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State
sorority at Murray
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the sale.
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the upstairs building by using the unsafe by the local Health
period
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Rev. Glen A. Kesterson, who
Refreshments will also be booster tanks on two of the Department; however, the meat
achievement in the most
suffered a heart attack last week
available during the sale.
food locker was not
trucks. The special chemical, in the
cherished traditions of the United
and is now hospitalized at the
wetter-water", is now used in damaged, Turner said.
States Army and reflects the
Hospital.
Municipal
Benton
the booster tanks and is very The food market manager said
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the Post of Fort Stewart Georgia.
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wood and other materials more The entire upstairs portion of
I. Luther,Commanding Officer
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the building was extensively
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of
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damaged, according to Chief
which came through the Comupper 20s to mid 311'3 Saturday,
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United
Kirksey
Tarpaulins were placed over Cooper The firemen were at the
manding General and another
decreasing cloudiness and cool.
Church, will be speaking at the 11 letter from Colonel Griebling,
the canned items and other scene until 4:20 this morning.
Highs in the low 408.
a.m. service at the Goshen
On Thursday at 4:45 p.m. the
Chief of Staff.
Church. He is active in church
firemen were called to the same
The medal winner is the son of
OUTLOOK
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LIONS CLUB CONTRIBUTION—Joe Pat Ward deft), president of the Murray Lions Club, gets a work and has been guest speaker Mr. and Mrs. Uric Kelso of
food market when the personnel
extended
The
Kentucky
demonstration of the control board at the $12,000 hearing evaluation booth at Murray State Univer- on several occasions at various Murray Route Seven. While he is
smelled smoke. The building was
weather outlOok Sunday through
sity following his presentation of a cheek for $500 from the Lions Club to be used for further expansion churches throughout the city and in Viet Nam his wife, Dorothy.
checked throughout and it was
Tuesday:
of speech and hearing cervices at the university. Also shown are Miss Diana Is gills, assistant county especially in youth and tiso of his sons, Frank and
found the smell was from the
Chance of rain, possibly mixed
professor of special education, and Dr. John Bartholomy, chairman of the department of special groups He is employed at the Thomas, are residing at 806
to
of
cleaning fluid used clean one
with snow on Sunday Otherwise
education. The Ipeech and bearing clinic at Murray State, the only one of its kind in West Kentucky, Murray -Calloway County Sunny Lane, Murray. Another
the motors in the store
partly cloudy through Tuesday
offers a full range of free hearing and speech evaluation services to all children and adults hi West Hospital and is the son of Mr. and son, Albert, is married and
Chief Cooper said the fire this
Continued Cold Lows mostly in
Mrs. Felix Perrin of Murray resides in St. Charles, Ill.
in
Kentucky.
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not
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the upper Ms and lower Xis
I Photo by Wilson Woolley) Route Two
anyway with the earlier fire.
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President Wins Battle Over
Campaign Financing Measure
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Chaplain Kelso Receives Medal
For Special Service, Vietnam

Annual Open House
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Damaged By Fire
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Paris,
Herbert Marshall, age 52,died December 1 at his home in
Hazel.
of
resident
former
was
a
He
Tenn.
and Sewer
The City Council authorized the Murray Water
owner on
Committee and the Mayor to negotiate with a property
that
Waldrop Drive for the construction of a needed lift station in
area.
Junior 4-H
Connie Hopkins presided at the meeting of the Almo
Club held at the school.
in special
Army Staff Sgt. Robert Reed recently participated
exercises with the 8th Infantry Division in central Germany.

LEDGER•TIKES FILL
Will Mac Jones, Junior Childress, Jimmy Boone, and Oury
Billington, all of Murray High School, have been named to the AllWest Kentucky Conference football team.
The Freeman Hotel here in Murray has been leased by Ernie
Thompson who is also employed by Riley's Furniture and Appliance Company .
Charles G. Warner of Murray is enrolled at Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio.
Births reported included a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Logan Bland on
November 24,boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Resig and twin girl to Mr.
and.Mrs. Edwin Stalls on November 26.

By Estelle Spiceland
shall he also reap."
November 29, 1971
We are glad to see another new
As a rather quiet Thanksgiving house being built by Kynois
season closes, we enter the McClure's crew for Clifton Junior
Christmas month with solemnity. Pittman on our old home road
"Whither thou goest, 1 will go;
The year has brought many near Panther Creek.
will
lodgest,
I
thou
where
and
changes.
The Max Bonners, Orlon Hurts,
lodge."
Patsersby might have thought and Guy Lovins'enjoyed a turkey
Does the modem wife owe this
kind of biblical loyalty to her we were having a festive oc- dinner cooked by Mrs. Bonner's
husband? Under today's law, is casion in our home last Wed- mother, Mrs. Louise Salmon
she still obliged to lei him choose nesday eve as the Howard Kline Morris,
at
Max's
on
the family home?
family and ii next door neighbor Thanksgiving.
Almost everywhere, that con- for the past ten years, Kelley
We hope by now all the slck are
tinues to be the basic rule. By
singing recuperating.
and large, it is the husband who Smith, met with us for a
has the last word as to where they by Floyd McClures, and Thomas
will live. If the wife refuses to Bucy's sons, The "Bu Macs",
follow his lead, she is guilty of hearts were all heavy. The
desertion—grounds for divorce.
Howard Klines are leaving
Thus:
Concord for their new home on
To cut expenses, a man preExtended in Murray soon.
pared to move to a smaller apart- Broad
The former Kline Grocery will
ment. Hot his wife decided it was
"not stylish enough" for her, and now be called "New Concord
went borne to her parents. After Grocery- say the new owners
Munn ovum
1
a long impasse, the man finally Patterson and Campbell
sued for divorce and won a deowners'
the
And because of
juwt SUITE
cree. The judge said the wife's added
responsibilities at the
refusal to live with him, for no
former
old
Nance
grocery,
the
good and sufficient reason, made
At/LUKEN Lik WON
her a deserter in the eyes of the home will again be for sale soon.
Mr and Mrs. T. Patterson are
law.
moving from the Concord corner
LELSRANI
to their new home on the hill.
We cannot tell of all the turkey
dinners, but our chicken was
shared with Mr and Mrs. Henry
Dawson of Cadiz and the Clyde
SpicelancLs who have sold the
Etherton place on Concord Road
2eter &IV etiertfrnie to live at the
Turnbow place on the Outland
Road.
Many illnesses have dampened
The Almanac
the Thanksgiving spirit. Cecil
By United Press International
Sills has been confined to the
Nevertheless, the husband's auToday is Friday, Dec. 3, the thority is far from absolute. He Cardiac Ward at the Murray337th day of 1971.
cannot insist on a housing ar- Calloway County Hospital Mrs.
The moon is between its new rangement which is simply not Brent Sadler went to Memphis,
fair to his spouse.
phase and last quarter.
Tenn., for treatment. Miss Niva
For example, one man decided Barnett and mother spent a few
There are no morning stars.
Adm. 50' to all
even
mother,
his
with
The evening stars are Mer- to move in
days in the hospital.
could well afford septhough
be
Jupiter.
Venus,
Mars
and
cury,
Mrs. Gleneth Wisehart sup
or FREE......with ticket
aiate lodgings—and even though
Those born on this day are his mother and his wife did not returned to the hospital awhile.
from Downtown Stores
under the sign of Sagittarius.
Howard
Winchester
is
get along with each other.
circumthese
American portrait painter
A court held, in
recuperating at his home.
Gilbert Stuart was born Dec. 3, stances, that the wife had a legitiAn after Thanksgiving hog
the
joining
not
mate excuse for
1755.
killing at Otis Bucy's home
household.
On this day in history:
Furthermore, when a man in- revived country memories for
In 1818 Illinois entered the vites his wife to join him at a especially Mr. and Mrs. Oury
NOW IS IN t
Union as the 21st state.
new location, he must really Lovins as they helped after years
TIME RR
In 1833 Oberlin College in mean it — not just be going In Michigan.
Ohio, the first truly co- through the motions. One canIt certainly is a sign of MIN...6001 In
educational school in America, tankerous husband, having jour- retirement age when one can
BAIL.
opened its doors with an neyed alone to the West Coast, remember that the only balloons
WOMEN
following "invitathe
sent
back
men
and
15
enrollment of 29
children ever had was the hog
tion" to his wife:
0 PARTY!
women.
-I have completely gotten over bladders to blow at hog killing NI YOU...
In 1929 the Ford Motor Co„, my regard for you, if I ever had time.
raised daily wages from $6 to any. However, t am doing what
The stores may display every 1 YOU lUll
$7 despite the collapse of the I must do, even though you have imaginable toy for Christmas, Mg RN
ruined my life. I ask you to come but today's children enjoy none MHO TO
stock market.
In 1948 the nation learned and make your home with me, as more than we did that only
MO!
the law requires."
that microfilm of secret AmeriWhen she held back, he tried balloon.
can documents had been found to divorce her on the grounds of
As Christmas nears, exin a hollow pumpkin on the desertion. But the court ruled travagant
purchases will be 1 CNN
Maryland farm of Whittaker against him. The judge said this made, many of which will be as
was the kind of an invitation useless as the tinsel after the 25th
Chambers.
that no self-respecting wife could and still to be paid for.
SUN7M9117TUE
possibly accept.
A thought for today: Jane
All parents should have seen on
Elliott Gould
Austin said, "It
is a truth An American Bar Association television the eve
after
universally acknowledged that public service feature by Will Thanksgiving, "The Death of
Donald Sutherland
Bernard.
a single man in possession of a
Innocence". My heart ached for
good fortune must be in want of
the mothers of both sentenced
Brushes and combs should
a wife."
children who had been spoiled by
be given a sudsy bath as often
as you shampoo your hair. This over indulgence. "Neglected
Sand, a-hes or sawdust are includes grooming aids carried Children", the psychiatrist said,
g4ed for
eiril—
ey steps and in pocketbooks and coat pock- "love without discipline".
Galations 617 is still true,
eta.
sidewalks.
"Whatsoever a man soweth, that

SIMPLE ANSWERS REPLACED WITH HARD QUESTIONS
Religion is the most remarkable force in the world today, dad
said. Dad's smart and he likes to follow great movements, only
Blessed are they whose iniquities are forgiven.—Romans 4:7.
he has some trouble with religion, because he can't always tell
There are two great classes in the human family—those who
which
way it's going. Dad is smart but he gets confused easily.
clinging
to
insist
on
those
who
repent of sin and are forgiven, and
Dad said be didn't quite understand where all the christian
their sins.
religions came from, but he was sure that there must be answer
somewhere. ( Dad's smart, but with questions and looks for answers. I'm little and not as observant as dad, but I know, to understand how today's christian religion came to be you must start
with answers and look for questions. Dad said that Jesus came to
RibItt, Jr.
.
by Carl
give a simple answer to the question of how to get to heaven. "The
answer was just too simple, and for it to be any good the
Whenever you are excited or impressed about
questions had to be made difficult," dad said. Dad went on to say
history or worried about the
probings of science
that the religious leaders were great because they had succeeded
fiction, remember that although man can see the
in making the questions difficult indeed.
past clearly and may think he can sight his fortune
"Every christian denonination has their own set of questions,"
in the future, he hardly ever sees the present; which
dad said. Dad went on and observed that each group had raised
enough questions to assure themselves that they were going to
is to say that any Democrat who wants to be
heaven, but all the rest weren't. "Everyone," dad said, probably
President got up too late to read today's paper.
knew the Jesus answer, but only the.members of a specific group
:."The past belongs to God: the present only is ours."
knew their questions. Each group preceed.s to say, "If you don't
—"Reveries of a Bachelor"
know the proper questions, hell is your home." Since each group
has their own private questions, they may be correct, when they
proudly declare, "Everyone else is going to hell." Dad said he
didn't know who was going to hell, but he was sure that hell would
be full of confused people.
terson were Mr.and Mrs. Wayne
By Mrs. Opbelis Barra
Knowledge raises more questions than it answers, the scientist
Bazzell and daughter, Mrs. N. E. say. If this is true, even though I'm little, I know, religious
November 19, 1471
Bazzell, and Mr. and Mrs. Roy leaders are a knowledgeable sort.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Mayfield Perich.
Bob Little
of California have returned to
Recent guests and callers of
TAIL
BUSHY
MR.
their home after a recent mine were Mr. and Mrs. Robert
I saw you Mister Bushy Tail,
vacation with his mother, Mrs. L. Bazzell, Mr. and Mrs. Clovis
Laura Mayfield and other Bazzell and three children, Mrs. I knew your every trick;
relatives in Kentucky.
Harue Adams,Mr. and Mrs. C. E. You hurry down the hickory tree
Mrs. Perry Grant of California Richie, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Davis, And nibble on a stick.
has returned to her home in Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Bazzell, Mrs.
California after spending her Ettie Carter, Mr. and Mrs. You leave your tracks upon the
vacation with her mother, Mrs. Charlie F. Arnett, Sp--4 Charles And scamper like a mouse,
lottie Pendergreas and other P. Arnett, Earl Owens, Hugh I find them winding in and out
'relatives and friends.
Dowdy, and Mr. and Mrs. Jen- Right up against my house
Mrs. Garvie Riley is spending nings Turner.
,a few weeks with her sister, Mrs. David Smith is spending the You are my frisky friend
Laura Mayfield.
weekend with his grandparents, I hide nuts when you're gone,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lamb. Sun- Then you return and hide from
were recent guests of Mr. and day guests were Mr. and Mrs. And I pretend I'm gone.
' Mrs. Cody Darnell.
Elsgene Lamb and sons.
Mrs. Martha Reeves and
Mrs. Mattie Jones remains W
daughter of St. Louis, Mo., spent at her home near Coldwater.
the past weekend with Bro. and
Charles A. Lamb and his sonWhen the song began
Mrs. Reeves and children.
in-law ,Gary Black, were honored
. Mrs. Macon Blankenship of with a birthday dinner at his pursed lips breathed
"Murray was a recent guest of her home. Those present were Mr. in the spangled corridors
built upon ashes
',. parents, Mr. and 'Mrs. Herman and Mrs. Larry Miller and
',Darnell. In the afternoon she and children, Mrs. Dathel Wilkinson, not of destruction
ier mother visited her grand- Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lamb and but of promise
'mother, Mrs. Lillie Bazzell. sons, Mr. and Mrs. Gary Black to be fulfilled
believing that nothing is lost
•
r visitors in the Benet' home and son, and the Lambs.
but finds the purpose
recently were Mr. Artis Fuqua,
Riley Carter was honored
Mrs John T. Taylor, Mrs. Virgie recently with a birthday dinner at of its intended moment
Dick, Mrs. Della McCasey, Mrs. his home at Kirksey. Those and if it fails
ie Hill, Mrs. Newell Bailey, present were Mr. and Mrs. C. E. no sorrowed end it keeps
Hinnan Darnell, Mrs. Richie, Mr. and Mrs. Robert after all
Mrs.
Theron Crouch, and Mr. and Mrs. Byrd, Mrs. Cody Tidwell, Mr. and it began as an ash
..Noel Bazzell.
Mrs. Riley Carter and daughter, and so shall it end
with many lives between.
Mrs. Cletie Black has returned Karen. Afternoon callers were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cody
Young
cA
S, home after a vacation with
bountiful lunch was spread at
'Prelatives in California.
f Recent guests of Mrs. Sarah M. noon and the afternoon was spent Eiturational
IF AT FIRST ...
in conversation.
LYNN, Mass. (UPI) —
ra Sanderson and Miss Treva Peay
.ATI,ANTA, Ga.(UPI) - In
'were Mr and Mrs. Jimmy Mrs Harry Wimberly was his freshman year, the Emory Pasquale Caggiano, a funeral
honored
at
her home recently University medical student is home director, was elected
Williams and Mr. and Mrs. J. V.
with a birthday dinner. Those aasigned to his own patient and Tuesday in his sixth
try for
re Brady, all of Michigan, Mr. and
present were Mr. and Mrs. A. B. family. The idea is not to treat mayor
- Mrs. Carl Christenberry, Mr. and
Davis. Mrs. Noble Fuqua, Mrs. the patient but to begin learnCorbit Tucker, Miss
Mayor J. Warren Cassidy
Mrs
Jenny Bazzell, Mrs. Ola Boyd, ing what the emotional and
conceded defeat when unofficial
Carlene Lamb, Mrs. Effie Bean,
Mrs. Vernon Easley, Mrs. financial strews of illness can
turns showed Caggiano, a
Miss Ruby Turner, and Mrs.
Billington, Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. do.
former city council member
Ophelia Bartell.
Eudell Smith, and others whose
its
in
now
The course,
and state representative, lead; Recent dinner guests of Mr. names were
unavailable. Mrs. second year, is called "intro- ing by more than 2,500 votes
and Mrs. Albert Davis were Bro. Wirnberly also
health and
to
received many duction
The election was held at a
and Mrs. Grover Page, Bro. nice gifts.
medicine" and gives a broad
late date because the Alf 5
Harue
Mrs.
Charles Nelson, and
Mrs. Eufaula Sanders' name overview of the major proprimary was invalidated.
Adams
was omitted lo the McKinley blems of health and the
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arnett birthday party account in health-care Systems in the Uni- some precincts ran out of
ballots
(; 1 Rii7:7-e I I and Tommy Patted States.
SePterliber

p
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To most Americans the intelligence
gathering activities abroad by the
United States of America — spying in
least charitable terms — is a mysterious matter. Their closest brush
with it is usually a glamorized but
distorted James Bond movie.
Thus the action of President Nixon
to integrate the far-flung activities of
the Central Intelligence Agency, and
many other similar groups, is unlikely to arouse the average citizen for
long, although it should. It is his own
survival, as well as his tax dollar,
that are at stake.
By the same token, the complexity
these
of
qualities
cryptic
and
agencies make the average citizen
unqualified to discuss the specifics of
the subject with any authority. He is
obliged to speak of the problems of
national intelligence in terms of goals
and principles.
As a first principle, the average
citizen would agree that we must
always undertake whatever level of
intelligence-gathering that is essential
to our seculity. In carrying out this
principle we should not be surprised
if on occasion the pursuit of information is not savory, for this is a game
without rules. We should not be surprised at the cost, because intelligence ranges from the observations
of a lookout posted on a hill in Cambodia to information acquired by the
most sophisticated and expensive
electronic masterpieces.
As a second -principle we should ensure th-at there always is a diversity

of sources reporting to the President,
and that there are adequate checks
and balances as to the validity of the
information provided.
Over the -Vars Congress has authorized a Mumber of intelligence
agencies that range from those in the
executive branch of government to
those in the military services, On occasion the information that they have
given the President has been conflicting, but by and large the combined
effort has been a success.
Therefore, the proposed administrative action which narrows the
sources of information that the government uses to develop foreign policy decisions does raise some genuine
qualms.
Is it, for example, wise to have the
same person who has something close
to final authority on which international information should be passed
on to the President also serve as the
chief foreign policy adviser to the
chief executive?
Further, does the consolidation
have the effect of making the intelligence operations even more distant and cryptic by removing them
farther from the Congress and the executive branch?
nieriting
some
inFinally,
trospection, is the thought that it is
better for the United States to have a
degree of redundancy and even waste
in its intelligence system than to
have it become so efficient t4at it
.may become a security problem on
its own,
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She needs information
about face-lifts
By Abigail Van Buren
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DEAR ABBY: I am seriously considering
having a facelift. I am 45 years old and have crow's-fe
et around my eyes
and a few wrinkles around my upper
lip.
Would I have to be hospitalized for this
type of
operation? And if so, for how long? Also, how
long does a
face lilt usually last?
I have,two children. My husband has told me
repeatedly
that he doesn't love me, and that as soon
as the youngest
twho is now in the 10th grade] graduates from
high school
he is leaving me.
Please answer because I want to look my best
when he
leaves Thanking you in advance, I remain,
Very truly yours,
"G" IN BATON ROUGE
DEAR "G": make an appointment with a reputable
plastic surgeon and ask him in person. It depends
upon the
doctor, his method of operation, and your face. Good
luck.
DEAR ABBY: It all started when a woman I knew
only.
slightly showed up at a country club dinner
party wearing a
dress exactly like the one 1
.
-7..;:aring /May I add, ft
was a very expensive dress?
When we saw each other, I laughed, and said, "Well, it
just proves that we both have good taste "
She- didn't laugh, however. Instead she appeared to
be
very much embarrassed and ill at ease, and within
a matter of minutes she had disappeared. The next time
I saw
her she was wearing a different dress' Would you
believe
this foolish woman had actually rushed home and
changed
her dress?
How would you have felt had you been in my place?
Insulted? Or relieved?
GREENWICH, CONN.
DEAR GREENWICH: Neither. I'd have felt a
little
sorry for a woman who placed so much importance
on what
she had on her back.
DEAR ABBY: I have a friend I'll call "Dottie"
who is
NEVER on time for an appointment. I realize it's
possible
to have a legitimate reason for being late once
in a while,
but Dottie is ALWAYS 30 minutes to an hour late.
It is
positively maddening because I am always prompt.
I'm not
the only one she keeps waiting. Dottie has a reputatio
n for
always being late, and her friends have come to
accept it.
What makes a person act Ike this, and is
there a cure
for it'
PROMPT AND ANGRY
DEAR PROMPT: The ''cure" ,for chronic tardiness
is
simple. Give her fair warning that you'll wait
only II
minutes—and if she's not there, you'll leave. Then
do it.
Don't look for see deep psycisologicid reason for
chronic
tardiness. It's a combination of inconsideration,
lack of
organization and a touch of conceit.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "BI(, DILEMMA": Yes,
you
should express sympathy to the family of your
friend who
took his own life. Make no reference to the
circumstances,
but be assured they would be far more hurt
were none of
his friends to send their condolences.
What's your problem! You'll feel better
U you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MN,
Lou Angeles Cal
9000. For a personal reply enclose
stamped. addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have
a Lovely Wedding."
,end 11 to Abby, Boa 59700. Los
Angeles, Cal. 111114.
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Bridal Event Held
At Wrather Home
For Barbara Foust
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Working Wife And Mother Has Difficult
Time Preparing For Holiday Weekends

By GAY PAULEY
bled, "is a male chauvinist dishrag I've been wringing the
UPI Women's Edfter
last several days."
A lovely event complimenting NEW YORK (UPI) —An holiday."
Cleanup's a
real "Bah,
She
went
Especial
on:
ly
Miss Barbara Foust, bride-elect associate of mine was saying,
of Charles Sheeks, was held on "I wish there were something susceptible at Thanksgiving Humbug" subject.
Scrooge changed his mind
time is the working wife and
Saturday, November 27, from like a 'Bah, Humbug' to say to
aristmas. Now why
about
mother.
No
matter
how
she
two-thirty to four o'clock in the Thanksgiving.
couldn't my friend change her
afternoon at the home of Mrs. She contends that Thanksgiv- tries to distribute the work
mind about Thanksgiving? "Sit
Yandal Wrather on Farmer ing beats her down faster than load, no matter how much
down," I said, "and list things
hubby
offers
"I'll
that,"
do
she
Avenue.
Christmas which had Scrooge
you honestly have to be
Hostesses for the occasion were muttering his displeasure in the still ends drwith most of the
thankful for."
,S
Mrs. Wrather, Mrs. Harvey Ellis, classic written by Charles job.
There's the matter of keeping She thought for a moment
Mrs. Huron Jeffrey, and Mrs. Dickens.
office and holiday household then wrapped it all up when she
Mavis McCamish.
She says she's already come
expressed thanks for -having a
Refreshments were served down with the holiday virus going simultaneously. She's a
woman and family I can do all this for;
from a beautifully appointed that starts and spreads this conscientious
table carrying out a color scheme time of the year —so much to Thanksgiving means doing five that I have the money to be
days work in four. In some able to buy the turkey and all
of pink and white.
be done, so little time to do it
offices,
it would mean three the trimmings; the good health
Miss Foust chose to wear from in.
her trousseau a dress of printed "Thanksgiving," she gruM- because Friday also would be a of all of us to eat it; thankful
for my job and my friends as
day off.
knit. She was presented a cor"But here," she says, "I've well as my family ...
sage of white carnations.
got to face up to the feast, the "And thankful this is one
-Greeting the guests with Mrs.
cleanup, and then back to the meal that won't make me fat. I
Harvey Ellis were the honoree,
office next morning limp as the hate turkey."
Miss Foust, her mother, Mrs.
Donnie Foust, the groom-elect's
mother, Mrs. Wayne Sheet's, and
Home Economics III classes at
his sister, Miss Edith Sheeks.
( Love Studlo Photo)
Appropriate games were Murray High School entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B... Smith
played after which Miss Foust with a tea for the students'
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith of Murray Route Three will observe opened her many lovely gifts. mother and the faculty in the new
home economics department of
their fiftieth wedding anniversary on Sunday, December 12.
the new shcool
building on
Open house will be held at the home of a daughter, Mrs. John
Wednesday, December 1, at
Nanny,Coldwater Road,between the hours of two to four o'clock.
10:30 a.m. and 12:45 p.m.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the celebration.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Turner, This is the first special
enMr. and Mrs. Smith were married at the home of her parents, 1110
.Sycamore Street, Murray, tertainment held in the
new home
the late Mr. and Mrs. F. R, Wilcox of Lynon County on December
are the parents. of a baby boy, economics departme
nt
Lime
25, 1921. Their attendants were Roy Young, deceasesi,enct Miss
Kesul WROA.
d INTIntPiaherbert punch, cheese straws,
Leta Travis-of'Lyon ivarriy.
pounds seven ounces, born on mints, and a varietwo
f canopies
They are the parents of three daughters, Mrs. Jack (Joette)
Monday, November 29, at 5:04 and cookies prepared
in the
Wolfe of Madisonville, Mrs. John (Dorothy) Nanny and Mrs.
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway classes were served under
the
Bobby Verona Grogan, both of Murray, They have four
County Hospital.
direction of the -teacher, Mrs.
grandchildren.
•
Their other children are Sandy Lucy Lilly, and the
student
The couple attends the Bethel United Methodist Church.
Louise, age six, Kathy Gail, age teacher, Mrs. Susan Nesbitt.
four, and Ricky Lynn,age eleven. The table was overlaid with
a
The father is self employed and green linen cloth and
centered
also works for Thurman Fur- with a horn of plenty. Yellow
niture
napkins and Fostoria crystal
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. appointments were used.
Friday, December 3
the ,week of prayer for foreign Gaylon Turner
of Murray and Invited were Murray High
Charles DiCkens' classic, "A missions by the Baptist Women of
Pitt.. and Mrs. John Russell School faculty members
with
Christmas Carol", by University the Hazel Baptist Church at 1:30
Gadberry of Detroit, Mich.
planning periods at the hours,
Theatre at the University p.m.
and mothers and relatives of the
Auditorium at 9:30 a.m.
class members.
Saturday, December 4
Heather Renee is the name Mothers attending
Grace Baptist Church Women
were
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mesdames Cletus Colson, Brent
will meet at the church at one
Used or unwanted toys will be Green of Mayfield Route Seven
picked up in the city of Murray for their baby girl, weighing Atkin, Burgess Parker, Tom
Hogancamp, James Bramley,
starting at nine a.m, by the seven pounds two ounces, born
Trellis Seaford, Rands Kursave,
Elm Grove Baptist Women will Murray Fire
Department and Phi on Monday, November 29, at 7:42 Hugh Alexande
r, Louis Hudmeet at the home of Mrs. Keys Beta Lambda
fraternity.
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway speth, I,aFon Coomer, Phil
Keel at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
County
Hospital.
Parrish and little daughter, Meg.
Alfred Keel as the leader.
"A Jhristmas Carol", Charles
The new father is employed at Teachers attending were Eli
Dickens' classic, will be at the the Mayfield Water and Elcectric
Alexander, Loyd Hasty, Robert
The First Baptist Church University
Auditorium at 9:30 Company.
Newcomb, Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m, at a.m.
Admission is fifty cents.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Beshear, Glenda Tutt, Charlotte
the church with Mrs. R. A.
L. J. Green and Mr. and Mrs. Barker, Audrey Scott, Betty
Sllnder as leader.
Christmas Art Sale will be at Jerome Valvik, all of Mayfield. Scott,
Frances Johnson, Ida
The Baptist Women of sinking the SUB Ballroom from ten a.m.'
Bailey, Brenda Maddox, Phyllis
Spring Church will meet at the to nine p.m. by the Murray State
Mr. and Mrs. James Lee
Yewell and Barbara Helmer, the
church at one p.m.for the week of Art Department.
Darnell of Murray Route Three
latter being an art student
prayer program and then at
announce the birth of a baby girl,
teacher.
seven p.m a Christmas party Temple Hill & Lodge No. 276 Kimberly
Dawn, weighing seven
will be held at the church for all will meet at the lodge hall at pounds
121
/
2 ounces, born on
families.
seven p.m.
Tuesday, November 30, at 3:22
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
The MSU Women's Society will
Old newspaper drive by Boy
County Hospital.
have its Christmas dinner at the Scout
Troop 77 will be held. Call
The father is a commercial
Student Union Building at 6:30 First
Christian Church 753-3824
fanner and employed at the
p.m. Reservations should be for pickup.
Murray Division of the Tappan
made with Dr. Doris Mouser by
Company.
noon on Monday, November 29.
Sunday, December 5
The Chorus of the Music Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Obie Darnell of Shiloh and Claude
Departm
ent of the Murray
Mrs. Prudye Adams will be
Underhill of Dexter Route One.
leader for the closing program of Woman's Club wilt - have 114
Stand up —
Swiss
rehearsal at the club house at one
A baby boy, Paul Allen,
pinch your tummy discovery makes
p.m.
can you hold a fold
weighing nine pounds two ounces,
of flesh >Bad,
every woman's
Christmas Open House will be was born to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
very had.
true!
dream
come
Trichel
of Route Three,
held at Woods Hall Dormitory,
Buchanan, Tenn., on Tuesday,
MSU, from two to four p.m.
November 30, at 11.30 a.m. at the
Spare tire?
Murray State Art Department Murray -Calloway County
If you can't see your ribs
sale will be in SUB Ballroom Hospital.
They have another son, Ronnie,
you're overweight.
from noon to nine p.m.
Sorry,
age four. The father is employed
but it's
Dedication of the new Price with the Tennessee Valley
true.
Doyle Fine Arts Center will be in Authority.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
the University Theater at two
A
p.m., the Richard Farrell Recital Allen Trichel of Monroe, La., and
Hall at three p.m., and the Clara Mr. and Mrs. G.D. Sturdivant of
M. Eagle Gallery at four p.m. Eldorado, Ark

Home Ec Classes At
Murray High Hold
Tea On Wednesday

OPEN EVERY
SUNDAY

FBIRTHSj

Until Christmas
1:00 - 5:30-

ItFc'swectavticral

LITTLETON'S
The Happy Yellow Store

cotz scpau

ititum, K(eA.

Three quick ways to check
if you're overweight.

For All Your Wedding Photo Needs
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DAVID HILL, Photographer
Come By and See Samples of Our Work!
436-2134

Scott Downtown

753-7901

Monday, December 6
Quad-State Band Festival will
be held all day at the University
Auditorium with the concert at
Jodie Cochran of Murray Route
seven p.m. No charge.
One has been dismissed from the
Western
Baptist Hospital,
The Lottie Moon Group of the Paducah.
First Baptist Church will meet at
the home of Mrs. Ray.Brawrifield
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kelley and
at 7 • 30 p.m.
son,Sammy Keith, have returned
home after a visit with their son
Coldwater
United and brother and family, Dr. and
The
Methodist Church WSCS will Mrs. Ronald Kelley and children,
meet at the church at seven p.m. Chris, Jason, and Nathan, of
Kensington, Md. Dr. Kelley is
Chapter
M of the P.E.O. doing his residency in psychiatry
Sisterhood will meet at de home at Walter Reed Hospital.
of Mrs. A.H. Titsworth t 7:30
p.m.
The Blood River Baptist
Associational "M" Night
program will be held at Memorial
Baptist Church, Murray, at seven
p.m. with Dr. Billy Grey Hurt of
Paducah as the guest speaker.

Robes go out
Robes that were once designed for the privacy of
your home are now made
so they can be worn outside Made in practical, yet
fashionable fabrics such as
wool jarseys and styled In
the wrip-arbund or long
blazer, these robes can dote
ble'as evening coats
r

Sage Sausage
kxcelk•ntinsurance for pro-

vitling for holiday drop-in
guests is an ample supply of
ready to serve smoked sausage products such as salami. Sliced, cubed or cut in
julienne-style strips, salami
Is ideal for quick sandwiches
or snacks. It can also be
combined with many convenience pasta or rice products to produce a hot and
hearty luncheon or supper
casserole.
The. private sector of the
e C one m y employs over fourfifths of all wage earners today.

7
.....
Look
)
'
at the back of your thighs,
arc they ;good grief) creepy? ,
Bulge, when you sit
They shouldn't.

FREE! Thr„

tedimai Accelerated
Therapy treatments to
the lint 21 semis tallish
our Coarse as a result
it tins advertitemert

IF YOU QUALIFY FOR
THE ABOVE . CALL 753-2962
NOW FOR FREE FIGURE
ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION

GUARANTEED
WEIGHT LOSS
IN WRITING)
No Pills NO ORM
EXERCISE OR CALORIE
COUNTING,

One quick and eam, way to
Lose weight.
? CHRISTMAS ?
Why Not a Shapemakers
Gift Certificate
Phone 753-2962
Gain a

new outlook on life and feel better! Call Now

Pe
/53-2962

s3 mi. East of Murray
on Hwy. 94
MURRAY; KY.
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County Grade School Tournament
Begins Monday At Calloway High
encounters during the season. jumpers in the conference.
BY MIKE BRANDON
Calloway
annual
Kirksey and Hazel should meet in Faxon possesses two fine
The 11th
County Grade School Basketball the semnifinals Thursday ballplayers in Rudolph and
Brittain. Rudolph is averaging 16
Tournament will get underway evening.
Tommy Futrell, a seventh points per game while Brittain is
Monday night at Callowy
County High School. The first grade guard, is leading the contributing 12.
Almos is winless and 10 concontest between Faxon and Lynn Kirksey punch with a 21 point per
Grove begins at 7:00 p.m. with game clip. Joseph and Arm- ference games but Greg Duncan
the Almo and Kirksey tilt set for strong provide plenty of strength poses as a potential offensive
under the boards for the Eagles threat by averaging nine points
8:20 p.m.
7er game.
Bob Allen's New Concord coached by Jimmy Nix.
Redbirds are the top seeded team
Greg Byars leads Roy
The semnifinals will be
in the tourney. The Redbirds Cothran's Hazel Lions with a 19.5 Thursday night and the chamswept through a perfect con- average. At 6-1 Byars s the pionship and consolation contests
ference season winning 10 games. tallest man in the conference. will be on Saturday night. At
Concord has lost only one game Hooks is carrying a 12.7 average halftime of the championship
this year and that was a 48-42 for the Lions and along with game,ten all-conference players
decision to the Murray Middle White the Hazel crew has the will be introduced: Each coach
New team that might be labeled as the
School eighth graders.
votes for the all star team with
Concord is a well conditioned and darkhorse of the event.
members of his own team not
tantilizing
with
a
Lynn
fast ballclub
Alvis Calhoun leads a
included on his nominations.
press that can rip an opponent's Grove Wildcat team that has lost
offensive attack apart.
two close games to their Monday There will also be an outstanding
The Redbirds are led in scoring night opponents, Faxon. Calhoun cheerleaders team picked.
by Steve Cunningham. Big Steve is rolling along with an 18 point judges will be the fr
finished the season with a 24.7 average and is one of the best cheerleaders of Murray Ste
University.
scoring average for the 10 conAdmission for the tournament
ference ballgames. Charles
Eaker provides a big lift on the
is 75 cents for adults and 50 cents
for students.
boards and is contributing 13
potrits per game for the Redbirds
offense. Roger Hendon owns an
NBA Standings
11 point average is holds down a
Press International
United
By
key forward position. Small, but
Eastern Conlvence
speedy, Benny Pittman is
'Dir6ion
a-g«.-nolowir
(f.IPI)-Walt HazTORONTO
W. L. Pct. GB
along with Bobby Futrell who
seems to enjoy his role as Boston
14 10 .583
owns a 15 point average, Concord zard
acting coach of the Buffalo Now York
13 10 .565 42
possesses a fine pair of guards.
Braves.
Philadelphia
12 12 .500 2
Hazel and Kirksey are seeded
One of the top backcourt men Buffalo
9 14 .391 :142,
second in the tournament. Both
tfle National Basketball
Central Division
.411atrhs own identical 7-3 record
Association, Hazzard carries a
W. L Pct. GB
and the two teams split their two
dual job as playmaker and Baltimore
10 14 .417
interim coach. He was success- Cleveland
9 14 .391 44
County Scoring Leaders
8 13 .381 /
Compiled By Mike Brandon ful in both endeavors as Buffalo Cincinnati
1
2
defeated Baltimore, 109-105, Atlanta
6 17 .261 342
G...TP...Avg. Thursday night.
Western Conference
Name
Hazzard scored 22 points
Midwest Division
Cunningham(NC) 10 247 24.7
W. 0. Pct. GB
9 191 21.2 against the Bullets, whose lead
T. Futrell( K I
21 4 .840
10 195 19.5 over Cincinnati dropped to a Milwaukee
Byars( H)
16 6 .727 342
10 179 17.9 half game in the Central Chicago
Calhoun( LC(
12 11 .522 8
10 170 17.0 Division. His backcourt partner Phoenix
Joseph( K
9 14 .391 11
10 164 16.4 Mike Davis led Buffalo with 25 Detroit
Rudolph( F
Pacific Division
10 154 15.4 points.
B. Futrell( NC
Buffalo trailed 75-70 entering
W. L. Pct. GB
10 129 12.9
Eaker( NC
21 3 .875 ...
10 127 12.7 the fourth quarter of the NBA's Los Angeles
Books(
16 9 .640 542
10 118 11.8 annual game here. Then 7-foot Golden State
arittaini F
Elmore Suitth got hot and his Seattle
15 10 .600 642
jump shot had eyes. He finished Houston
6 19 .240 1542
Final County Standings
Portland
3 20 .13017½
w. with 21 points.
Dave Stallworth and Jack
Thursday's Results
New Concord
10
7 3 Mann led Baltimore with 21 Buffalo 109 Baltimore 105
Hazel
Kirksey
7 3 points apiece. Wes Unseld, i Only game scheduled)
Friday's Games
Faxon
4 6 outplayed by Smith under the
Lynn Grove
2 8 boards, was held to 13 points by Seattle at Baltimore
Almo
Houston at Detroit
0 10 the Buffalo center.
Cincinnati at Milwaukee
Los Angeles at Philadelphia
New York at Chicago
Cleveland at Buffalo
Golden State at Portland
Only games scheduled

Buffalo
Defeats
Baltimore

1971 Cadillac Sedan DeviBe,all power and factory air, one
owner, local car, low mileage, clean as new.
1971 Cadillac Coupe Deville, full power and factory air,
one owner, low mileage, clean as new.
1970 Cadillac, one owner, Tennessee ear, full power and
factory air, clean as a whip.
197o Oldsmobile 98 Holiday Sedan, full power and factory
air. Kentucky car, low mileage, slick as a hounds tooth.
1969 Pontiac Catalina, four door hard top, local car,
power and factory air, clean as a whip.
1969 Oldsmobile 98 Holiday Coupe, full power and factory
air, one owner, local car. low mileage, slick as a mole.
1969 Oldsmobile Vista Cruiser,9 passenger station wagon,
full power and factory air, stereo tape player, one
owner, local car, slick as a hounds tooth.
1969 Ford LTD Brougham, 4 door hard top, full power and
factory air, one owner,local car,sharp as a brier.
1968 Cadillac, full power and factory air, one owner, local
ear, sharp.
1968 Oldsmobile Delta 88,Town Sedan,power and air, one
owner. Kentucky car, sharp.
1968 Buick Electra 225, 4 door hard top, full power and
factory air, one owner, local car, sharp
1968 Chevy Impala. 4 door hard top, power and air, local
car
1967 Pontiac, 6 passenger Station wagon, power and air.
sharp
1967 Thunderbird Landau, four door power and au, local
car
1965 Oldsmobile Delta 88, Town Sedan.
1965 Oldsmobile 98 Holiday Sedan, full power and air,
1965 Pontiac Catalina. four door hard top, ruff & cheap.
1.963 Cadillac, four door, .heap
1962 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 2 door hard top, automatic in
floor, local ear, 51.000 actual miles, sharp as a brier.
ALL GOING AT BARGAIN PRICES
See
James Kurkendall
Cook Sanders
Wells Pll r fiffro

Sanders-Purdom

THE CARR RATINGS
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AR'ZONA STATE
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saLt. STATE
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COLORADO
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DRAKE
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STATE
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FLORIDAA
O
FORDHAM
FRESNO STATE
FURMAN
GEORGETOWN - D. C.
CON ZAGA
HARVARD
HOUSTON
INDIANA
INDIANA STATE
IOWA STATE
J ACKSONV11.11-714.
KANSAS
KENT STATE
L a FAYE TTE
L ASALLE
LONG BEACH STATE
LOUISVILLE
LOUISIANA TECH
LOYOLA- CALIFORNIA
LOYOLA- N. O.
MAR QU El t
MARSHALL
MARYLAND
Mmik
vi
SS
pv
A s
HUS
ST
EITS
ATE

ABA Standings
By United Press International
East
W. L. Pct. GB
15 6 .714 ...
Kentucky
14 9 .609 2
Virginia
11 15 .423 84i
Floridians
11 15 .423 642
Pittsburgh
New York
9 13 .409 642
/
2
9 13 .409 61
Carolina
West
W. L. Pct. GB
18 7 .720 ...
Utah
13 9 .591 31,2
Indiana
10 14 .417 PI
Dallas
9 13 .409 'ILI
Denver
9 14 .391 8
Memphis
Thursday's Results
Utah 98 Floridians 93
lOnly game scheduled
Friday's Games
Viringia at Indiana
Carolina at New York
Kentucky at Dallas
Utah vs. Memphis
at Jackson, Tenn.
Only games scheduled)

9
30
9
39
2
2
12
24
11
20
14
29
9
6
7
10
7
33
14
11
19
10
23
16
4
5
34
5
10
LET
19
18
3
1
15
11
16

37
14
18
30
28
33

zo
19

ANGELO STATE
RIVERSIDE
GEORGIA SOUTHERN
ATHENS
Ofl'Z&BKIN
OKLAHOMA CITY
EASTERN MONTANA
CULVER STOCK TON
ARIZONA
CLEVELAND STATE
DELAWARE
EAST TEXAS BAPTIST
AUSTIN PEAS
AIR FORCE
YALE
CLEMSON
WYOMING
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
SUTLER
VIRGINIA
SOUTH FLA.)R IDA
EASTERN K ENV.,LKY
FAIRFIELD
ST. MARYS- CAL IF.
WILLIAM e. MAR‘
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
WHITWORTH WASH.
SETON HALL
TENNESSEE
MIAMI -OHIO
S. N. MISSOURI
MINNESOTA
EAST CAROLINA
KENTUCKY
AKAON
HUHLENBERG
HOESTB A
LAS VEGAS
BELLARM IN E
TRINITY TEXAS
QU IN CY
SPRING HILL
BOWLING GREEN
SOUTH DAKOTA
GEORGE WASHINGTON
VERMONT
OKLAHOMA STATE

MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN STATE
MIKOLE TENNESSEE
MISSISSIPPI
MISSISSIPPI STATE
MISSOURI
MURRAY
NEBRASKA
NEW HMCO STATE
NIAGARA
NORTH CAROLINA
NO.,AROL INA ST.
NORTH TEXAS
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
NOTRE DAME
OHIO STATE
OHIO UNIVERSITY
OKLAHOMA
PAN AMERICAN
PENNSYLVANIA
PENN STATE
PROVIDENCE
PURDUE
RHODE ISLAND
RI DER
RUTGERS
ST. JOHNS-N.Y.
ST. E.01.11S
S AMU BARBARA
SOUTHERN CALIF.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
5, N. U.
SYRACUSE
TEMPLE
TEXAS
TEXAS A &
TEXAS TECH
TULANE
-TULSA
U. C. L. A.
UTAH
VILLANOVA
VIRGINIA TECH
WAKE FOREST
WEST TEXAS
WEST VIRGINIA
NESTERN KENTUCKY

It was the only ABA action
Thursday night.
Beaty sank four free throws
in six attempts after the
Floridians battled from a 12point deficit to an 88-88 tie with
327 left. Beaty's free throws
plus two in four attempts by
Jimmy Jones and a pair by
Willie Wise put the game on ice
for Utah.
The Stars now lead the ABA's
Western Division with an 18-7
record. The loss dropped the
Floridians to a tie with
Pittsburgh for fourth place in
the Allot East with an 11-15
record.
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Amer Conf Div I Playoff
Nat'l Conf Div'l Playoff
Amer Cant Div'l Playoff
Nat'l Conf 13,v1 Playoff
Amer Conf Charnpilnship
Nat'l Conf Charnpoonship
Super Bowl
Pro -All-Star Game

Doc 28

Tangerine 8c, a.

Dow.30

Peach Bowl

Dec 31

Gator Bowl
Astro Blue Bonnet Bowl
East•West Shrmat

on this fine
TOTAL AUTOMATIC
COLOR table model!
Today's most beautiful
table model-with 19"
diagonal measure
pictures! Model 6286,
in Mediterranean
styling, is not just a
square box ... it's as
innovative in design as
it is superior in
engineeting.
Early American and
_Contemporary styles
available, too.
Your choice .

NOW
s418

Sugar Bowl
Cotton Bowl
Rose Bowl
Orange Bowl
an 8
Jan 9

Hula Bowl
American Bowl

Matching pedestal base $30

both for only $448

This is your year to kick that
bothersome Color TV tuning habit!

5 SPECTACULAR PARADES
New Year s Day Parade
Tournament of Roles Parade
Sugar Bowl Parade
Cotton Novo Parade
Rose Bowl Parade

Dixieland
Shopping Center
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PRO-FOOTBALL GAMES
25

•

State Approved and Licensed
to be open January 1, 1972
Write !.0 Box No. 2, Murray,Ky.for Reservatioba.0

Aiwadm.o

Utah Stars Win
Eighth Straight
MIAMI BEACH (UPI)-The
Utah Stars, reigning American
Basketball Association champions, called on Zelmo Beaty
for 29 points and 12 rebounds
Thursday night to chalk up
their eighth straight victory 9891 over the Floridians.
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TAG is a complete electronic system that automatically keeps flesh tones natural
and pictures sharp. No more jumping up and down to adjust controls . .. you'll
get a perfectly -tuned picture-- with the right colors-on every channel, every
time! The new ultra -rectangular and ultra -bright Matrix Tube-- unlike many
others-has a black, opaque substance surrounding each color dot-resulting
in far better picture contrast, sharpness and far more brightness. The new
Magna-Power Chassis, with predominantly solid-state components, assures
better performance and greater reliability. And -convenient Remote Control for UHF/VHF is optionally available also at great
savings. It lets you turn your set on/off, adjust volume and select
stations- all from the comfort of your easy chair. It even automatically 1i.5
i
off your set after the station leaves the air!
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Terry Dill Sets Course
Record, Leads At Disney

Ted Williams Stops Baseball
Meetings Without Even Trying

By MILTON RICHMAN
all about being the sudden but nothing so exception
al," he
UPI Sports Writer
center of attention, he never said. "You're talking
about
PHOENIX (UPI)-One man, showed it.
three deals among 800 players.
ORLANDO, Fla. (UPI)- Grier Jones, Hugh Royer,
really
the only man who could,
There he stood in all his Bear that in mind.
Chris
When you
Golfer Terry Dill, a lumbering Blocker, Dewitt Weaver,
Dale stopped the baseball meetings glory, his shirt open at the neck look at it like that it isn't so
Texan with a slow drawl, set Douglass and Bob Lunn.
cold, without even trying.
as usual, the middle button of much."
the record straight about the 65 Trevino wasn't
All he did was take his stance his jacket barely eking out a "You
happy with
like deals?" someone
he shot to lead the field at the the 70 he fired on
Disney's 6,924 there in the hotel lobby, draw decision over those few extra asked him.
start of today's second round of -yard Magnolia
both
arms
back
using
inches
part
of
around
a
his waistline, and
Course, under a
"I love 'em," he came back.
JUNIOR VARSITY Basketball Squad members of the
the new $150,000 Walt Disney cloudy sky and
Calloway County High School Lakers are
hawklike eyes "I think it's great when you
sometimes cardboard coat-hanger as a those dark
pictured at the start of the current season. They are
World Open golf tournament,
back row, left to right, Jerry Conley, coach,
"bat" and begin explaining to taking in everything around can
drizzling rain.
Ricky Scarbrough, Jimmy Futrell, Greg Howard,
make 'em. It creates a
Dan Thompson, James Wells, Tommy West,
"That is the course record," He admits he is
feeling the Ralph Kiner how it should be him.
little positive thinking. You're
Randy Shelton, David Waters, Bryan Maness, Lentils
Beane, Larry Tucker, and W.T. Patterson, insisted the veteran pro who's pressure from Nicklaus'
done.
Williams Demonstrates
drive
going to be wrong, or you're
assistant coach; second row, Steve Simmons, Steve Steele,
been having a bad year. While to top his winnings. He
Randy Connor, James Gillikin, Mark
In no time at all, Ted
"... See, you don't transfer going to be right when
wants to
Miller, Danny Houston, David Thorn, Doug McCann,
you
and Ricky Glover; first row, Richard Scott, Bert Yancey fired an identical keep the title of
the winningest Williams had the entire lobby your weight forward," Williams trade, but you're accomplishing
Jesse Darnell, and Kenneth Cleaver.
65 during a pro-am round golfer ever in a single
blocked.
It was absolutely said to Kiner, who was intently somethi
season.
ng because you're
Wednesday, Dill was quick to Dill, who is 67th
Photo By Hunter Love
on the incredible. The meetings came watching his every move.
stimulating the player and the
point out that records aren't money list with
to
a
dead
halt
as
maybe
"When
the
do you transfer it?" manager."
$34,811 and
established until official tourna- struggling to keep his
exemp- foremost hitting master of all inquired the No. 1 home run
Ted Envies Rkhards
ment play begins.
tion-, has been spending much time, who now manages the hitter in Pittsburgh history.
"Deals stimulate you?"
Dill, who's played in only of his time designing
a golf Texas Rangers, gave batting "You don't," Williams said, "You betcha they do."
four tournaments in the past course in his hometow
n of lessons right there in the keeping that coat-hanger at the
Paul Richards, Atlanta's
four months because of a pulled Austin, since hurting
ready. "You maintain it."
his back thickly carpeted lobby.
stringbean
baseball
boss,
back muscle, hit the pin on the in Charlotte, N.C. last June.
Once again Ted Williams walked by and
He
Williams calla)
Baseball
people
gathered demonstr
last hole Thursday to leave hit seven birdie
ated how the hands out to him:
putts and around from all corners.
They and hips
himself a two-foot birdie putt. bragged about his iron
should work together. "I wish I could stay
shots.
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
crowded
skinny
around
the
big
Orioles manager Earl Weaver. Leagues conducte
exChuck Tanner, the White Sox like you."
d separate He tapped it in to finish one "I believe it's the best I've Boston
UPI Sports Editor
slugger
as if drawn by manger,
"You can't keep plityerslike meetings
stroke
ahead
of
28
-year-old
ever
hit the ball to the green," some
had aquestion.
Thursday. The A.L.
"You can," Richards said in
PHOENIX (UPI)-The trad- that in the minors forever."
-invisible magnet.
session ran long because of a Dave Eichelberger, this year's said the 6-foot-3, 200-pounder,
"Why did you choke up on his droll sort of way.
ing of slugger Frank Robinson
Milwaukee Open champ who who was considered one of the
Rapt Audience
the bat after two strikes?" he
"I watched you eat last
to the Los Angeles Dodgers and Actually, the Orioles got two presentation by the Louisiana bogeyed
his first hole but "iron men" of the 1970 tour,
Mangers like Gil Hodges, asked the last man ever to hit night," Williams said. "You ate
Richie Allen to the Chicago young pitchers, Doyle Alexan- domed stadium group which recovere
d
with
seven birdies to playing in 38 tournaments. He Chuck Tanner, Preston Gomez, .400.
wants the Cleveland Indians' to
one piece of bread. I ate three
White Sox ‘
piit the finishing der, 21, and Bob O'Brien, 22,
j10 games there in 1974. A card a 66.
. ,(tiatsheid in the top ten four Gene Mauch, Danny Murtaggh "Because it gave me bettec
touche". today on one of the and two °tiler
rab.-rat° ---*Aifoint major league meeting was. Jack Nicklaia, nwiese •".a.-412iliPtaillayear, with his best a and Red Schoendienst suddenly bat control."
All 'this was before Thursmost productive winter baseball probably will go to the minor
put back until Friday with only close a $16,000 money-won gap second place in the Sahara appeared from nowhere. Front "Which is your power
day's spectacular session in the
meetings, one that could have a leagues.
hand,
between him and Lee Trevino, Invitational. He finished fifth
in office officials like Roland your top or your bottom one?" lobby when Theodore Samuel
tremendous effect on the 1972 For the 29-year-old Allen, the minor items on the agenda.
was in a third place group at this year's Doral Open.
liemond, Spec Richardson and inquired Joe Reichler of the Williams brought the whole
The
A.L.
pennant races.
also
rejected
Dodgers got righthander pitchan 67, along with former Masters
With Disney .offering $30,000 Joe Lutz also watched in silent commissioner's office.
weriagardiehing halt.
A total of -43 Owes.changed er Tommy John, whirail!ftlie appeal from the White Sox chamgan
lob Goalby, Gary to the winner, Arnold Palmer fascination. Even one
club "You ask 40 hitters that and
Lane HIM Ted
uniforms during the meeting, SO: manager Chuck Tanner from a previous league vote Groh and Jim
Wiechers.
also has a chance to knock owner, Kansas City's Ewing you get 40 different answers,"
Frank Lane, the Milwaukee
two of them twice, with one predicted "may win 20 games which moved the Washington
Nicklaus bogeyed two holes. Trevino out of the top money Kaufman, joined
the huge Williams said.
general manager who is an old
more player still to be named for the Dodgers," and reserve Senators-Texas Rangers from hit seven birdies,
and coin- spot. But Palmer carded a throng 20 feet -in front of the
Ted Loves Deals
friend of his, came in from the
the East to the West Division plained
as the result of 12 deals that infielder Steve Huntz.
of his iron shots.
disappointing 71 Thursday and main dining room.
Possibly the most restless street and noticed tremendous
involved some of the most Dodger vice-president Al and Milwaukee from the West Finishing
the first round commented, "I just couldn't
figure here this week was the crowd around Williams in the
to
the
East. The White Sox had knotted in
celebrated players swapped in Campanis insisted his club
If
the
fourth place with 6as really get working. I wasn't
53-year-old Williams manager
of the Texas Rangers. lobby. He moved toward the
the history of the meetings.
would not have traded Allen wanted to switch to the East. were Dow Finsterw
felt any self-consciousness at He
ald, Yancey, concentrating."
was like some kind of caged edge of the throng and decided
Dodgers' Good Deal
unless it had been able to get
lion when he had to sit around to agitate his old buddy.
Robinson and Allen were Robinson, and also insisted that
the lobby here because for him
"No wonder you hit .400," he
perhaps the biggest-Robinson the Dodgers had "no problems"
that really wasn't enough called out. "You always got
going from the Baltimore with the controversial Allen
action. Three major deals were four strikes."
even and Cleveland vs. CincinOrioles where he helped them who, despite all his talent, was „
By GARY KALE
high against New England. ,positioti when it meets
Bal- made here the first day but
Williams, in the midst of
nati
is
a
pick
'em
win four pennants In six years traded for the fourth time in
game.
UPI Sports Writer
Griese has 19 for the season, timore the following
Sunday. Williams wasn't that much demonstrating his pivot, never
to the Dodgers as part of a six- four years.
It's the Dallas Cowboys' turn Namath, coming off the two less than his 1968 total. A ,The
Colts trail Miami by a impressed because none of the bothered even looking around.
man deal. Allen left the
Campanis Lauds Richie
to feel the strength of returning bench for his 1971 debute after Dolphin victory would put game and
a half in the AFC three involved his ball club.
knee surgery, displayed his old
"Same old Lane," he needled
Dodgers and went to the White "One day we had to put Joe Namath.
Miami in an advantageous East
"I think that's a good start back.
passing
accuracy
Sox for two players.
as
he
someone else in the starting
threw
Dallas, carrying a slim half"The Dodgers got Robinson lineup when he was standing game lead over Washington in two TD strikes to Rich Caster
for nothing," cracked Reggie outside the clubhouse talking to the National Football Conferen- and one to Ed Bell. The Jets,
Jackson, the Oakland A's power somebody while they were ce's Eastern Division, plays already eliminated from this
hitter who visited the meetings, playing the National Anthem host to the New York Jets year's race, show they have
referring to the fact that the and we couldn't find him," said Saturday afternoon. The Cow- style to move up in the AFC
Orioles got four young players, Campania. "Manager Walter boys' concern, bowever, is that Eastern Division next season.
Dallas has a four-game
whose names are practicably Vqm /had no problems with ark .injurs-plagueidl, Jets
team winning
string going and
unknown, for Robinson and Allen, and I don't think Tanner suddenly has become
a threat
resurgent quarterback in Rog
veteran southpaw pitcher Pete will have any problems."
to title seekers.
Richert.
Namath passed for three Staubach, who has thrown 96
passes without being intercept"I know why they made the
"I live within 20 miles of touchdowns last Sunday against
ed during this surge. One of his
deal and I don't blame them a
San
Francisco
,
but
the FortyRichie in western Pennsylvania
favorite
bit," said Robinson in Los
targets
is
Lance
and I've always known him as Niners managed to hang on to
Alworth, who needs 34 more,
Angeles. "I'm quite satisfied
a fine man," said Tanner. win a 24-21 decision. The oddsyards to join the Jets Doti
because I live on the West "What's
more, he's going to makers are cautious about Maynard
as the only player to
Coast and if I was going to be
Dallas'
chances against the
make other guys on our teamgain 10,000 yards in receptions.
traded I would have picked
guys like Carlos May, Rick Jets and have installed the
Washington holds an earlygoing to a West Coast team or
Reichardt, and Mike Andrews- Cowboys only as seven-point
season 30-6 victory over the
a New York team. Not report?
favorites
.
better hitters because pitchers
Giants, but this 'Skins have
Nonsense. I figure I can play won't
be working around them
Washington, hoping for a Jets been in a slump/wi
for two or three years more."
th only one
and they'll get better pitches to victory, takes on pro football's
win in their „list four starts.
Club Showing Age
hit."
other New York franchise, the The burden//
of quarterbacking
Frank Cashen, Orioles' viceGiants,-44 Sunday and is 9- falls on ,'illy Kilmer
president, admitted that Win- -An told, there were -eight
after
Sonny 4tirgensen reinjured his
son's age-36-was the major player trades Thursday and the point picks to prevail.
factor in Baltimore's parting Texas Rangers were involved
In other Sunday action, left st*Ider in last week's win
with the only man who has won in three of them -more than Oakland is a one-point favorite overThiladelphia. Kilmer masteiminded the first victory
the "Most Valuable Player" any
other
team
at
the over Atlanta, Los Angeles is
award in both leagues---with meetings. The Rangers got two favored by 12 over Ner against New York.
Cincinnati in 1961 and the young players to the Cleveland Orleans, Baltimore figures 'by Oakland's chances of retainOrioles in 1966.
Indians in an eight player 17 over Buffalo, St. Louis by ing its slim lead over Kansas
Our whole club was starting swap. Then they traded catcher three over Green Bay, Miami City in the AFC's Western
to show its age," said Cashen. Paul Casanova to Atlanta for by 13 over New England, Division rests on the Raiders'
"We have to bring up Don catcher Hal King.
Minnesota is 13 over San Diego, ability to stop Atlanta and San
Baylor and Terry Crowley from
Detroit 14 against Philadelphia, Francisco's chances against the
Separate Meetings
the minor leagues," explained
Pittsburgh six over the Oilers, Chiefs Monday night. Oakland
The American and National Denver and
Chicago are rated was blitzed by Baltimore last
Sunday as the Raiders went
scoreless until the final period
when Fred Biletnikoff hauled in
two TD passes from George
Blanda.
Miami goes after his ninth
straight win and Bob Griese
tries for a personal TD passing

Frank Robinson, Richie Allen
Top Baseball Trades Thursday

Cowboys Host Jets And Joe Saturday
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ART DEPARTMENT OF MSU
*
*
*
*
*
IS HAVING ITS ANNUAL
*
*
i
*

***
**

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CHRISTMAS ART
SUB.

CRAFT

9 A.M.-10 P.M. SAT.
NOON to 10 P.M. SUN.

All Handmade Objects
t
by Art Dept. and Faculty
* Pottery

***
**
**
*4,
*
*
*
**
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

* PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE *

JUST ARRIVED!
HUNDREDS OF RECORDS!

PARK BEING BUILT
BROOKHAVEN, N.\'. , UPI)
-A 74-acre sports park which
will
contain
facilities for
football, baseball, basketball,
swimming and handball is
being constructed here on a
landfill site which consumes
1,000 tons of garbage per day.
The sports park, which will
contain 16 tennis courts, 15
handball courts, five basketball
courts, two football fields, six
baseball diamonds and stveral
swimming pools, is being built
for the town of Brookhaven by
the New York State Environmental Facilities Corp.
According to Michael Pope,
president of Pope, Evans and
Robbins, a division of Perathon
Inc., the park will be opened in
stages in 1973 and 1974.

*
*
*
*
*
* Candles
*
* Jewelry
*
*
*
*
* Leather Goods * Charcoals
*
*
*
*
NEW JOB
*
•
* ADAMS'
Drawin
*
gs
*
PHOENIX, Ariz
Macra
t UPI)*
me
*
*
* Bobby Adams, general manager of the Chicago Cubs'
*
*
*
* Tacoma, Wash., farm team in
*
Proceeds Will Be Returned to Art Dept. for Use
the Pacific Coast League for
* the
*
*
last six seasons, was named
*
In Their Scholarship Fund
*
Thursday as general manager
*
1****************************************** of jit..40ba' Midland,- TeL
affiliate in the Texas League.

TOP ARTISTS - CLASSICS

COUNTRY 8 WESTERN

8 Track Stereo Tapes
$ 1 95
Give A Personalized Football Jersey

EE I

One name or number imprinted Free on any shirt
purchased at Wallace's!
(Offer Expires December 25th)

Pt

*

Ef

OPEN UNTIL 8 *

Wallace's Book Store
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Keeping Commitments To Be
Tough For Ford Nunn Says

Veteran Utah Sheepherder
Thinks of Moving to

FRIDAY-DECEMBER 3, 1971

Grant Is
Awarded
University

President

s s •
(Continued from Page 1)
men, again issued the veto
warning
Democrats, who thought
Nixon had been bluffing, still
weren't sure, but they showed
signs of uneasiness.
he still
believed
They
wouldn't veto the important tax
measure because that would
throw the business world into
an uproar, since the bill
contained vital industrial tax
breaks, including a 7 per cent
tax write-off, retroactive to
April, for purchases of business
equipment.
On Wednesday, the conferees
cleaned up most of the tax
matters, but still left hanging
the matter of the campaign
financing plan which Democrats and organized labor had
been fighting for since 1966.

race next November?
PRICE, Utah (AP) berton in last month's guber- the Senate
to a question on the After 55 years of lonely
answers
His
By ROBERT P. DALTON
natorial election left the state
By Dwain McIntosh
FRANKFORT, KY. (UPI) - GOP in clisarray? "There's no party downfall may provide a hours and hard work in all
A grant of $52,052 has been
"Keeping his commitments" will evidence of disarray," Nunn clue.
kinds of weather. sheepherding
awarded to the department of
be the toughest task facing in- replied. "The party will look "First, I've got to be motivated is losing its appeal for Fred
sociology and anthropology at
cring Gov. Wendell H. Ford, awfully good in the next few by some strong reason, but at this Rispaud
Murray State University for
time, I have no desire to run for
a ording to the man who has months.':
"I might try town this winsupport of as social
continuation
Nunn said. "If ter," he says. "This is the only
held the office the last four years.
Nunn,a veteran politician, saw the Senate,"
work program begun in the fall
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, who is no personal repudiation in something prompted me,I'd run. work I've ever bad. but I'm
semester of 1970.
getting a little old ..."
approaching the final hours of his Emberton's defeat. "He didn't I'd take my chances.
Covering fiscal year 1971-72,
who
Rispaud,
herds
sheep
.an
administration, told UPI in
"I've been in two statewide
run on my record," the Governor
the grant award consists of 75 per
interview that his successor will said, "and they didn't even races and put them both together near the central Utah town of
cent federal money and 25 per
have difficulty trimming ex- defend the accusations that were and I'm still ahead as far as votes Price - population 6,200 - is
growing
a
of
one
number
cent university funds, according
of
his
meet
to
penses in government
I got. And if I decide there's veteran sheepherders in
made."
the
to Dr. Walter E. Blackburn, dean
go
I'd
issue,
campaign promises.
compelling
some
West who are retiring
"What it am%unted to was that
of the School of Arts and Sciences
"Yes, keeping the comahead
run."
and
It's hard to find young men
every time Emberton picked up
at Murray State.
the
be
will
made
mitments he's
"I'd have to look at the whole who are willing to put up with
an issue, Ford said 'me, too, and
Made through the division of
"There
main problem," Nunn said.
added.
Nunn
picture,"
isolation
and
demanding
the
that negated every issue," The
public assistance in the Kentucky
"But, he won't be caught in the
the
affect
that
things
of
lot
a
are
work for only $300 a month,
Governor said. "Emberton
Economic
Department of
same bind I was. There are no
That same day Mills told a
never put Ford on the defensive." races for office besides the says Marcellus Palmer, execuSecurity, the grant is a renewal of
commitments outstanding that
of
Utah
secretary
the
you
tell
tive
Wool
himself-I'll
candidate
local Democratic organization
Is Nunn the man to lead the
ago
er
ye
a
9'26,763
a
made
award
Growers Association.
will be left without money from
the campaign financing play
party back to power by winning that."
to establish the new educational
Finding men to tend the
this administration."
would be in the measure and
program in social welfare at
flocks is the major problem facNoting that he was left with a
that Nixon would not veto it.
wool
and
ing
State.
growers
is
Murray
one
of
924 million deficit when he enIt seemed almost certain that
the main reasons the industry is
Dr. John H. Watson, chairman
iered office, Nunn said he has
would be in, especially in
it
declining by about four per cent
of the department of sociology
statements from the budget
light of Mills' pronouncement.
a year. Palmer says_
the
that
anthropology,
noted
and
Vectors of each of the state
Then, on Thursday, it was, so
Many ranchers have begun
program has grown from one
departments showing Ford will
to speak, a whole new card
keeping their flocks in con- READY TO QUIT - After 56 years of sheepherding. Fred
faculty member and 30 student game.
apt be left with any unpaid bills.
trolled areas, supervising them Rispaud. 72. is thinking of settling down in town. Here Rispaud
majors to three faculty members
,- i'llsere's one exception," Nunn
of
sits
front
in
the
section
of
old
trailer
pickup
in'which
from
trucks,
the
lives
in
he
Palmer
Gallery
alone
Late Wednesday, a White
Hall
By Dwain McIntosh
150 majors in its first year. House lobbyist started spreadand
said, "economic security (which
his
makes
Rispaud
says
with
round
the fine arts center, along
He said the program at Murray ing the story that even if the
on horseback and by foot
handles welfare programs) will
an operation
dangers - sicknets. weather.
Dedication ceremonies Sunday some work done by the freshman
State was created and is being camrign financing plan got
He and his two brothers came
The food was good and the
. probably have to have a deficit for the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of design class of- Mrs. Emily
ti_
can
he
redators
_1.911c_-_
developed in response I.eover from France as.,, gpung nurses were nice.. Wit
appropriation made by the the new Price
out ' the conference it would
Arts Wolfson. asscseits ,professor of boys to nrakeA.....
s
noisy.
too
was
It
sleep.
.T. there is Suf- Center at hittitWf. State art., The setildr show by
Rispaud doesn't have to (.10 it growing manpower needs of be knocked out on the House
-'
"We thought the whole coun- says.
all alone He has three horses human service agencies for floor The Democrats didn't
ficient surplus money to cover University will have an ap- Richard Payne of Enfield, Ill.,
try was full of gold when we
to
his dog. Blackie, to help social workers. Graduates of the have the votes, he said.
turnedand
have
men
Sheep
it."
items-one
ceramic
propriate backdrop of six dif- consists of 24
came over in 1914. We thought
program, which includes a 30Another problem facing the ferent art exhibits.
Plan Skips 1972
a 30-piece dinner set-and six we could just fill up our pockets imported labor from France. him mind 1.200 sheep.
His camp is comfortable. A hour major, are prepared for
Spain. and, more recently
new Governor is a cutback in the
the
with
graduate
The story spread on ThursTo
prints.
and go home."
Two senior student exhibits and
to
tree
one
from
hangs
saddle
probare
still
entry-level positions in fields day, while the conferees were
Peru But there
road program if the license tag four.other shows will be hanging RSA- in- ceramics Una month, — But it
out that
keep moisture out. Chaps hang such as public assistance, child
fee is reduced fforn $12.50 back to in the new 6,000 square-foot Payne will continue with his way. He's never been back. And lems with immigration quotas.
working on the campaign
is
labor organiza- from another The wood pile
welfare, mental health, and financing plan behind closed
$5, Nunn said. Ford implied in gallery at 4 p.m. when it is of- graduate work at Murray State. his two brothers died in Ameri- opposition from
and with finding men ta- just outside his door
tions
corrections.
his campaign advertising that he ficially dedicated and named in Dedication of the gallery is the ca.
doors
Inside, there's a place for
mbar with the sheep business.
Wallace Baggett, director of
Ever since. Fred has
' tereduce the fee.
Meantime a labor official
'A man with a herd on winter everything_ A camp lantern the division of social work and the
honor of Miss Eagle, a faculty final formal program of the day
general obligation bonds member since 1946 and chairman which also includes dedication of watched over flocks of sheep. desert range is responsible for gives light after sundown,. His
..
telephoned Rep. Thomas P.
all sold, so Ford might have of the art department for 23 the $3.6 million new fine arts winter and summer Trips to an $80 000 or 890.000 in- boss brings groceries, a few only faculty member in the O'Neill, 1)-Mass, the Democratrcut back on road building," years before relinquishing that addition at 2 p.m. and dedication town have been rare - some- vestment So many things can magazines every two or three division a year, attributes the ic whip, and said he understood
times for a trip to a hospital and happen If a man knows the days. and checks up on him
growth of the program to a more campaign financing was "out."
observed.
position last summer because of of the Richard W. Farrell Recital
intense awareness of social O'Neill telephoned Speaker Carl
e doubted that toll roads are ill heath.
Hall named in honor of the
needs.
solution. "There's only so Succeeded by Dr. Gordon chairman of the music departAlbert who earlier came out
"Student interest in the social strongly for the proposal.
much the state will support," he Plummer
department ment at 3 p.m.
as
work program seems to reflect a Albert telephoned Mills, and
commented.
chairman, Miss Eagle is now the Besides art and music, the fine
sensitivity to and a concern about said he understood it was
' Nunn, who has opposed a' gallery director and a member of arts center houses the drama E.E. Fry of Paris, Tenn.,
social issues confronting the "out." Mills assured Albert it
severance tax on coal, said he felt the art faculty.
department and the division of brother of Mrs. L. E. Brown of
Benton Williams, Consultant International students at the country today," be explained. was "in."
the Ford-backed severance tax _ She gave this lineup of exhibits radio-television. Construction on Murray,died Wednesday at 3:30
would place the state in a non- to be hanging in the gallery on the building was begun in a.m. at the Henry County with the National Student Baptist Student Center at Murray "They view the field of social
A haIt-isour later, Mills' panel
work as providing opportunity to had included the campaign
competitive position with other dedication day:
December, 1968.
General Hospital, Paris. He was Mirustries Department of the State University on Friday,
aid in the solution of these financing plan. It was in-but
coal-producing states and lead to Senior exhibits by Mrs. Carolyn The building will be open to the 88 years of age and a longtime Baptist Sunday School Board, November 26, at six p.m.
problems."
registered
students
Tenn.,
the
was
riot for 1972.
Thirty-five
Nashville,
mine closings.
Smith of Cadiz and Miss Julie public Sunday from 2 to 6 p.m. for druggist.
Calling
the
community
Mills, a possible dark horse
"If you take the jobs away and Studer of Worthington, Ohio, both student and faculty-guided tours.
The deceased was the operator speaker at two area churches this for the dinner with forty
laboratory experience "a unique presidential candidate who
the
from
present
representatives
week.
put them on welfare," Nunn said, of whom will graduate _this
Paris,
at
Company
Drug
of Fry
feature of the social work hates to lose measures on the
"then the state's revenue from month with the B.S. degree in art
Tenn.,from 1933 to 1960. He was "Working With Internationals" twenty-four Baptist churches in
of his discussion the Blood River Association curriculum for this area," floor, confided that he had
the severance tax won't be education. Mrs. Smith's show
a native of Carroll County, Tenn., was the subject
Haggett said students have the become convinced, apparently
enough to cover it."
and was a member of the Seventh at the Memorial Baptist Church, participating.
consists of 19 drawings and six
opportunity to deepen, enrich, overnight, that Nixon would
a.m.,
of
ten
director
at
Cornell,
Lloyd
Rev.
Tuesday
on
Murray,
On the personal side, Nunn said paintings, and Miss Studer's is
Day Adventist Church.
and
integrate
academic veto the economic measure.
he still plans to practice law in made up of 27 pieces, including
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. and at Zion's Cause Baptist the Murray State BSU, related
County at what the Thanksgiving in knowledge with practical ap- Also he said there would be 75
Lexington when his term ends drawings, paintings, jewelry,
Flossie Maddox Fry of Paris, Church in Marshall
America means to the citizens. plication in a community social Democratic votes against it on
with Ford's inauguration next prints and ceramics.
Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs. L.E. (oven p.m. Tuesday.
the House floor, enough for it to
India, service agency.
at
students
Saraswat of
International
Two
Tuesday.
Brown of Murray, Mrs. Bert
Paintings and drawings by
"This field experience provides lose.
University, president of the International
State
Widely considered as a Robert Head, associate professor
Brown of Covington, and Mrs. Murray
Byrnes Surprised
Murray the student with a slice of reality
prospective candidate for Sen. of art at Murray State and a
Georgia Foust of Loma Linda, Chareon Gunpangsri of Thailand Student Association at
that will prove to be invaluable to
A separate Democratic leadDesai
Iraq,
of
Luxmi
Ghazarian
introduced
Vahe
and
State,
John Sherman Cooper's seat if faculty member since 1965.
California.
him as he undertakes the full ership head count confirmed
Cooper steps down next year. Depicting his reactions to his
Funeral services were held spoke during the noon luncheon and Urrnila Patel, two girls from
Indian responsibilities of a social that there might have been
Nunn did not rule out the environment, the show consists of
Thursday at 2:30 p.m at the at the meeting at the Memorial India, who did a native
enough reluctant Democrats
dance, and told what the dance worker," he added.
possibility.
McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Church.
57 pieces.
Students in the program at who would have teamed with
consultant
the
by
talks
These
meant
"I don't preclude other things," Twelve acrylic npaintings and
Fenn. Burial was in the Hillcrest
were sponsored by the In- The basement of the center was Murray State carry actual cases, Republicans to defeat the
Nunn said when asked if his 20
Cemetery there.
serigraph prints by Ben
Student committee of decorated for the occasion. An working directly with persons campaign kitty.
ternational
future includes anything besides
Marnoud, associate professor of
When the postponed camthe
River Baptist American meal of turkey and all who have social problems, and
Blood
practicing law. "One thing I've art at
Illinois
Northern
Association composed of Mrs. W. the trimmings was served by the function as regular staff mem- paign financing plan was voted.
learned is that I'm not just going
University at DeKalb, Ill. The
to say I'm not going to do
A. Erwin, Mrs. Harvey Culp, women of the churches par- bers of social service agencies the most surprised man in the
one-man show by Mamoud has
while enrolled in the training room was not a Democrat, but
Hugh Noffsinger, Mrs. ticipating.
Mrs.
something, or I'm going to do been
widely exhibited in colleges SAN ANTONIO-Airman Solon
program.
Rep. John W. Byrnes, R-Wis.,
Mrs.
Cornell, and
Lloyd
1
something, until the whole record and
universities across the M. Henson, son of Mrs. Gerry Funeral services for Eugene I
Besides Baggett, faculty the senior House Republican on
is in.
Ray.
Crawford
Scott of Benton, Ky., has received Tyler Allen of Memphis, Tenn.,
United States.
members in the division of social the panel.
Another event sponsored by the
.Then you decide," he added.
Contemporary paintings by his first U. S. Air Force duty formerly of Murray, were held
work are Mrs. Julie Lovins and
Moments earlier he had
committee was the dinner for the
"There may be something that
living American and European assignment after completing Thursday at 1130 a.m. at the
Jack Johnson, both assistant offered a plan to authorize $8
will change my whole attitude
Training
Air
artists in a show co-sponsored by basic training at the
Memphis Funeral Home. He was
million each to Democrats and
professors.
tomorrow, so I'm not precluding the art department and the Command's Lackiand AFB, Tex.
45 years of age.
Republicans, with a smaller
anything."
Kentucky Arts Commission. The airman has been assigned to Allen, owner of the Southland
share to George Wallace, to
Does he feel the 64,000-vote
(Continued from Page 11
Incite:ling work by such artists as a unit of the Air Training Com- Industrial Products, Company, a
finance television, radio, newsdefeat of Republican ,Tom Erni,
Gerald Gooch, Paul Wunderlich mand at Keesler AFB, Miss., for chemical producing firm in driven by 0. J. Grogan of Murray
paper advertising; but the four
and Diter Rot, the 13-piece training and duty as a lass en- Memphis, was killed about 9:40 Route Three.
Members of the Murray
Democrats on the House side
the
by
cited
were
persons
ethibit is on loan from the per- forcement specialist. Airman a.m. Saturday, November 27,
Nine
Police said Grogan, going east Kiwanis Club heard an inturned him down.
of
graduate
manent collection of the Henson is a 1970
when the car in which he was on Glendale Road, stopped at the teresting program on the subject, Murray Police Department on
"It would have been sure
University of Kentucky Art Benton High School.
riding slipped into a broadside intersection of South 12th Street, "The Drug Scene from a Thursday and last night, ac- financing" Byrnes said.
Gallery.
skid and struck the automobile of and then started out onto South Student's Point of View", by Joe cording to the citation reports.
Burke Objects
They were two for driving
To remain on exhibit through
the Gerald Cosgriff family.
12th to make a left turn. The Tamney, Burlington, N.J., a
After the Byrnes proposal
Federal State Market News Dec. 22, the Head, Mamoud and
The accident was on a snow- Grogan car collided with the senior
State while intoxicated and driving on lost, Mills pulled out a sheet of
Murray
at
Service Dec. 3, 1971
Kentucky Arts Commission
swept highway in Big Timber, Dodge truck going north on South University, at the regular suspended license, one for
amendments, including the key
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog shows are located on the fourth
Montana. The three Memphians 12th Street, according to the meeting last night at the driving while intoxicated, two for one-putting off the date of
Market Report includes 10 buying floor main entrance level of the
in the car, Walter S. Moore, police report.
reckless driving, three for public financing beyond 1972. The only
Woman's Clubhouse.
stations
gallery.
Memphis, Police Lt. Edward
on the Tamney began by telling the drunkenness, and one for Democratic objection was
was
truck
the
to
Damage
Receipts: Act. 365 Est. 2000 Prints and jewelry by Dortha
Sills, and Mr. Allen, had left left fender and left foot step, and club that the members had shoplifting.
voiced by Rep. James A.
barrows and gilts
fully $.50 Lee Henderson, a faculty
Broke, 0-Mass.
High School Band Memphis November 12 on a to the car on the right front renewed his faith by singing
Murray
higher sows steady
The
member in the art department at
"America The Beautiful" as
Back in the White House
Club announces hunting trip and were due to fender and right front door.
the University of Oklahoma at Parents Booster
return to Memphis on Sunday. Another collision was in- praise to our country. He went on
later, Nixon withdrew his veto
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., $20.00-20.50 Norman. Her show is made up of the annual winter concert of the
Allen,a former employee of the vestigated by the city police at to say that college students were
threat but indicated he would
Band on
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 20.50-20.75
(Continued from Page 1
13 pieces of jewelry, nine Murray High School
Ledger & Times following his 7;55 p.m. Thursday between a searching for answers and that
to block future implemenfight
7,30
at
9,
December
200-240
2-4
Thursday
lbs., 19.75-20.00
US
In a wide-ranging questioning tation of the financing plan.
photoserigraphs and two
Murray
from
graduation
State
Impala
by
driven
Chevrolet
are
as
drugs
sought
sometimes
1965
School
University
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 19.25-19.75
p.m.,
intaglio.
University in 1950, was a member .John V. Milner of Route One, the answers. "First the person session Ford said:
As it turned out, Nixon did
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 18.75-19.25
Located on the gallery's fifth Auditorium.
-He did not expect his not have to decide whether to
of the Graceland Christian Frankfort, Ind., and a 1965 takes drugs and then drugs take
of
Band
High
Murray
Sows
The
floor upper level, the show by
reorganization of state govern- veto a 1972 campaign financing
Volkswagen two door owned by the person," he said
members was the Church in Memphis.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.00-16.00
Miss Henderson, whose work has seventy-eight
ment to begin until July 1 and plan. And he also does, not have
survived by his wife, the Walter Robinson of 730 Vine
US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 14.50-15.00 been widely exhibited in the recent winner of two "Best He is
Jacqueline Robertson, Street, Murray, and driven by "Today's youth have not gone would include an environmental to show his other key card-the
Awards" in competition with former
US 2-3450-650 lbs., 14,00-14.50, few South and Southwest, will
also
School daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lubye Donna Joyce Robinson of Benton hungry. They will steal or sell agency combining the functions votes in the House that his
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no
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CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE
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Dedication Of Clara Eagle
Gallery Set Sunday At MSU

Brother Of Local
Woman Succumbs

International Student Events
Held Here During The Past Week

Eugene Tyler Allen
Rites Held Thursday

Wreck .

Federal State
Market Report

Arr

MSU Student
Tells Kiwanis
Of Drug Scene

Nine Persons Are
Cited By Police

•

Murray High
Band Concert
Is On Thursday
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THE SPREAD'S THE THEME—A floral-printed cotton
spread in yellow, blue, and orange sets the color scheme
for a teen-ager's bed-sitting room. An orange window
shade with matching valance fits into built-in shelves,
while chairs and rug incorporate the blue of the spread.
The old-fashioned washstand is painted orange red, and
Mexican wicker baskets are splashed with yellow for
accent.
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The Glasgow School for
Practical Nurses has announced
that official notice has been
received from the Kentucky State
Board of Nurse Registration and
Nursing Education that all thirtytwo graduates of the twentieth
class who wrote State Board
Licensure Examinations in
October successfully passed and
have been granted licenses as
Practical Nurses.
Students receiving licenses
are:
Bedelia
Baker,
Elizabethtown; Jayne Bell,
Alvaton; Sherry Blackford,
Russellville; Michelle Bonds,
Scottsville;
Jean
Bryant,
Columbia;
Mary
Carroll,
Elizabethtown; Bettye Carter,
Horse Cave; Martha Cornelius,
Austin;
Patricia
Curry,
Greensburg; Judy Edwards,
Horse Cave; Neva Estes,
Summer Shade;
Martha Ford, Mt. Hermon;
Sherry Gregory, Scottsville;
Murlene Grider, Glasgow; Vicky
Hammers, Rochester; Jean
jpi.oh
P+AVicia
ffoITéy,.Knob Lick; Sharon
Locke, Hardyville;
April
Logsdon, Horse Cave; Anita
Miller, Elizabethtown; Cathy
Neely, Avalton; Linda Pape,
Louisville; Patricia Peters, Big
Clifty; Teresa Rainwater Penick,
Caxibellsville; Jean Rector,
Bartrieeteen; Janetta Riddle;
Glasgow; Carolyn Sams, Horse
Cave; Patricia South, Center;
Patricia Sullivan, Central City;
Deborah Turner, Mt. Hermon,
Marlene Woodcock Shipley,
Austin; Charlotte
Yokley,
Bowling Green.
These graduates are now
successfully employed
throughout various hospitals and
health agencies.

Remove persistent food
odors from plastic food containers by sealing wadded black and-white newspaper or charcoal in them for 12 hours.
Rinse in warm suds, then with
clear water, before drying and
storage.

'Fleecing Lambs'
in stocks related
By CARL . itlITEkt
Copley News Service
If you have lost any considerable amount of money investing in
the stock market — and particularly if this has been the result of
brokers' advice — you might get in some solid vicarious licks
against Wall Street by reading "Fleecing the lambs."
You and I, of course, are the lambs.
Christopher Elias, former editor of the New York Stock Exchange's official magazine, is swinging pretty much in all directions as author of the newly published critique against much of
what he has observed behind the scenes on Wall Street. Not all of
his swings are particularly well placed, but there is little doubt he's
on target a g'eat deal of the time.
Elias, tousled and intent, has been stumping zealously for his
book on the premise that it carries a most important message for
the public: The little guy has been victimized by touts and worse
down through stock market history, but if he understands how this
has been brought about, he may be spared further anguish to the
extent his good sense permits.
This is assuming there are stock market reforms, from Elias'
point of view.
Perhaps the biggest reforms he envisions are the following:
1. A nationwide or worldwide automatic quotations system that
would sound the death knell for floor traders and stock specialists.
2. Stockbroker remuneration based on a salary and not tied
strictly to commissions.
3 Elimination of self-regulation by the major stock exchanges
"The time clearly has come to strip Wall Street of its monopoly
and its self-regulatory privilege — a privilege that it has abused to
benefit a few — and to change the securities trading industry into
one that is compft,...475reiy teguiaieci, as dre airlines and
utilities," Elias says.
As this native New Yorker and Columbia University journalism
master's graduate sees it, there would be a true auction market
attracting firms that would welcome individual investors "since
the cost of handling their accounts would be reduced."
A corollary to the growth of investment opportunities, Elias feels,
would be a tendency to limit the growth of mutual funds and other
institutions, such as banks, pension funds and insurance corn-

'The institutions wield a disproportionate amount of economic
power," Elias says.
Even so, he adds,"the investment record of the mutual funds —
even of college endowments funds, pension funds and all the rest of
the go-go money managers — is nothing to crow about."
-Fleecing the Lambs"(Henry Regnery Co., Chicago) Lambasts
brokerage house management — "A pertinent question is whether
managers have learned anything from the ( back office debacle of
recent years. The evidence and their attitudes suggest they have
not."
The book lashes at analysts — "Most of Wall Street's research,
with the exception of that provided for the institutional investor,
resenibles nothing so much as tip sheets written by touts."
And the book criticizes Securities & Exchange Commission
chairmen, Big Board officials, governors of the exchange, the
exchange staff, newspaper columnists and others. It offers case
histories of individuals who have run afoul of ethics in some cases
and afoul of the law in others. It tells how widely known firms failed
under an inundation of paper work.
Keith Funston, former NYSE president, emerges as a special
kind of villain, although there's a hint of pique in this assessment.
!Anyhow, it's fascinating reading.
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never stop pleasing
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c
Water resist r•rt
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CALEND1AL
Dial anri st,a0 in
orange be

RADCLIFF'L"
17 jewels
Water resistant

DATE AND DAY C
Time day date
at a glance 17 jewc,c

JOANNA ' H
17 jewels
bracele.

$10.95. That's a pretty good price for a watch with a precision jeweled, shock-resistant,
anti-magnetic movement, an unbreakable mainspring and a Bulova-backed guarantee.
High quality and smart styling . . that's why Caravelle is a choice gift. For graduations
birthdays
anniversaries. Father's Day Mother's Day Any special occasion.
Come see the newest in wrist fashions and features. Caravelle by Bulova. Expensive watches
at inexpensive prices

We do oil servicing of Caravelle watches.

FURCHES JEWELRY
East Side Square

Phone 753-2835
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Y...
..
...................... ..... ......................* Double-Insulated Storm Windows and Storm Doors
...
* Completely Set Up .. . Ready To Live In
* Are Underpinned
* Completely Guaranteed by Manufacturer and Riviera Courts
* All Homes Are Furnished With House Type Furniture

THESE HOLLY PARK MOBILE HOMES ARE OF EXTRAORDINARY QUALITY
AND NOT TO BE EASILY FOUND
* First Come .
First Served
* Bank and FHA Financing Available
* Any Reasonable Offer Accepted

These Homes Are Going To Be Sold!
You'll Be Surprised At The Low Cost Of These Beautiful Homes!

RIVIERA COURTS IS WILLING TO SACRIFICE
AT ANY COST, INOR.DER TO SEP.!!
................................

U.S. 45 NORTH
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(Editor's Note: The following it, she explained. "Many horarticle b) Bonita Sparrow with mones and drugs are not soluble
accompanying photo by Fred in water, so other liquids must be
Griffith appeared in a recent found which will dissolve the
Sunday issue in November of compound to be injected."
Commercial
Appeal, "Mrs. Tusa's Research was
The
Memphis, Tem. Mrs. Betty Hart under the direction of Dr. KenTusa is the daughter of Mr. and neth E. Avis, vice-president of
Mrs. Dan Hart of Murray Route the University of Tennessee's
Five and is a graduate of Murray department of pharmacy. She
High School.)
compared a compound by the
"There is sotnethng absolutely hard-to-spell
name
of
breathtaking about one thousand dimethylpolysiloxane with
green dollars appearing like a sesame oil as a liquid medium of
bolt from the blue to nestle the injection of progesterone.
securely in your very own bank "After the hours of research
account.
and time spent in libraries
"And when Betty Hart Tusa got reading "every word I could find
her breath early this month, she about it," Mrs. Tusa completed
floated on air all the way down her own work, wrote her theses
the halls of the pharmacy at and submitted it for credit and
Veterans Administration for the contest.
Hospital where she is employed
"I'll have to admit that I was
as a pharmacist-generalist.
truly elated when I heard that I
"Mrs. Tusa had just been had won," she said with a pleased
notified that her thesis for a smile. "And it made me very,
graduate degree from the very happy that UT will receive
University of Tennessee School of some of the benefits, too."
Pharmacy had earned her a "Mrs. Tusa was ...graduated
national awirettniircarries $1,30C- Zeta., ;:crc.3 .7011.14isaee
prize money for herself and an College of Pharmacy in 1963, and,
additional $1,000 to the school after working as a staff pharfrom which she was graduated. macist in Kingsport, Tenn., and
"'the frosting on the cake was Louisville, Ky., and after a trip to
an expense paid trip to Las Europe, she decided to return to
Vegas, Nev., November 9-12 to school to complete her master's
read her paper and receive her degree in her field.
award at the national meeting of "She said, quite candidly, "I
the Parenteral Drug Association, was single at the time I began my
Research Involved
graduate work and I decided that
Comparing Compounds
if I was going to support myself
"Mrs. Tusa's work was, in her the rest of my life I should do it in
words, very technical and very the very best way possible.
difficult." She explained, "The Graduate school offered that
award was for the discovery of an opportunity.
improved solution for injecting
Good Income Draws
the hormone progesterone, one
Women To Pharmacy
that is essential in the female "Pharmacy is a marvelous
reproductive cycle.
profession for women, she went
"'The word 'parenteral' means on.
"Pharmacists generally
'through the skin' and the work I make between $10,000 and $13,000
did involved comparing sesame a year. If a woman wants to
oil as a liquid medium for the marry and have a family she can
injection of the hormone."
still do relief work two or three
"A hormone or drug is tran- days a week and work enough to
smitted to the body through the keep up with what's going on in
skin, in a liquid which dissolves medicine.

.4

tr;",..4

"Pharmacy is a field that Mrs.
Tusa entered unawares. "My—
her parents are Mr. and Mrs. J.
Dan Hart—father operated a
drugstore in Murray, Ky., where
I grew up," she explained. "We
lived out from town and after
school I always stopped by the
store on the way home. It seemed
natural for me to be a pharmacist when I selected a
profession.„
Mr. Hart now
operates a drug store in Puryear,
Tenn.
"She recognizes a strong
feeling of responsibility in her
profession. "You never get over
that feeling," she added. "I
check and then double check and
triple check mayself to avoid
mistakes. So many drugs have
related names, are pronounced
alike, even have related
strengths. You must really keep
your mind on what you are doing.
Sometimes I've called back to the
doctor who wrote the prescription
to make certain that we are
eq/Illzattrucating.".
"Just as a doctor must keep up
innovations
in
with
his
profession, a pharmacist must do
the same.
"There are so many new
theories and new techniques you
can easily fall far behind if you
don't keep up," said Mrs. Tusa.
"I try to spend one or two nights
each week reading drug journals. At Work you must constantly read articles and
research drug information. You
really do learn something every
day. The danger is thinking you
know everything."
Mrs. Tusa has had no problems
with addicts attempting to obtain
legend drugs with falie
prescriptions. "I've been in a
hospital atmosphere since
graduation and you don't come
into contact with abukrs there
like you do in the retail field," she
said.
Left Over Drugs
Have Hidden Dangers
"Reared around drugs, and

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

r

molo ,r,

T herp .,
success

1972 SUPER BEETLE

If Congress Repeals The Federal Excise Tax
We Will Refund It In Full

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
INC.
Open Mon. tnru Sat 130 A M 5 P.M.
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753.8850
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1HighwayConstructiorl
Spurs Village Growth

It wasn't built
in a day

RELATIONS GROWING CHILLY
SANTIAGO, Chile (UPI)—
Chile protested to the United
States Wednesday over reported remarks by two White House
advisers that Marxist President
Salvador Allende "will not last
long."
Foreign Minister Clodomiro
Almeycia delivered the protest
to US. Ambassador Nathaniel
Davis. The foreign ministry
said
Almeyda
expressed
"profound surprise and offense" at the report.
The remark was attributed to
Robert H. Finch and Herbert
Klein and was published in The
New York Times. Finch and
Klein returned last week from
a six-nation Latin American
tour for President Nixon. They
did not visit Chile.
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MRS. BETTY HART TUSA
UT Award Winning Pharir.

with no fear of them, Mrs. Tusa
nevertheless thinks, "It is a good
idea, when you're finished with
medicine and there's some left
over, to flush it down the toilet
rather than keeping it around the
house.
"With children there's always
a fear they'll get into the
medicine cabinet. And parents
should also educate children to
recognize poison signs. It's been
my experience that children are
poisoned from things like
cleaning agents and furniture
polish and fabric softners rather
than medicine."
It was during graduate school
that the then Miss Hart met a
young man named Vince Tusa
while swimming in the pool at the
apartment complex where she
lived. Now living at 48 McLean
Boulevard South,
they will
celebrate their first wedding
anniversary this December.
"He's been understanding
about the time I have spent
studying," she said.
my turn. Re pIame - Ver-aullime
medical school."

9:00 Lc
10:00 h
10:30 C
12:00 h.

op of the region. "But despite
By BRUCE HANDLER
the problemsit has created. the
Associated Press Writer
ALTAMIRA, Brazil Transarnazon Highway was the
AP — This once sleepy vil- only. answer. This area was eing." he added
lage in the heart of the AmCars from several Brazilian
azon jungle may be the fastestgrowing place in the world. states brought in by river
Since being selected one year barget raise clouds of dust on
ago as the main construction Altamira's once-tranquil mai,
center for the Transamazon. street. sendinq '.he local chickHighway. Altamira's popu- ens and dogs ..currying. Merlation has shot up from around chants in cement block ancrar5.000, where it had remained for ("be shops wi'h anes such as
decades, to nearly 12.000.
The Great Transamazon HighAnd people still are coming way Store stocs nore inventoin: construction workers, busi- ry, happily jacking up prices as
nessmen, drifters, home- much as the market will bear
The Xingu Hotel, three
steaders. prostitutes — all hoping to hitch their futures to the months old, otters travelers
new . road and the expanding real beds, instead ol the hammocks generali,,
frontier
for sleep• This towns growing so fast. ing in the jungle Guests are
we don't know where to begin.; asked to wear shorts and shirt
Mayor Eloy Coutinho. 42. said. in the hallways and the bar Or
-I mean, we don't have a fire vice-versa." orders a sign w.er
department or garbage service the registration desk
Night life in Altamira leaves
or anything like that. and now
much to be desired There s
we need it. he said.
Located an north-central Bra- only one movie house. the John
zil. about 120 miles sbuth of the XXIII. where the church shows
Amazon Rifler. Altamtri is a old 16 mm prints whenever it
base of operations for two pri- gets them
"Ucl hate to have to spend a
vate Brazilian construction
companies that won contracts weekend here with my wife,
to build sections of the highway. an urbane Frenchman who
It also has become home for a came ,to Altamira to see the
large contingent of government highway commented recent'
employes and servicemen con- -We'd be divorced by To,.
nected with the highway and a day."
•
For the locals. however. .NI
nearby colonization project
Skilled laborers such as bull- tamira's boom seents to has*.
dozer operators, earn as much brought social benefits
as $270 a month — pay unheard "There's been a radical changa
of before in Altamira. As a in family life here since the
result, prices have sky- road started... a 19-year-ohl
rocketed. A beer in Altamira school teacher told a visitor
costs twice as much as it does -Before nice girls used to slat
in Rio de Janeiro Local resi- home with their parents in the
dents have increased rates for evenings Now everyboth gi.es
rented rooms by 10 times since out on dates
the highway started
Cheek )inir group Ilt:,11111
"This boom has been hard on
priliciei, where 's‘soo
old people and sick people, because it has made everything work for their c‘art ciivo•rag..
more expensive for them Living conditions for the poor are
P1l' i1'41 elilturists •as I,.r.
just as miserable as ever," said ing your ',boulders hack.
Msgr Eurico Krautler. Ger- (hr spine to curve awl
man-born Roman Catholic bish- the pets is and hips out olfh,
•
pu
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(Ask About Our Trick To Keep Cut Trees Green
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NEXT WEEK'S TV

, Mrs. Tusa
'It is a good
nished with
some left
is the toilet
I around the

CH. 5
WLAC
6:30 Tell-Truth
7:00 Teddy Bears
7:30 O'Hara
S:30 Movie
1000 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

6:00 News
6:30 Mayberr',
7:0013. A.
7.30 Movie
9:30 Monty Nash
10:00 News
10.30 Tonight

CH. 8
WSIX
6 30 Your Life
7 00 Brady's
7-30 Partridge
8.00 Room 222
8 10 0091 Couple
9.00 Love Am.
10:00 TakesThief
II 00 News
11 30 Movie
-

CH. 6
VVPSD
6:30 Gr. Acres
7:00 D. A.
730 Movie
9.30 Felony Sq
10:00 News
10 30 Tonight

CH. 30
CH 12
WDXR
KFVS
5:10 MunsterS
6:10 Sports
7:00 Teddy Pears 5:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:30 O'H•ra
1:30 Miss
Teen 7:27 News
7 30 Theater 29
10:00 News
9 40 News
10:30 Movie
9 53 Harvey
12 10 News
10 00 Creel Feat.
10 30 Movie
12 00 Sports
,

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Saturday
6:25 Ag. USA
6:55 Farm Digest
7:00 Doolittle
7,30 Woodpecker
Dawg
8:00 Dep.
8:30 Pink Pant
9:00 Barrier Reef
930 Giant Step
10:30 Bugaloos
11:00 Auditions
12:00 Lost in Space
1:00 Football
2:00 Movie
3:30 Jim E. Brown
Reeves
4:00 Del
4:30 Wilburn Bro.
S:00 Wagoner
5,30 Nash. Music
6:00 News
6:30 Rollin'
7 :00 Partners
7:30 Good Life
8:00 Movies
10:00 News
10:30 Creat. Feat.
12:00 Avengers
_

r

7:00 Bugs
Bunny
Doo
7 30 Scooby
8:00 Globetrotters
8.30 Bear
Bunch
9:00 Pebbles
9:30 Archie
10:00 Sabrina
10,30 Josie
11:00 Monkees
11:30 You
There
Fest.
12:00 Film
Cent.
1:00 Corn
1:30 Report
2:00 Roller Derby
1:00 J.'s Collie

7 : 00 RED-TV
Fence
7:30 Atop
7 SS News
Dawg
800 Dep.
Panther
8:30 Pk.
9:00 Bar. Reef
9:30 Take Step
10:30 Bugaloos
11:00 Wizard
11:30 Jetsons
12:00 Dooliitle
12:30 Woo,3cker
1:00 Insight
1:30 Close-Up
2:00 Ky. Afield
2:30 Movie
w'°° '9
5:00 Sports °w
4:45 Phys. Mutual
5 30 T or C
'
5:00 Wilburn Bro.
6:00 Hee Haw
News
7:00 All In Fam. 5:30
News
6:00
Face
7:30 Funny
6:30 Wagoner
8:00 Van Dyke
8.30 Mary Moore 7:00 Movie
9:00 Mission:Imp. 10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie
_

u2 aillinn

7 00 Stooges
8 00 Phantom
8:30 Jackson 5
9:00 Bewitched
9:30 Lidsville
10:00 Curiosity
11:00 Quest
11:30 Lancelot
12:00 Bandstand
12:30 Tarkington
1:00 Sports
2:30 NCAA Fib!.
6:00 Wok
7:00 NCAA Ftbl.
10:00 Thief
11:00 News
11,30 movie

lis 00 Sunrise
10:30 Theater
12:00 Death Valley
6 30 News
Man
Bunny 12:30 Ultra
7 00 Bun
7 30 Scw ',r'
Doo 12:57 News
8:00 Globetrotters 1:00 OprY
1:30 Monroes
8:30 Hair Bear
3:30 3 Lives
9:00 Pebbles
4:00 Theater
9:30 Archie
4:30 Wrestling
10:00 Sabrina
5:30 Music
10:30 Josie
6:00 Theater
11:00 Monkees
11:30 You
There 7:00 Star Trek
Fest, 7,57 News
12:00 Film
1:00 Cartoon Thee. 8:00 Movie
1
9:40 News
1:30 Forum
10:00 Adults Only
2:coo Report
10:30 Avengers
2:45 Glory Rd.
11:30 Playboy
3:15 Movie
After Dark
5:00 News
12:27 Sports
6:00 Hee Haw
7:00 All in Fa m. 12:30 Crest. Feat
7:30 Fun. Face
II:00 Van Dyke
8:30 Mary
Moore
9:00 Mission Imp
11;100 News
10.30 Movie
_

_
Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Sunday
CH. 3
WSIL

IS 10

7:30 Story
8:00 Phelps Bros.
8:15 Jerry Stoner
8:30 Oral Roberts
9:00 Reluc• Drag •
9:30 Dbl. Deck.
10:00 Bultwinkte
Wish
10:30 Make
11:00 Col. Ftbl.
12:00 Directions
ee
1:00 Matinee
3:00 Wrestling
.4:00 Roller Derb
5:00 Col. Ftbl
6:00 Wild King.
6:30 Your Life
7:00 FBI
1:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:15 Movie

CHILle (UPI)the United
over reportWhite House
at President
will not last
Clodomiro
the protest
ir Nathaniel
pi ministry
expressed
and offen-

CH. 4
WSM

7:00 Jerry
Lewis
7:30 Road Runner
COO Phantom
8:30 Jackson 5
9:00 Bewitched
9:30 Lidsville
10:00 Curiosity
11:00 Quest
11:30 Lancelot
Game
12:00 Pre
12:15 Football
Game
2:45 Post
3:00 Football
Game
545 Post
6:00 Football
630 Welk
7:30 Movie
9:00 Persuaders
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

re's always
t into the
knd parents
children to
is. It's been
Juldren are
hings like
d furniture
tners rather
mate school
Hart met a
Vince Tusa
e pool at the
where she
48 McLean
they will
st wedding
:ember.
ierstanding
have spent
Now it's

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Friday Evening *

CH. 3
WSIL
6:30 Anderson
7:00 Brady's
7:30 Patridge
1:00 Room 222
8:30 Odd Couple
9:00 Love Am
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett
12:00 Movie

CH. 4
WSM
7:05 CM/Est
7:15 Report
7:30 Tomorrow
8:30 Discovery
9:00 Truth
9:30 The Life
10:00 Worship
10:30 Jetsons
11:00 Wizard
11:30 Press
12:00 Football
3:00 Football
6:00 News
6:30 Disney
7:30 J . Stewart
800 Bonanza
900 Bold Ones
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CIL I
WPSD

l

. 6:30 Sun. Sem.
7:00 Faith
7:00 Carl
Tiptoek.., 7:30 Jubilee
7:30 Jubilee
8:30 Devotion
8:00 Torn 8 Jerry 9:15 Hamilton
8:30 Goalies
Truth
9:
9:00 Lamp
Unto
10:00 Close-up
My Feet
9:30 Oral Roberts 10:30 Pro. Ftbl.
10:00 Compassion
11 '30 Meet Pies..
12:00 NFL Ftbl.
10:30 Nation
Fthi, 3:00 NFL Ftbl.
11:30 NFC
1:00 B. Pace
6:30 Disney
4:00 T. Island
730 J. Stewart
5:00 60 Min.
8:00 Bonanza
8:30
Parade
8:30 Xmas
9:00 Bold One
Parade
10:00 News
11:30 Big Valley
10:30 Movies
10:30 News
10:45 Movie

CH. 8
•/vati.

t
-

630 Worship
7.00 Gospel
7:30 Tomorrow
8:00 Bible
Class
8:30 Stooges
9:30 Notre
Dame
10:30 Church
11:30 Pet Set
12:00 News
Conf
12:30 Sou. City
1:00 Bronco
2:00 Wrestling
3:00 Anderson
3:30 Nanny 8 Prof.
4:00 Movie
6:00 Munson
00
0 Wild Kingdom
4
7::3

BLONDIE
l
Intir"*'IJ

CIL 12
' 'NFVS

CH. 29 .
WDXR

6 : 00 Close-up
6 30 News
7:00 Answer
7.30 Truth
8:00 Tom 8 Jerry
8,30 Goolues
9:00 Special
9:30 Look Up
10:00 Camera 3
10,30 Nation
11 : 00 Lamp
Unto
11,30 Football
4:00 T. Island
5:00 60 Min.
6:00 Lassie
6:30 Movie
8:30 Cade's Co.
9:30 Forum
10 : 00 News
Battle 10:30 Griffin

8.00 Movie
10:00 Bill
11:00 News
11:30 Football

_

/

attributed to
and Herbert
Lished in The
Finch and
I week from
n American
Nixon. They

CH. 5
WLAC

""ii

7:30 Film
Music
8:00 Gos
8:30 Bible Bap.
9:00 Bap
Temp.
10:00 Consultation
10:30 Football
11:30 Movie
1:00 Outer Limits
2:00 Rodeo
3:00 Sea Hunt
3:30 ViCtory At Sc.
4:00 High IL Wild
4:30 World
World
5:00 Saint
5:57 News
6:00 W. C. Fields
7:27 News
7:30 Cinema
9:40 News
9:50 Sports
10:00 Showcase
11.57 Sports

WHEN THE
soi.OEN COMET
RETURNS, THE
CITY IS REBORN
--SEEKING TO
ENV ITS
CURSE --

/5 Zt`01.0 —
PHAM7CMI Gd9t.:04'SCIOUS A4(0/16
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Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

the Small Car Expert,
presents Doc Datsun,
the Small Car Service Evert.

THE PHANTOM
AFTER A TERt7c
same-- rar i6ER

By JACK GAVF_IR
rector especially noted for his
men
NEW YORK (UPI)-The teleRD& Hudson and
vision networks have a sizable Westerns. John Wayne, Henry &fall- Saint Jam
"Death
Fonda
James
and
Stewart
are
array of specials and football
is a Seven Point Favorite," an
among---dars who worked for
games for the new week.
autographed football points to
him who will be seen.
murder.
ABC telecasts four regional
MONDAY
post-season college games, and
Suzanne Pleshette is guest
NBC
preempts
"Laugh-In" at star in the
NBC and CBS, in addition to
"Medical Center"
8 p.m. for "Rudolph, the Redtheir usual Sunday lineup of pro
episode on CBS at 9, playing a
Nosed Reindeer."
woman with lung cancer who
football games, have a game
Kansas City and San Francis- refuses
each on Saturday.
to postpone her wedding The CBS movie at 9:30 screens
co meet on "NFL Monday
and wants her condition kept "Mongo's Back in Town," with
Specials include an hour vaTelly Savalas, Sally Field, Anne
riety show starring Julie An- Night Football" on ABC at 9. from her fiance.
NBC's movie at 9 screens "Rod
drews and Carol Brunett, a tribSerling's Night Gallery" Francis and Joe Don Baker. A
1967's "Double Trouble," starute to movie director John Ford
on NBC at 10 offers "Cool Air," gunman is hired by his brother to
ring Evis Presley as a singing
a tale of life after death; kill a gangland rival.
and a reenactment of the 1944
star involved in romance and a
SATURDAY
plot to murder Adolf Hitler, all
"Camera Obscura," story of a
smuggling plot.
CBS
at 1.15 telecasts a
heartless moneylender, and
on CBS.
TUESDAY
"Quoth the Raven," about Ed- National Football League game
NBC has Perry Como and
-A Company of Victims" is
between Detroit and Minnesota.
gar Allen Poe.
Bob Hope specials and repeats
the titre on "Sarge" for NBC at
In regional college football
its "Rudolph the Red-Nosed
THURSDAY
7:30 p.m. Sarge becomes the
CBS preempts "Bearcats" at telecasts. ABC offers the
Reindeer.
target of a would-be assassin
8 for another of its "Appoint- post-season Boardwalk Bowl at
Highlights (all times EST unbecause of arrests made when
less noted):
ment With Destiny" series, this Atlantic City, the Grantland Rice
he was a policeman.
one being "The Plot to Murder Bowl at Baton Rouge at one, the
SUNDAY
CBS at 7:30 repeats "Dr.
Hitler. Actor James Mason is Pioneer Bowl at Wichita Falls,
The CBS National Football
Suess' How the Grinch Stole
host-narrator. Billy Frick im- Texas, at 2 and the Camellia
League schedule: PhiladelphiaChristmas." Animated musical
Bowl at Sacremento, Calif., at
personates Hitler.
Detroit, N.Y. Giants-Washington
narrated by Boris Karloff about
at 1; Minnesota-San Diego,
NBC preempts "Flip Wilson 4:30.
a mean attempt to steal all
at 8 for "Perry Como's Winter
Green Bay-St. Louis at 4; New
NBC's pro football telecast
symbols of Christmas from a
Orleans-Los-Angeles.ChicagoShow."
begins at 4 with Miami and
Community.
Denver at 4:30.
NBC preempts "Ironside" at Baltimore playing in
Baltimore.
"A Charlie fiFown Christmas"
, NBC's pre. Ite.L.'"Jr...,11.ilaii
9 for "The Boiallops*aecial,"
v rerebm...--,...1- CBS at 8.
music-and-comedy hour with
Cincinnati-Cleveland Miamiat 8:30 screens "See the Man
CBS preempts "Hawaii FiveLee Marvin, Barbara Eden, Run", with Robert Culp, Angie
New England, Oakland-Atlanta
?" for "Julie and Carol at LinRobert Goulet and Smokey Rob- Dickinson, Eddie
at 1; Buffalo-Baltimore, PittsAlbert and June
coln Center." The misses Aninson and The Miracles.
burgh-Houston at 2.
Allyson in a story about a
drews and Burnett sing songs
The CBS night movie at 9 struggling actor trying
NBC at 7:30 repeats "Frosty,
to decide
and appear in comedy producscreens 1969's "The Comic," what to do when tempted
the Snowman," narrated by
by an
tion numbers much in the same
starring Dick Van Dyke, enormous sum
Jimmy Durante.
of money.
way as their Carnegie Hall speMichele Lee and Mifilry Rooney
The CBS movie at 8 has the
cial of a decade ago.
NBC's Saturday movie at 9
in the rise and fall of a
second half of "The Great
ABC's movie at 8:30 screens
begins a two-part repeat of I958's
comedian in silent film days.
Race".
"If Tomorrow Comes," with
ABC's "Owen Marshall, Coun- "The Big Country," starring
The ABC move at 9 screens Patty
Duke, James Whitmore,
selor at Law" at 10 has "Until Gregory Peck and Jean Simmons
1967's "Luv," staying Jack Anne
Baxter, Mako and Frank Proven
Innocent." Marshall de- in a story about a retired seaman
Lemrnon, Peter Falk and Liu.
An American girl and her
fends the daughter of a friend trying to fit into western living
Elaine May in comedy based on Japanese
- American husband on a
charge of shoplifting.
Murray Schi.sgal's Broadway find
their marriage jeopardized
It.
FRIDAY
Sew-on reflective tape on
after the Pearl Harbor attack.
The CBS ''O'Hara, United clothing may help save a child's
CBS preempts "Cade's CounWEDNESDAY
States Treasury" episode at life. It is easy to see at night
ty" at 9:30 for "The American
West of John Ford," a tribute "NBC Mystery Movie" at 8:30 8:30 p.m. has O'Hara represent- and easy to stitch by hand or.
to the famed motion picture di- has one of the McMillan" seg- ing himself to a crime czar as machine.

STOP
COUNTING
OUT LOUD!

ne
787

7

Networks Have Sizable Array
Of Football Games, Specials

an IRS agent on the take who
will get the man out of tax
evasion charge in exchange for
a large bribe.
"NBC World Premier Movie" at 8:30 screens "How to
Steal An Airplane," with Peter
Deuel, Clinton Grey , Sal
Mine° and Claudine Longet.
Two adventurers plan to repasses a jet plane bought, but not
paid for, by the son of a Latin
American dictator.
The CBS movie at 9:30
screens "Mongo's Back in
town," with Telly Savalas, Sally

BEATLE BAILEY
DO -n-ley NAVE ENOUrv0-1
FOOD Al T1414 OUTPOST
YOU'RE LEADiN6 US
112, geETLE?

STARVED/

NANCY
THINK I'M GOING
TO GET A LOT
MORE CHRISTMAS
GIFTS THIS YEAR
I

.istmas

I'M GOING TO HANG- UP
ONE OF AUNT FRITZI'S
PANTYHOSE

I NSTEAD
OF
HANGING
UP A
STOCKING--

A.

Durs:

6 thru
ec. 23)

m to
rn Mon.

Thurs.
I am to
10 pm
Sat.
Sunday

Lit' ABNER

1

SOON'S AH LT6Hr UP
AkilLa-LcsAy 77-/'
TRUrH 'sour
LI'L ABNER —

471
VISV
0.401641 *'1
I.

4011616-

yA
TAINT
LE'S orr
NO PROGRAM
SOME
115 REALLY
OTI-IEJt
MAPPEN110
PROGRAM-

SO v,iNurP—VO"
KNOVis TH. TRUTH
'BOUT ME!!-AN IS
STRONG,HAN'SOME,
INTELL'I-JUNT, AM'AN
LOVES"tO'WIF A
PASHuN THAT
KNov./S NO
BOUNDS

THASS YORE vERSioN
Al-I'D I.JE TO HEAR MILPICKI!!

Specializing in • Checkups & maintenance
• Surgery & transplants
• Intake & exhaust therapy
• Face-lifts & scar removal
• Road allergies & rejuvenation
Doc Datsun, the service manager, has a whole staff
of Datsun specialists. You'll find them in our Datsun
service center, ready and able to serve you.
They're graduates of one of Datsun's full-time
service training schools. They know everything there is
to know about every Datsun. And they go back to school
Periodically to find out more.
The parts they prescribe are pure Datsun-factory
built to do the best job.

Doc Datsun's creed • Honest,courteous, considerate treatment
• Speedy, accurate diagnosis
• Road-tested repairs
• Fair prices
Give your hard-working Datsun a break. Let Doc
Datsun check it out for happier, safer driving this
season.
See the Small Car Expert today.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
So. 12th Street
-

*

Open Evenings Ti! 8:00 *

Phone 753-7114
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City School Menus listed -lour-Day Work Week 'Diversified
Listed below are the menus for
the Murray City Schools for the
week of December 6-10. Milk,
bread and butter are served daily
at all schools.
Carter Sebool
MONDAY-Hamburger,
french fries, fruit salad, moon
pie.
TUESDAY-Fish sticks, slaw,
whole kernel corn, cookies.
WEDNESDAY-Pizza, applesauce, green peas, ice cream.
THURSDAY-Hot dogs, buttered potato, green beans, peanut
butter cake.

FRIDAY-Ham sandwich
waldorf salad, black eyed peas
cookie

Is Meeting Subject

Line Shown
By Toyota

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

APARTMENT; STURDY RACKS for Ford 8' bed 12x50 FULLY CARPETED,
FURNISHED
The Four-Day Workweek, Warren E. Clegg, Vice President,
three rooms and bath. Private pickup truck $60.00. Phone 436- $3250.00. Lots of real nice quality
Robertson School
advantages and disadvantages, Florida Tile Company, Lakeland,
D3C mobile homes on lot. Special 1972
entrance, garage. One person or 2113.
MONDAY-Hamburger,
December Fla.; Russell E. Goodwin, Vice
three bedroom double wide, only
D3C
couple. Phone 753-1293.
french fries, fruit salad, cake. will be the sbuject of a
President, Boone Box Company, Toyota, which ha.s built a
Financing available on lot.
$6995.
sell,
must
set,
DRUM
TUESDAY-Fish sticks, slaw, 14 conference at Louisville.
USED
conference is the Louisville; and Malcolm B. reputation for marketing small
whole kernel corn, cornbread, Sponsoring the
FURNISHED OR unfurtiished complete with cymbals, clean We trade for anything of value.
Relations Chancey, Senior Vice President cars that are big in luxury and
Management-Labor
apartment, two bedrooms, matched red sparkler. Excellent Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900 South
cookie.
one of the most
WEDNESDAY-Pizza, ap- Council of the Kentucky Chamber of the Liberty National Bank and performance, has
central air and heat. Fully for beginner. Cases not included. Beltine Highway, Paducah,
Trust Company, Louisville.
diversified lines of vehicles in the carpeted. Phone 753-4331.
D3C 6200.00. For further information Kentucky. Phone 443-6150. D3C
plesauce, green peas, ice cream. of Commerce.
conference, A question and answer period is U.S. for 1972.
THURSDAY-Hot dog, but- In announcing the
phone 753-7530 after 6:00 p.m.D7C
President of the scheduled to wind up the day-long The Toyota line-up features, in
tered potato, green beans, peanut W. H. Neal,
10'x50' COLONIAL MOBILE
bedroom,
two
HOME,
MOBILE
and program.
Chamber
Kentucky
all, s models of quality
butter cake.
vans and antique home, 1964, fully furnished with
CORVAIR
TWO
Fox
clean.
and
nice
tipout,
Ken- Some major questions to be passenger car, three outstanding
FRIDAY-Ham sandwich, President of the Western
D3P washer and dryer. Clean, e
753-3473.
Owen- discussed at the meting are the four-wheel-drive Land Cruisers Meadows, South 16th Street. organs. Phone
blazed carrots, waldorf salad, tucky Gas Company at
cellent condition. Phone 474per
$85.00
only.
couple
Married
sboro, pointed out that without a following: Can the Four-Day and a popular economy pickup
rxic
cookie.
by Baldwin, 2320.
HOWARD:
PIANO,
free.
rent
months
12th
with
month
doubt consideration of the Four- Workweek Increase Produc- truck.
conExcellent
seat.
matching
D3C
day Workweek by American tivity? Will Unions See it as a Two all-new models are being Phone 751-3254.
Murray Middle School
dition. Couch, extra length, 10'x55'
MARLETTE, two
business and industry is one of highly negotiable demand or introduced this fall: a versatile
MONDAY-Hamburgers,
matching pillows. Like new. bedroom trailer Fully carpeted,
the most significant innovations reject it 89 a return to the 10-hour two-door economy sedan called NICE FURNISHED apartment,
french fries, slaw, moon pie.
D3C call 753-5226.
D7C
day? Can it reduce absenteeism? the Carina and an elegant two- electric heat, $40. month. Call Phone 753-8941.
TUESDAY-Chili and of the 1970's.
D4C
or
136-2323,
436-24Z7.
national Does it aid recruitment and help door hardtop in the top-of-the-line
of
crackers, peanut butter and jelly Speakers
recognition are scheduled for the retain skilled workers? Does It Crown series.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue
sandwich, fruit salad, cookie.
conference. Panel members will cut down overhead costs or bring The Crown series also includes UNFURNISHED 2 room apart- Lustre for cleaning carpets' It's
sticks,
WEDNESDAY-Fish
speak from their own experience out new and unexpected ex- a completely restyled four-door ment, for working lady through super! Rent electric shampooer
pinto beans, stewed tomatoes, on what the concept means in penses?
winter months. Share bath and $1. Big K.
D4C
sedan and station wagon.
A one-hour color special,"Walt chocolate cake.
Advance reservations are "For 1972, we are offering the utilities. Private drive and entheir firms. The program of the
Harper at Fallingwater," THURSDAY -Hot dogs,
conference, to be conducted at being made with the Kentucky broadest line of vehicles trance. $40.00 per month. Phone TAPPAN'S BEST electric range,
combines the architectural potato, green beans, ice cream.
23-1/16X35"
D4C 30" coppertone. Also photo
Ramada Inn, will begin with Chamber of Commerce at 300 available from any manufacturer 753-7694.
talents of one of the world's great FRIDAY-Ham sandwich, the
West York Street, Louisville.
a.m.
8:15
at
said
registration
business,"
small-car
enlarger and 40' T.V. antenna.
in the
.009 Thick
designers and the musical talents waldorf salad, glazed carrots,
Luncheon speaker will be U.S.
James F. McGraw, Toyota's 3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 3 miles Phone 753-5447 after 5:00 p.m.
of pianist Walt Harper and his peanut butter cake.
from Hazel. Newly redecorated,
His
These plates are perfect
Senator Marlow Cook.
national sales manager.
D3P
group.
Murray High School
subject will be "Federal
"We believe in giving the 950.00 per month. Call 492The program will be presented
for siding or roofing
D8NC
MONDAY-Line 1: Ham- Legislation Needed to Allow
American -consumer a wide 8310.
on the Kentucky Educational
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
fries, slaw, Further Innovation."
french
burger,
than
rather
choice
of
range
barns, for placing a,round
Television Network, Tuesday,
CLEARANCE SALE ON
apricot cobbler. Line 2: Hot dog, First speaker on the morning
concentratiing on one or a few BEMITIFUL VALARAH Lee
December 7 at 10:00 p.m., ET.
DISMissAls
"MED MERCU&til.s=.•
bottom ot mobiie
french fries, slaw, apricot cob- Portiall..cof
the market has
'
..clalirADID.S.
1414462g
Fallings!Ttera,the house on the
William Byron Kitson, Rt. 1, changed, we have changed with bedroom, living room, kitchen, 1
boleg...
piste..
E.
Cold
-Tpe^'-Rennet!'
cit
(
is
session
Kelvinator
to
keep out the wind
Mum.
Nelson It, introducing new models to utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air
Charles
cheese, slaw, pickles, crackers, Wheeler, President of Wheeler Sedalia,
1 2 door refrigerator
: Uniontown, Pennsylvania, was
snow, and for many
and
Mrs.
Murray,
8,
Rt.
Eldridge,
I.owell,
Dishwasher,
cream.
conditioned.
Assocaites,
ice
meet the needs and preferences
1 Coldspot refrigerator with
designed by Frank Lloyd Wright
and Massachusetts. He will speak on Bessie Marguerite Harrell, 505 of the U.S. small-car buyer."
Chili
1:
garbage
stove,
refrigerator,
TUESDAY-Line
other
uses such as
bottom
freezer
for department store heir J.
cheese "The National Overview On the Broad St., Murray, Mrs. Shirley The 1972 Toyota Corona, Mark disposal. Across from Westview
crackers, pimento
Edgar Kaufmann in 1935. It is
"building out"
Jane Vaughn, Rt. 1, Murray, II and Celica have a new, more Nursing Home on South 16th St. I Westinghouse 2 door
celery,cookie. Line 2: Four-Day Workweek."
one of the major architectural sandwich,
Mrs. Patricia Ann Mullins, 401 efficient, 120-cubic-inch, four- Phone 753-3865 after 6:00 p.m.
frost
celery,
free
chips,
potato
Hamburger,
refrigerator-freezer
the
of
mice or rats.
Impact
"The
achievements of the 20th century.
cookie, fruit salad. Cold plate: Rearranged Workweek on Day- Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. Thyra cylinder engine which operates
D7C
The house, visited annually by
console
T.V.
Color
GE
1
fruit salad, stuffed to-Day Business" will be C. Crawford, 205 N. 17th St., on regualr and low-lead grades of
some 30,000 visitors, was donated chicken salad,
David Wilson, Rt. gasoline. The engine features FOUR BEDROOM brick house, 1 GE Black tSt White
cookie.
crackers,
celery,
discussed by William C. Miller, Murray, Lloyd
to the Western Pennsylvania
Call at
T.V. console
2, Murray, Nolen Mason Atkins, outstanding
Fish
1:
Line
of electric heat, 1v2 baths, full
WEDNESDAYeconomy
Box
the
of
Boone
President
Conservancy by the Kaufmann
carrots, Company. Boone Box is now on a Rt. 6 Box 180, Murray, Otto operation and maintenance. basement, partially carpeted. 2 real,nice 30" electric
beans,
pinto
sandwich,
family.
Line 2: Hot dog, Four-Day Workweek schedule. Saburn Parks, Rt. 7, Murray.
With an SAE net horsepower Large den. Near University.
ranges
In this beautiful setting, Walt chocolate cake.
103 N. 4th St
chocolate The Labor Viewpoint will be
carrots,
D3C
beans,
pinto
rating of 97 tat 5500 rpm), the Phone 753-8320.
Harper and his group perform a
vienna
plate:
Cold
Tender
loving
care
cake.
power
of
plenty
engine supplies
Murray, Ky.
the subject of Richard Robinette,
contemporary jazz concert both
NEW YORK (UPI)- Is the for cruising smoothly at freeway FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
inside and outside the house as sausage,sauerkraut salad, peach Area Director of the Wage and
Main
210
753-5617
cake. Hour Division of the U.S. tender loving care aspect of speeds and a reserve of ac- living room, kitchen, bathroom
cameras span the setting and half, crackers, chocolate
STURDY SCHOOL chairs with
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'Wade in the Water," "Benson,"
lotte Walker says the sophistiD7C well trained, steady, easily telephone bench. Painted $7.50
"Here, There, Everywhere," Line 2: Hamburger, baked the morning session from 11-11:45 cated equipment patients face been restyled to give them a 753-6609.
D3C each, or plain, $5.00 each. 409
handled. Phone 489-2405.
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ventilation
ice
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interior
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jello,
improved
Rearranged Workweek will be need of tender loving care. Miss an
Murray. Concrete patio. Call 18 Grace Livingston Hill,8 Emilie
I "Mogo,"
Movement,"
D4P Loring, 9 Georgette Heyer, and
the subject of Dwight E. Walker was a nurse at New and the rear window defogger is after 4 p.m. 753-1353.
"Everything's All Right," cream.
"My Cherie FRIDAY-Line 1: Submarine Stevenson, Dean of the Lexington York's Bellevue Hospital be- available as standard on the 1600
"Aquarius,"
D3C LOST bright carpet colorothers. Phone 753-8941.
1200
Waterfall," sandwich, potato salad, apricots, Theological Seminary.
Amour," "Blue
fore becoming director of nurs- series and optional on the
s. restore them with Blue
NEW
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Practical results of Four-Day ing at Hackensack Hospital in series.
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Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
to
wall
carpet
with
central
beat
and
FRIGIDAIRE
WASHER
feature
$1. Murray Home & Auto
Eyes," "Come Back To Me," potato salad, apricots, brownie. Workweek-Case Studies is the New Jersey. "The nurse," she . The Corona models
and
$110.00
air.
per
month.
Used
Phone
dryer.
6
753months.
D4C
"Grazing in the Grass," and Cold Plate 1-tarn slice, potato subject of a mid-afternoon panel says, "provides the human restyled tail-lights, wheel covers 753-7850.
.
TFC
D4C Store.
salad, apricots, brownie, pickles. with the following participants. touch."
and side turn-signal lights as well
"Something."
the
Inside,
as the new grille.
cleaned
. MILLIONS
ex,
ickndidtuiopnled
airbreo
M
OF rugs have been
Coronas have a new instrument
SALES An SERVICE
t,
heRaW
icEp
OtrB
Elec
TW
with Blue Listre. It's
panel with square-shaped
now.
Available
furnished.
range
America's finest. Rent new
8-Track Tape Players
gauges,and improved ventilation
$100.00 per month. Phone 753- electric shampooer $1. Western
and heating system and a sideLEACH'S MUSIC & TV
D3C Auto, Home of "The Wishing
window defroster on the driver's 6931.
Well."
D4C
side.
Dixieland Shopping Center,
All Toyota cars offer a long list TWO BEDROOM duplex with
ALASKAN
pupMALAMUTE
of standard equipment. Standard stove, refrigerator, air conCHRISTMAS PUPPIES, AKC
Items on most models include ditioner, washer and dryer. $90.00 pies, will hold till Chritmas. Give Registered Toy Poodles, 2 white,,
reclining front bucket seats, per month, with $50.00 deposit. gaited, saddle, bred stallion, 2 black. Phone 753-6379.D4C
D1OC quarter horse pony. Racking
snap-out nylon carpeting, tinted Phone 753-5792,
horse. 753-1348.
D4P
windows, white sidewall tires,
RUBBER TIRED wagon. See at
wheel covers, bumper guards, TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
home of Danny Manning,
2
boy's
USED
bicycles;
1-3
GOOD
front disc brakes, electric rear- apartment with stove and drapes.
Kirksey, at. l on Locust Grove
1-26
inch. Call 753window defroster, anti-theft Ceramic tile bath. Available speed,
Church Rd.
D4P
D4C
steering-column lock, trip January 1. Phone 753-7457. D4C 6085.
odometer, flow-through venFORD STATION wagon-V8,
tilation, easy-to-use jack and tool SMALL FAMILY: nearly new
MOBILE HOME axles, sets of
$175
00
paint.
touch-kip
of
* • Good condition. Can be three with electric brakes,
set-and a can
two bedroom house with carport,
at
Otasco.D4C
wheels and tires included.
all paneled, has washer and seen
dryer outlets. $70.00 per month.
Riviera Courts Phone 753Furnished or unfurnished. Phone COUCH AND chair, recently 3230.
DOC
D6C reupholstered. Like
new.
489-2595.
Reasonable. Phone 753-6097. D4C 1971
EAGLE
HOUSE
1972 CELICA ST
FURNISHED ONE-BEDROOM
TRAILER, 60x12. Old English
conditioned and 30 FT. TOWER, wingard color styling, central air, 2 full
Lbs. Sold Avg. apartment. Air
Markets
242.488 79.97 electric heat Strictly clean and antenna, lead in rotary cable and bedrooms, 2 full baths, carpeted
Bloomfield
754,048 79.59 nice. Water furnished. Located rotary, 210 ft. cyclone chain throughout. Call 753-7606 morBowling Green
fence,
complete. nings.
D8C
670,120 80.22 next to White Hall, adjoining length
Carrollton
170,630 78.78 M.S.U. Campus. $85.00 per Reasonable Call 753-2242 after
Covington
D6C YOU saved and slaved for wall to
320,619 80.05 month. Couple only. No pets. 500p.m.
Cynttinina
wall carpet. Keep it new with
D6C
753-3805.
Phone
80.23
517,662
Danville
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
No Sale
Franklin
827,818 79,4
ANTIQUE FURNITURE. Oak shampooer $1. Begley's Drug
Glasgow
491,530 80.02
dresser, half bed,spool leg center Store.
D4C
Greensburg
48 ,119 79.91
table, round top trunk. High back
Harrodsburg
No Sale
oak bed, Lots of other items. Also GIFTS FOR Christmas; 11"
Henderson
351,106 79.83
some good glass and china. Otto Griddle with Teflon II, $4.00. Hat
Hopkinsville
756,406 79.65
rack, $3.00. Bird feeder, $7.00.
Chester, 435-4042 after 6:00
Horse Cave
546,102 80.07
Lebanon
p.m
D6P Also birdhouses, dog houses.
1,595,743 80.05
Phone 753-1712 today.
Lexington
D3NC
473,271 79.83
London
40 IN. AVOCADO
Electric
79.93
461,428
Louisville
Range, used 10 months,,like new. NICE 8' Pool table, used about 6
No Sale
Mayfield
Call
7'53-5898 after 3:30 pill: D6C months, heavy table with 10 cue
939,233 79.43
MaysylIe
sticks. In excellent condition.
401,327 79.50
Morefwad
Have to move, no place to put it.
79.86
553.142
TOM SPOERNER will sell Will take half price if sold soon.
Mt. Sterling
79.78
339,444
Ruwellville
finished decoupage plaques at Will make nice Christmas gift.
575.738 79.17
Owensboro
reduced prices at the Christmas Phone 480-2154.
D3C
204,675 79.98
Path"(ah
Sale, Sat. Dec. 4 and Sun. Dec. 5
79.81
291,579
Paris
In the Student Union
498,155 79.93
R ichniond
Ballroom.
1TP
26
80
*
•
685,386
Shelbyville
494.938 79 7Somerset
VOX Phantom 12.
447,333
Springfield
Garden Center
Phone'753-1M.
D6C
406,871
Winchester
N 4th
14,504,905 79.g5
Total
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SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

TSItAUTIS
Eat Yo-ar Home

..
•
11
7
1"

* Cordless Electric Shears
Large Planters
* Bird Feeders
* Poinsettias * Large Foliage Plants

ETTE, two
'ully carpeted,
D7C

inum
tes

NOTICE

SUGGESTIONS for CHRISTMAS

AL MOBILE
furnished with
T. Clean, ex'hone 474D3C

II I 1I -

ASTROLOGY
CLASSES FOR
BEGINNERS
Beginning
January 17, 1972

DR. BETTY HINTON
753-6869
ELECTROLUX SALES & Services, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington, Kentucky.
TFC

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Docia Lee White, Dec'd
Marion F. White, 6279 28th
Terrace No., St. Petersburg,
Fla., Executor
Lillian Hoffman, Dec'd
B. J. Hoffman, 1641 Miller Ave.,
Murray, Ky., Executor

,
cjaya..c„ Rom:m.4,-Va!,-11/
Janies W. Rdwland, 7390 Gibbs
Road, Albion, Mich., Executor
Elmer T. Hixon, Dec'd
Jack C. Hixon, Route 1, Murra
Ky., Administrator
Melvin L. Barnes Dec'd
Henry Hargis, 306 S. 12th,
Murray, Ky., Executor
Ristie Coleman, Dec'd
Jennie L. Outland, Rebecca
Smotherman, Box- 887K, Hayti,
Mo., Co-Executors

carpet colorwith Blue
tric shampooer
Auto

D4C

, SERVICE
ie Players
SIC & TV
ping Center

JPPIES, AKC
odles, 2 white,,
7534379.D4C

wagon. See at
iy Manning,
Locust Grove
D4P

ItOaCmlis
Carry .erns

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived, Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round
. Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and

Pest Couttoi
100 S. 13th -Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753 3914 Day or Nite
Nome Owned and Operated Over 20 Yeais
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or SMALL FARM: good location:
354-8161 after 6:00p.m.
D7C business or future investment
Paving Finished
One mile East Murray. ape
Oh
FrACKHOE OR dozer services. proximately 10 acres pasture.
Glen
C McKinney, Dec'd
Parking Lot
Edith McKinney, 801 N. 18th St., Expert work. Reasonable. Phone „Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
753-9807.
TFC Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
Murray Ky. Administratrix
For appointment call 436753 4953
Alpha Futrell. Dec'd
FOR ALL your home additions, 2173.
TFC
Harold T Hurt, Woodman Bldg., alterations remodeling
,
, etc.
Murray, Ky . Executor
Free Estimates. Phone 753KIRKSEY: FIVE acres just
6123.
TFC north of town on
J. B. HUMPHRIES
blacktop with
All persons having claims
frontage on another blacktop
against said estates are notified
LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
to present them to the Ad- SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back road. Three bedroom brick
ministrator or Executors verified hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- house, large kitchen with many
of Mayfield
TFC cabinets, built in range and dishaccording to law, same to be 5933.
IS Now open and receiving
washer, good size family room,
presented to said Administrator
air cured tobacco for the
ELECTRIC
& carpets, drapes, electric heat.
or Executors in due course of HARRY'S
first
sale
scheduled
Maintenance No job is too small. Brick well house. Storage
law.
Thursday, December 9.
rate.
1108 building. Call us for the price of
This 1 day of December, 1971. Reasonable
Sycamore, phone 753-2967.
J6C this very desirable property
Marvin Harris, Clerk
J. 'Black' Humphries
Three bedroom brick home on
By Judith Ainley, D.0
1TP WILL DO Interior Painting. Magnolia,large family room, twol
Phone 753-3484.
D7 baths, living room, foyer, car-1
pets, dishwasher, built in range,
WILL DO house painting, interior patio
or exterior, professional ex- two car garage. Large lot. Ready
perience. Fully equipped to do to move into NOW.
any job. Guaranteed satisfaction. Cypress
Creek: Water front
489-2287.
D8P home on Cypress
Creek. Now is
the time to buy this outstanding
home on one acre waterfront lot.
AUCTION SALE
(250' of water frontage Three
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, bedrooms,two baths, large living
1668 Ryan
PHONE
December 4th, 10:00 a.m., rain or room with fireplace, big kitchen,
MI Avenue
753-3880 .shine at the late Claude Rowland large screened in porch on two
home,off Highway 641 at sign two sides of home overlooking the
miles north of Murray, Kentucky. water. House completely furDue to Mr. Relmon Wilson's nished including refrigerator,
CHRISTMAS? WHY not a
retiring, we are combining both stove and deep freeze. Boat dock.
Shapemakers Gift Certificate.
D3ONC IMAGINE A NEW YEAR WITH sales. Will offer 1962 Chevrolet Ready for you to move in
Phone 753-2962.
1
2 G.M.C.,
NO BILLS! Selling for Christmas Corvair truck, 1967 /
now -beautifully designed and both run good. 1959 Chevrolet We are a member of the Multiple
Joe Doran & Co.
packaged AVON products. Call Biscayne, clean and in good Listing Service
Begin entertainment at
now after 7 p.m. collect 365-9424 condition. A Pontiac GTO, good
5:30 p.m. Fri. & Sat.
or write Mrs. Janet Kunick, motor and a Ferguson 20 tractor, Claude L. Miller, Real Estate 753Manager, Rt. 2 Box 196A Prin- disc , two 14" plows, good shape, 5064
two rotary tillers, riding mower, 418 Main Street 753-3059
ceton, Ky.
D3C
and plenty of clean furniture. John C. Neubauer, Associate
Electric stoves, built-in gas Broker 753-7531.
D4C
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank WANTED: LADY to arrange stove, nice refrigerators,
living,
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC flowers, center pieces and dining, and bedroom
suites, new 94 ACRES $160.00 per acre, 40
Christmas arrangements. desk and chair, leatherette tillable,
20 of this bottom, balance
'Permanent position. Write P.O. recliner and chair, poster bed, Umber
and pasture. Year round
If You
Box 32-H, Murray, Kentucky, half bed, cot, TV, library table, creek, .66
tobacco, 2 bedroom,
giving full qualifications.
D6C washing machine, small Warm bath, frame house,
Miss
new 20 x36'
Morning, oil and electric heaters, pole building, 12 miles northwest
Call
INTERVIEWER WANTED for electric skillet, mixer, vacuum of Murray. 489-2361.
1TC
part-time telephone survey work cleaner, grinder, lamps, toasters,
after Christmas. Give phone modern china ware, cake plate, 2 BEDROOM frame house,
Between 6:00 p.m.
number. Must have private line. heavy cooking utensils, other electric heat, newly carpeted
and 7.00 p.m. In The Not a selling job. Air mail letter dishes, several old glass dishes, throughout. 1 car garage.
including education, work ex- salts and peppers, sugar bowl Located at 1405 Vine. If inEvening
perience and names of references and designed pieces, tin door pie terested, call 753-5898.
D6C
If you know your route
to: American Research Bureau, safe, shaving mug, wood cook
boy's number, please call
field operations, 4320 Arnmendale stove, double barren shot gun, 12
FOR LEASE OR RENT
him first. If you get no
gauge, a 22 single shot rifle,
Road, Beltsville, Maryland
results then call John
20705.
D4C lanterns, old horse drawn tools, STORE BUILDING, formerly
Pasco , Jr. at the above
hoes, rakes, old books, and hand Martins Store on Hazel, Route
number during the hours
made cabinet. Linens, quilts and one. Has gas pumps. Can be used
several
needs
MILLS
OLAN
listed
piece
goods, several hives of for store or other use. Phone 435ladies to do survey work by
bees,
wheel
barrow, washer, gas 5261
D6P
telephone. Apply in person to
Monday dryer, wire,good carpenter tools,
Higgins,
Vilna
Take along a sack full
December 6 at 10 a.m., National fishing tackle, fruit and cans,
window fan, 26" girl's bicycle,
Country Ham on a Biscuit
Hotel. No phone calls please. D4C
and loads of other things will be
1.25 or 4 for $.89
EXPERIENCED BODY man. sold.
TRIANGLE INN
Apply in person. Bogard Motor Register early, dress for winter
753 4953
Sales across from Colonial House and spend the day. Will have food
Smorgasbord
D9C and drinks, (hot or cold).
Douglas Shoemaker in charge of
WANT TO BUY
sale.
D3C
WANTED TO RENT
WANT TO BItlY: all types of
AUTOS FOR SALE
Hogs, feeder pigs, sows, gilts,
and males. Call 753-6940.
D6C WANT TO RENT: Efficiency
apartment or room near 1969 VOLKSWAGEN. Excellent
university for student who is condition..Can be seen at Sears,
working his way through college. in Southside Shopping Center or
WANT TO BUY; logs and
Prefer sleeping room with phone 753-3501 after 6:00 p.m.DX
standing timber. Also have for.
Cooking
and
refrigerator
sale lumber and sawdust.
privileges. References furnished.
Murray Saw *ill apd Lumber Co.
Call 7674706, 'ask for Mike 1965 RAMBLER WRECK. Make
Phone 753-4147..
TEC Brandon
D4C
TFNC an offer. Call 436-2174.
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es Included.
,ne 753D8C
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THIS LOVELY HOME IS REALLY A DUPLEX but it keeps
Its secret very well. The owners side has 3 Bedrooms and 2
tiled baths, central heat and air, all built-ins and carpeted
and with a double garage. Apartment is entirely separate
and has 2 bedrooms and tiled bath, built-ins in kitchen,
electric heat and air conditioner, all carpeted. One of the
nicest duplexes we have seen. $34,000.00
NICE 2 BEDROOM FRAME HOME AT 405
VINE. Electric
oven. Only $9,950.00

heat, dishwasher, built-in range and

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER
50U N 4th
Tanairtanritrzt
SHOP DOWNTOWN Murray
Saturday, while your children see
the FREE movie at the Capri.
Tickets are Free from partici2ating stores.
D3C

trtollIts
Are PO130n

TRIANGLE INN

chairs with
silent for teenT.V. room or
Painted $7.50
5.00 each. 409
.t, phone 753D4C

ter

3, 19

Open Sunday, Dec. 5th
1-6 P.M.

TRIANGLE INN

NICE 2 BES1V1 F
cozy older
th
well built.
re
•

totalgE ftMl L. This is a
allinsulated and
bly for quicriCe.

WE HAVE THE GLENDEL REAVES HOME place on Lynn
Grove Highway,/
1
2 mile from city limits. Lot size 200'x373'.
House has eleven rooms and central heat. Stock barn and
three car garage.White fence. This is a beautiful home. Call
us for an appointment and look this place over.
MEADOW GREEN ACRES - Three bedroom brick veneer
house on 80'x175' lot, four years old, one and half bath
and
carpets throughout. $28,500.00.
LOVELY
FRE
Bedrooms,
‘I45p
partitioned •
roe= _.77"f

E CO
.....,„,__, ,...._,

Sold
ihru
the

Classified
Ads

/
2
ON CATALINA, A NICE THREE BEDROOKbrick with 11
baths, carpeted, large utility room and carport. Central beat
and air. Low price of $20,000.
NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON FtICHARDSON Drive.
Buyer can select colors, carpet. Pt ceramic tile baths, builtin range and even,central gas heat and central air You must
see this. Priced at $23,700.00.

30 ACRE FARM AT HALF-WAY with 4 bedroom brick
veneer house, all built-ins, 2 baths. Must see to believe at
$48,500
A LOVELY TWO BEDROOM BRICK Veneer house on large
lot, 112'x143', with plenty of built-ins.
Located on 1399
Johnson Blvd. Priced at $25,500.
AT 1014 PAYNE IS A THREE BEDROOM BRICK Veneer
house priced to sell $15,750. This is a perfect location. Mut,t
see.

ON MARTIN CHAPEL ROAD 1st house North of the Church.
OLIVE BLVD. 3
Good aluminum siding, three bedroom home on 11
/
2 acres.
full baseme
t„ more .,,....
'`'-_, ....

806 NORTH 17TH STREET IS A NICE 3 bedroom brick, well
located near University. $21,000.
THIS LOOKS LIKE A HOUSE BUT it's actually a duplex.
Has a 2 bedroom and 2 bath home, central heat and air, all
carpeted with all built-ins. Also has a 3 bedroom and bath
apartment, double garage. A lovely home with added income. $34,500.

.. •
.1
*
41
"a•-.WAPP

•
ON FAXON
ROAD l'os MILES EAST OF Highway 94 we have
.
a real nice 3 bedroom brick and frame on 20 acres of land.
Here is a real buy at $21,000.00.
BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT AND A THREE bedroom brick
home with central heat and air, two fireplaces Good location
at 1509 Sycamore. Newly decorated and new carpet. $24,000.

159 ACRE FARM ON HIGHWAY 1346. One mile west of Highway 94. 80 acres tendable, 80 acres timber, 2 acres Dark
Fired base, 1300 No. Burley, some corn base. Three good
tobacco barns,good stock barn,sheds,crib,fenced for cattle,
year round creek. Good 5 room frame house with two
bedrooms. $27,500.

'3 ACRES, 4 BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house with builtins galore, 2 baths, carpet and draperies, located on Cedar
Point Road near Aurora and approximately 300 feet from
year round water. Don't fail to see-1;35,000.

HERE 1S63 ACRES of real fine farm land with an acre fish
pond about 8 miles north east of Murray. Plenty of frontage
along hard top road. Owner anxious to retire-$17,000.

NICE FOUR BEDROOM BRICK HOME AT 1013 Story Ave.
11
/
2baths, garage, range, refrigerator, washer and dryer and
drapes included. Also 2 air conditioners.
Reduced to $23,.00.

REDUCED IN PRICE. EXTRA NICE MODERN three
bedroom home on Cole's Camp Ground Road, just off of 641
North. City water and on 11
/
2acres. Has 2 baths,2 car garage
attached and seperate 2 car garage. Fire-place and 6 closets.
$26,500.

DRIVE OUT
brick
all
garage. ice only $34,000.00.

ONE AND ONE HALF 1Vill.FS FROM city limits on McCuistion Road is a lovely 3 bedroom brick veneer and block
house with 3 acres, barn and 2 outbuildings. Must see.
$17,500. A milk house and extra lot for $2,000 extra.
KINGSWOOD SUBDIVISION-3 BEDROOM brick veneer
house with central heat and air, plenty of built-ins, perfect
location, fine buy-$25,500.
FINE FOR INCOME OR HOME AND INCOME. Duplex on
Monroe Street with three bedrooms each side. Central heat
and air, carpeted and built-in range and oven. Both sides now
rented $30,500.00.
TWO AND ONE-HALF MILF-S SOUTH OF Lynn Grovspon
Hwy.893 is a beautiful new 3 bedroom brick veneer house on
a 120x250 lot. This exceptionally nice house is immediately
available for only $21,000.
ON RIG
Brick Cr
heat and

HAZEL is a good
and 1 upstairs. Gas
aklerteduced to $9,500.00.
RTh EDG

LOOKING FOR A CLEAN UP SHOP? A two car shop located
on a 100'x250' lot on South 4th Street with all necessary
equipment. Priced right. $18,500.00.

LOOKING FOR A PLACE ON THE LAKE.. We have lots and
houses available all along the lake ranging in size, price, and
location to fit your needs.

'D look at this two story
baths, nice carpeting;
at and air and two car

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE
in Lynn
Grove on 120'x322' size lot. Also a large storage
building in
back of lot. A lovely place, 4 years old and priced to
sell Now $20,500.
HERE IT COMES A FINE 4 bedroom brick veneer house
with 2 baths, two apartments in rear for boys on 107 North
17th Street for only $23,500.
SIXTY ACRE FARM WITH NICE BRICK home, 8 miles
south on 121 highway. Here is a bargain. Call for appointment
to see. Priced to sell.
LARGE COMMERCIAL LOT ON 641 South across the street
from Holiday Inn, 150 feet street frontage. Ideal for most any
kind of business.
PERFECT LOCATION - 1711 College Farm Road, 3
bedroom brick veneer house on fine lot. All built-ins and
refrigerator with ice maker. Priced to sell. $22,500.
84 ACRE FARM,70 ACRES TENDABLE WITH a3 bedroom
frame house, several out buildings. Two and one half miles
Northwestot Kiricsey. A real fine buy at$36,500.
IMAGINE!! FIVE MILES SOUTH ON 641,3 bedroom
brick
veneer on 110'x300' size lot. Well constructed and
practically
new. Priced to sell at $20,000.
GOOD INVESTMENT PROPERTY NEAR University. Has 5
furnished efficiency apartments. Lovely three bedroom and
two bath carpeted home with family room and carport. A
very fine place to live and have a good income or rent it all
for income. Call for details and to see.

THERE IS A BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT west of the girl
scout hut on Sharpe Street, waiting to have an equally lovely
house built and for only $11,950.00.

HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house at 1702 College
Farm Road. This house is completely redecorated on the
inside with fenced in backyard. Must see this house to ap
preciate. Has been reduced to $20,000.00.

THE TOMMY MILLER HOME AT LYNN GROVE. 3
bedrooms, brick veneer with central heat and air. 1142 Baths,
fire-place, garbage disposal, dishwasher, built-in range and
oven, city water. $28,000.00.

THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 304 Woodlawn . Draperies,
storm windows and doors, carport and 80'x160' lot. Carpeted
living room. T.V. Tower, air conditioner. A good buy at
$19,000.

Your Paper

753-7278

THE ROGER PIQUE HOME IN Lynn Grove. Two bedrooms
and bath. City water. Only $10,500.00.

TEN ACRES JUST SOUTH of Uncle Jeff Store on 641 So.
Real fine piece of property adjoining City limits.

IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A LOVELY three bedroom brick
with central heat and air, carpets, all built-ins, city water.
Five rooms of fine furniture and one extra lot Included.
$31,500.00.

WOULD YOU BELIEVE - A THREE BEDROOM
BRICK
Veneer house in Meadow Green Acres for only
$20,000.
Available in 30 days and has electric wall heaters, built-ins.
On a good size lot.
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Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall - 753-8961
Glenn Wilcox - 753-2761
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Tunnel Planned Under Busy Harbor
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you now pay for a
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likely
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two-door refrigerator-freezer
"It's just progress.- says
combination with nearly twice
Robbie Brothers, executive ofthe storage capacity. What's
ficer for the company conmore that refrigerator-freezer
today is a frost-free model, structing the tunnel -- No city in
the world on the scale of Hong
whereas the one 20 years ago
Kong relies just on ferries Ferhad to be defrosted manually
ries are outmoded
week after week.
The ferries which now proThe old model offered only a
vide the only mass transport
small compartment for ice
system between the island and
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NATIONAL MEAT PACKERS
zero-degree temperature in the have a special place in the coloTRAINING
big freezer compartment, ny's life and history They have
P.O. Box 1543 Dept. KY-40
ensuring long preservation of served Hong Kong well since
frozen foods.
last century and -evoke many
sentimental memories
In a year. thr efficiently- run
ferries carry 240 million passengers across the harbor,
mostly between the two downtown areas Other ferries run
from Hong Kong Island to more
distant parts of the mainland
and to the outlying islands
Best known to visitors are the
ttar ferries. which hurry between the island and Kowloon
Second class, on the lower deck
costs 10 Hong Kong cents i less
than 2 U S cents , for this seven-minute voyage, orie of the
cheapest in the world First
class at 25 Hong Kong cents
I about 4 U S cents). is less
crowded and less interesting
All 10 green and white passenger ferries on this run have
the word star in their names.
like Celesttat Star and -Tvittn-- kling Star
Operating more widely is the
Hong Kong and Yaumati Ferry
Co.. which has 61 ferries and
last year carried 170 million
passengers and .six million vehicles
The effect the tunnel will
lb.
have on the passenger ferries is
uncertain and may depend
lb.
largely on what cross-harbor
services the bus companies deride to iiperati But the vehicuDenned
lar ferries will be hard hit 0thlb.
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the automobile business before.
Ed West and his wife Sadie Nell
live on Thirteenth Street and
Mr Chrysler and his wife Mary
live in New Concord.
The two invite their IlLar
friends to call on them in their
new positions when in need of
new or used automobile

Ole Ky. Smoke House
708 Main Street

Benton, Ky

WE CUSTOM KILL AND SCALD HOGS

We're the only ones in this area
iNequipped to kill, process and country
\Cure pork
We Can Smoke Your Country Hams,
Bacon and Jowl
We Also Kill and Process BEEF

We Carry a Full Line of
FRESH BEEF AND PORK
'1.00
• COUNTRY HAMS
• WHOLE SIDES OF BACON ----45'
•SLICED BACON
60'
Rind On
50' lb
• COUNTRY STYLE
•TENDERLOIN
• NECK BONES
• COUNTRY STYLE

•HINDQUARTERS
• T-BONES
• SIRLOINS
• CLUB STEAKS
• ROUND STEAK
• GROUND BEEF
# THE

ABOVE PRICES ARE OUR REGULAR PRICES
—WE PUT ON NO SPECIALS!

WE USE NO TENDERIZING AGENTS—WE GET
TENDERNESS BY SLAUGHTERING YOUNG, FAT
ANIMALS!

Torlav's iipholsterefi seating
pint-es resemble three•teerths
ef triP tiadoinnal bride's coSnld, timeiiime s,tmethtn
thing nea and .nmething borrowed
The s.ittiething old ts. • of
coot sr, the traditional unfas
and chair‘ that are perennial
favorile, Colonial and Early
Arriei !can styles.
The something hemmed 15
the Oriental and coontry
French looks that are now
growing in pormlarity.
ta
Rut the sernething new
the attention getter! Triday's
clean•lined contemporary and
modern furniture is the twos,
and the foist this year is in
ihe frames. and in the modular appioach to seating.
All the seating vshether Cria
'finial or' modular, benefits
from real latex foam cushioning. It can he used in alaha,
wrapped for a softer appearance, or neatly tailored for
the sleek look.
To make a dressing for sliced
cucumbers a n d salad greens,
add a little salt, lemon and sugar to NOW Cria1117.•—•

Murray Branch
Federal Savings and Loan
New Office at 7th and Main Streets - Murray
DRAWINGS FOR $200 IN SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Staff:

Bruce Thomas
Bobby Grogan
Helen Foley
Shirley Billington
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Computers Assigning Uniforms

Dairymen To Bigamist's Death
Attend Meet
In Atlanta

Leaves Much Confusion

Wall Street
Chatter

LOS ANGELES (UPI)-Juan America-a woman in Lima, both American wives as caused
HANOVER, N.H. ( UPI) - Morrissey
Abel Vargas, the deceased Peru by whom Vargas had two by his business
said. Institutions Morrissey
affairs.
said,
because many
The Springfield, Mass., school with computers for
millionaire bigamist who had daughters, and another in
administra- teachers are
Last week, a motel clerk
developing new
system used to have problems tive purposes can't
wives
and girlfriends in num- Bogota, Columbia, by whom he testified that
be so tasks for the
Vargas
had
computers.
assigning uniforms to its band flexible, thus precluding
bers that confuse his estate, had five children.
NEW YORK UPI)-Can the
acachecked
her
into
motel
times
78
To
see
that
these
ideas get
members. No longer. Comput- demic use.
liked to lead a regular life with The South American widows, in
market
finance a rally? That's
a
29-month
period,
accomdistributed, Time Share has
ers now take care of it.
prompt meals and regular if
Under time-sharing, when
they
exist,
have
not panied by a different woman the question Dean Witter & Co.
initiated a newsletter to which Leonard Travis, president of bedtimes, according
Such school service accounts students or teachers
to two of attempted to join the court each time. The last occasion asks in light of the gains on the
at a school the teachers
contribute their the Paducah Division of his widows.
for 75 per cent of the business use the
battle for Vargas' fortune. Born was the night before he died, Dow Jones Industrial Average.
computer via a thoughts.
headquartere
d
Dairymen, Inc.,
generated by Time Share Corp. terminal, "It looks
Vargas had at least two in Peru, he
became an she said.
like they're
But the firm says an internaThe company also has en- in Louisville, Ky., will lead a wives-maybe
of Hanover since it was formed the only persons
four-and
78 international merchant here,
using it," tered into
monetary
tional
settlement
He was 64 at that time.
approximatel
contingent
96
y
of
an
agreement
with
in 1966. TSC has refined Morrissey said. "We can
should result in dollar inflows
handle Houghton Mifflin Co., a Boston dairy farmers to Atlanta girlfriends, according to court and explained his absences to
computer time sharing to the as many as 90 simultaneou
testimony.
and money creation by the
s publishing firm specializing
the
for
7-8
in December
point that it is within financial users at once, and
"He was usually home by
any
Federal Reserve Board to
Policenien-guides
of education. It provides for
annual
organization
third
's
some
reach of smaller colleges and them feels he's the
12:30 or 1 a.m.," said Mrs.
only one on education programs
of
KUALA LUMPU R,Malaysia finance the roll over
to be meeting.
high schools, according to the system."
Mildred Vargas in a deposition
Poliermen in Kuala European and Japanese short(11P1)
farmers
More
designed
dairy
4,000
than
specifically
for
use
executive -vide
read
into court records TuesPresident- The
time-share
concept with classroom computers.
Lumpur are getting special term treasuries. And this, taken
from 12 states are expected to day.
Charles Morrissey. The compa- primarily began as a support
to
courses on information about together, should provide enough
Civic
the
attend
event
in
the
ny now has more than 100 the
"When it got to be three or
match teaching area, Businesses, especially those
Thomas Nast St. Hill, grandson the city, its history and sights. cash, the firm says.
Center Auditorium.
Northeast Educational institu- according to Morrissey. It
since involved in quality control, The program includes an ad- four and he wasn't home, 1 of America's most influential The courses are designed to
tions on its system.
waited and waited."
has grown to cover all the have found
Negative news has been in
political cartoonist, will appear equip the policemen with the
time
sharing dress by U. S. Rep. Wilbur D.
If a school makes normal use disciplines, particularly chemisMildred, 66, of Torrance,
profitable. One New England Mills, of Arkansas, chairman of
on
"Book Beat," Monday, right answers to questions asked the driver's seat for a while,
of the computer system, the try, physics, math, business
Calif., who claimed Vargas' $1
diem by delegates to the Pacific according to Argus Research
firm uses the central computer the House Ways and Means
cost, as Morrissey figures it, and science courses.
million estate as his legitimate December 6, at 9:30 p.m., ET on Area Travel Association confer- Corp.,
but "appearances can be
to test the porosity of tea bag Committee.
the
Kentucky
Educational
Reports
will
be
comes out to about $2 per hour.
widow, is being sued by Mrs.
ence in January..
Ever More Uses
deceiving." The firm says
paper to assure the material presented by D.I. President John
This figure is based on the The market is expanding,
Josephine Vargas, 54, of Los Television Network.
recent events in Washington
fits rigid standards.
His grandfather, Thomas Nast,
A. Moser, Executive Director Angeles.
assumption a school will use
Museum attractions
and in the international area
is
credited
with
creating
the
still
Ben
Finance
F.
Morgan,
Jr.,
and
the computer facility on a
Only after Vargas was killed
DETROIT (UPI) - One of will in the end prove to have
images
Director J, E. Mueller.
of
the
normal eight hour school day.
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longer drab, cold and unin- approximately 5.2 billion pounds of two more wives in South originally published in 1890.
MEXICO CITY (UPI) - firm says, but they should
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Kentucky's Largest
Horse Sale Each 3rd Friday.
Bob Atkins, Horse Sale Mgr.
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Hogs Bought Daily
Monday through Saturday.
Carl Marshall, Buyer

FA
RIVIERs

We at Murray Livestock Co. are making every possible effort to provide you with the best market for your livestock
. To do this
ode feel a change in policy is necessary from time to time. This we are now doing . . . Beginning December 6, 1971,
we will not be affiliated
directly with Reelfoot Packing Co. in our hog buying operation, but will be independent buyers. We
make this move only because we feel that
we can better serve you, the livestock producer, and not because of any disagreement with the Reelfoot
Packing Co. Mr. Carl Marshall will be

11

our hog buyer as he has been for the past 30 years. With our independent program we feel that we will be in a much
better position to give
you top dollar for all grade and weight of hogs. Try our new approach to this
vital marketing program and we are sure you will be pleased.

Sale
Every Tuesday
1:00 P.M.

Murray Livestock Co.
Bill Dodson, Owner
Phone 753-5334

West Kentucky's
Largest Stock Cow
Dealer

KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & .TIMES-_MURRAY,

Feast
Told

Give
beets
a glow

Lin Gives Reasons For His Silence
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The approval of everything you've
fact that he keeps silent on done. I didn't agree with you on
major issues does not neces- poverty and medicare and
sarily mean that he agrees some other things: I don't think
wholeheartedly with Nixon ad- the government should be that
policy, former deeply involved. But you've had
ministration
president Lyndon B. Johnson as heavy a load as you could
pack and I never wanted to add
said Monday.
"We have this ex-President's anything to that pack which
club," Johnson said in an might make you stumble."
Johnson said he made one
interview with Marianne Means
of King Features, "and I'm the exception to the rule of silence
only voting member right now.
Truman's not so well so he's
taking it easy."
Johnson said there were two
in
reasons why he, like other
punch
extra
l'ut
former Presidents, tried to breakfast with an occasional surprise. This one boosts
maintain silence.
"I don't want to do anything the -staying" quality of
to make (President) Nixon's that meal with the addition
protein. It s ideal
job harder," he said. "I've had of good
school day morning.
my game and it's over and I for a
did the best I could. This is his
You'll need a package of
sliced round cold cuts—bogame. You get your try and
logna or similar. Bake panyou come up and play. When
cakes—about the size or
they blow the whistle, the
game's over and if you haven't slightly larger) of the bolayer
made your touchdown by then, logna slices. To serve,
bologna slice between
a
that's too bad."
each two pancakes, making
And, Johnson said, without
a stack of three or four
access to the full range of
pancakes.
the
to
available
information
quick-to-spread
Pass a
President, "I don't feel compemargarine and a pitcher of
tent to advise." Johnson said
maple or fruit-flavored' syrthe condensed briefings he
This is a good supper
up.
receives regularly from the
dish, also .ts•
a
*
14
.
4
6
071111
.1K-Vt.:
peo pig 'Whir --Age`uP'••• ogre
fraction of what was needed to
pancakes themselves.
make major policy judgments
Johnson said that in his last
Now You Know
conversation with Dwight D
Eisenhower at Walter Reed By United Press International
Hospital shortly before the The Jolly Roger skull-andflown
by
former president died, Eisen- crossbones flag
hower expressed similar senti- seafaring pirates originally was
ments on the role of an ex- a signal that they would spare
the lives of merchant sailors
President, telling Johnson:
"I hope you didn't interpret who surrendered without a
my silence all these days as fight.

from the Atlantic seaboard and fusion the boy and girl made way mon task. For the iron furnaces,
prairies to to a parson and were married. charcoal was used to bring the
northern
the
_
,ng, fruity glaze
Kentucky and Tennessee, and They didn't have any trouble temperature to such a degree
.es t.anned beets comoa•
it
the
that
melt
would
ore.
today,
Even
preacher.
a
finding
surged onward to the West Coast
status Here pineapple
Overlooking Concord today,as
at the discovery of gold. But there are more ministers on the
is used. Picture these
Juice
some of them stopped along the East Side than there are in any it has done since long before the
on a plate with a portion of
was
community
ever
Kentucky.
established,
in
area
similar
other
way where prospects were
briefly sauteed ham and a
Then there was the only time is the Devil's Pulpit, a huge
green
favorable .
scrving of fresh
dull
a man was ever killed in saddle-pommel-like
Anything
broccoli.
Among them were immigrant
Bill Hodge was a protuberance of rock that rises
about that?
Norwegians from the Nebraska Concord.
territory; and the Wisecoffs and famous fighter, and word got more than a thousand feet above
of Germanic an- around that the man and who Blood river bottomlands.
Crabtrees,
Jones?"
At the present, New Concord
cestry, set up a thriving com- could whip him hadn't been born
take
I'll
think
I
you,
thank
No,
fellow by the name of Hook has a population of about 100
A
yet.
stores
established
and
munity
some of the beans."
Three tablespoons butter
Chumbler felt like he knew how to persons. It has a grade A four
Humility
or margarine
-Mr. Tibbs?"
feet in year high school, two stores, a
his
hands,—and
his
handle
Two tablespoons brossn
"I believe not, Sir, (I've just
They were simple God-fearing a rough-and-tumble--so he came blacksmith shop, a garage, one
sugar
got through with the biggest part people, and out of the thankdown and picked a scrap with the church, one doctor, and a
One-half teaspoon ginger
of a hind-leg, and I'm about full. I fulness of hearts which were
Hodge postoffice.
Concord champion.
tine-eighth teaspoon salt
will take another glass of wine, humble, they named the place
Two teaspoons cornliterally and teetotally wore
though."
Humility.
starch
Chumbler out, and the latter
The host poured the wine.
North
of
group
a
came
But then
One cup pineapple juice
submerge his disap- FLOWER POWER
"You know, Doctor," said Carolinians. They hailed from decided to
o-rr 6-nr. can plus 2 tableliquor. He got
with
pointment
MIAMI
(UPI)
con—
a
of
Detectives spoons beet itocei
Tibbs with the air
C., between pretty tight and supplemented his
Concord, N
are searching for the "flower
noisseur, "this wine is the best I Greensburg and Charlotte.
One teaspoon lemon
humor. delivery man" who,
ugly
an
with
drunkenness
instead of juice
ever drank. It has a flavor Faithful Christians as they were,
Someone
He started bullying.
One can (1 lb.) small
distinctly its own."
they yet believed Humility was called on Constable Henry sending flowers by wire, robbed
*hole beets. drained
the wire office with a flower.
"I prepared it myself," said the not a fitting name for a growing
arrest the fighter.
Use: Medium — size
The man appeared in a
doctor. He glanced felicitously village. With the coming of post Turner to
several to help Miami Western Union
deputized
heavy
saucepan
'Rimer
majority
The
table.
office
around the
roads and mail traffic it became
Yield; Four servings
enjoying necessary to distinguish the him, and among them was Tom Tuesday night with a box,
present seemed
Bud Jones who saying he had some flowers to
themselves, "Miss Calvert", village from the Concord in Jones, father of
Melt hotter in saucepan
there now, and Billy deliver.
lives
woman
young
a
t,6.
doctor
said the
Lewis county on the Ohio River in Stubblefield. Chumbler would
over medium -low heat.
Miss Marsha Kazienk had
Just across from him,"won't you Kentucky, so they, renamed it
, not submit to arrest and in the locked herself in the office, Meanwhile mix together in
have some gravy. You've eaten New Concord.
snkalltbowl or.alcOd cup
!scuffle,"Agewhot him and killed because a fete seedy
browirs-sie
,44. •
=tsnimt
litrents of featzsm3
gunman took a delivery man and cornstarch. Add all at
concornmitant with New Conone time to bubbling bin hostage and robbed the- office.
cucumber, if you please."
Squire Peter
cord's growth.
But when she opened the door ter Stir to mix well. Stir in
"You've eaten nothing but Hamlin had brought his wife, A tragedy which shocked the
cucumbers",said the doctor. "Is Virginia Michaux, from Virginia whole of Calloway county oc- and let the flower man in, he juices
Cook and stir on medium
there something special about and had built a regular mansion curred in 1891 on the Tennessee then pulled a gun, ordered her
heat until mixture thickens
to
to
drop
the
floor,
and
cucumbers""
looted
overlooking Blood .River as a river near Concord when five
and boils It should be rathHot Dog!
residence. In 1849, the desire to men out of a party of ten were the safe of about $2,000 with er clear
Add
drained
which he fled.
beets. and heat, uncovered,
"I like them", said Miss add to a fortune already com- drowned as they attempted to
When
Miss
Kazienk
opened
stirring occasionally until
fortable drew him to California, seine in dangerous currents.
Calvert.
the flower box,she found a rose 'glaze is slightly reduced in
There were fifteen or twenty from whence he came back wiser Johnnie Meadow, Ed Brown,
and a thank-you note.
volume and lust covers
persons present, all well dressed, if not richer. He was a six-footer, John Brame, Walter Strader, and
beets F. S.
serveral of them ladies. A big with a slow cool drawl, and he Jim Eaves were drowned. At the
water
swift
the
time
same
his
wearing
of
habit
a
had
the
of
end
north
the
fellow at
table forked an appetizing morsel trousers without suspenders. His carried the seiners under, Joe
of stew from his plate and hips were slim and his belt loose, Montgomery. Reuben Dunaway,
devoured it vociferously. "You so his pants sagged down on his and Will Venable were in the
water,but sterling effort enabled
know,- he said with gusto, "I hips.
never dreamed when Old Rip One day he had words with them to reach the security of the
here used to chew the seat of my Aleck Wesson, a muster captain. shore. The five who drowned had
pants when I came around that It seemed that their two sons— been carried under by a
someday I'd be making a meal Henry Wesson and Richard whirlpool. Two of the men. John
out of him. I remember the Hamlin—had come to blows in Bill Thompson and A. C. "Dime"
time..." His voice lowered as he the Academy, the pride of New Smith, who were holding a staff
began to talk confidentially to his Concord as a study center for on the bank, also escaped.
has had many
students. The boys fought it out Concord
table companion.
"Well," remarked a youngster to their own satisfaction, and prominent personages to come
from her environs. Dr. Chris
ilI tha south end of the table as he then the fathers took it up.
Boaz, one-time well-known atinped his mouth with a napkin
A Duel
torney, practiced law there. His
lonchalantly,"If I just had a nice
ttiece of cat, I could finish out my - One word led to another until daughter, May, married Ed Grief
eventually they agreed to meet in and went with him to Porto Rico
dinner "
' ••Next time, perhaps", smiled a duel. On a gray autumn where both made a fortune in
morning, they marched out in a sugar cane. Judge Joe Robbins,
host
little grove of trees and at a given for years judge of the Mayfield
Regular $3.99 to $4.99 yard bonded and unbonded
-Or even a big fat
time started shooting. Both had circuit court, used to chop wood
ggested the youth.
They got up presently and flint-rock pistols. Wesson shot for money enough to pursue his
retired to a shade tree in the front Hamlin in the leg and the latter schooling on in Concord. Jim
Before time .for hobbled around long enough McKnight, a native of Concord,
yard.
lea vetaking came the doctor rose before dropping his gun to put a journeyed west to Vincennes,
ball through Wesson's shoulder. Ind., where he went into the
* 54" to 60" wide, first quality, full bolts.
to his feet.
They never did patch up the wholesale grocery company.
' ''Ladies and gentlemen," he
• The most wanted Holiday and after five fabric
said, "when I invited you here to quarrel to any degree of From thence he went to Kansas
• Gold, Silver, black, pink, blue, kelly, grey, white
Sjine with me today, I told you I satisfaction, and a few years City where he became rich in a
• FkiVP tip to $3 00 a yard, but come early for hest selection
was
Union
by
Wesson
killed
later
real estate boom. His daughter
ould serve a dog dinner. I have
done that, and I trust you have soldiers at Corinth, Miss., when was married to a gentleman
ienjoy•ed a delicacy to which you he fired on a train-load of the named Loose, who founded the
A Holiday favorite at savings
"dam Yankees" as they passed Loose-Wiles Biscuit Company.
are unaccustomed.
; "Some of you chose to eat the by. A fellow who knew him came The family became immensely
yeal steak or roast beef or bar- along and brought one of his guns wealthy. Others have become
becued ham rather than the home to Wesson's oldest son, widely known.
stewed dog," continued the Ben. He said he'd have brought
doctor, "and it was your the other gun too, but he was a
Concord has not been lax in the
-privilege. But I want you to know little teary' of turning a dead man
of industries. In
development
over.
that everything you ate had dog
;
1848, P.M. Rowlett established a
:in it. I even seasoned the wine
tobacco manufacturing plant at
;with a big piece of dog tallow. and !
Kentucky, always noted for its Concord. The first two brands of
'cooked the bread in dog grease."
horsemen, produced a good one tobacco made were named AS"
"What about the cucumbers?"
in Clark Bailey, who, according and "Old Dominion". Several
;whispered Miss Calvert faintly.
to his story was enroute to church years later, P. M.'s son, Jeff,
! -Even the cucumbers", said
at Mt. Carmel one Sunday when became a partner. He became
:the doctor, Miss Calvert gently
• The season's most wanted fabric
his horse became scared and manager in 1889,and continued to
;fell back in her chair in a swoon.
• Choose from all the popular fashion colo-rs
jumped over two high-topped operate the factory' after his
FAMOUS Dog Dinner
buggies in one jump and kept on father died. In 1903 he moved it
• Hurry for this sensational Fashion Fabric Buy
going. Bailey, however, was the. to Murray.
Concord's famous dug nuttier
same person who said that when In the early '70's Pink Stilley
occurred just after the Civil War.
landed in his eye and Ben Wesson founded a wagon
Dr. Jim Lynch, a cold-blooded a piece of cap
the shop in Concord. It was known as
fellow who handled snakes for from an exploding shell in
so interested with his the Stilley-Wesson
Wagon
play pretties, was host to the war, he got
pull Company, and had a flourishing
dinner party to which many were one eye watching the doctor
Just arrived, from Europe and the Far
he trade. The building was 100 feet
invited and to which several his other eyeball out that
Regular $5 99 to S9 99 yd Imported
came. Lynch was a cucumber for didn't know it was gone until he by. 300 feet and the company
•
tried to see out of it.
employed 20 or more men,selling
!coolness. One day when his
., ,
:feHow Confederate comrades Mt. Cannel was the popular the wagons at 8150 each. The
:were in a pitched battle against church in those days. Strings of town at that time had a
e the Yankees, he sat on •a stump wagons and buggies used to line population of about 150 people,
• Specially Purchased from Famous Couturier Fashion Houses
the road for several hundred had two drug stores, two dry
0 back of the lines smoking a pipe
'
special
ordinance
yards
on
• Many one of a kind Designers Samples
one
saloon,
one
stores,
goods
and yelled, "Give 'em hell,
Sundays. One day something hotel, one church, a Masonic
• Exclusive Holiday Brocades seen only in ready made fashions •
occurred which made people Lodge,two tobacco factories, and
• Savings up to $5.11 a yard
. was guest of honor on the menu wonder if a charging rhinocerous two doctors,—one the Dr. Lynch
was given soon after the war was and a cyclone had riot visited the of dog-eating fame who later
fur I church grounds simultaneously. moved to Texas
- over. Lynch fattened the dog
i And at-that-time Thisbe and
At one time the majority of
two months to get him in shapei
Isolde, bred of making love to wealth of Calloway county cirfor the feast.
each other through knot holes, culated around Concord. People
That was one of the memorable
decided they'd up and get came from miles to vote. In
events in the history of New
Concord. The dialogue as given married. With the aid of a friend, about 1845, the Masons of the
the amorous swain turned loose a community bought a large bell
take place,true
perhaps, but it
(l
isid not
nonetheless
that Dr. -scared mule hitched to a hack weighing 150 pounds, using it in
and he ran amuck among the the Masonic building and in the
Lynch entertained his friends ( 9 ) wagons and
buggies, until Union church, and later at the
with a dog dinner and seasoned vehicles were
scattered so they school building. In 1919 the New
the
with
table
the
1 everything on
resembled the Babylonian Concord Milling Company was
gardens of Nebudchadnezza
countyardens
established by A. • -G. • Smith,
That part of Calloway
Many Preachers
operating there for six years
although
first;
was settled
before moving to Murray in 1925.
F perhaps not officially, of all the
Church was going on inside,
e settlements in the Jackson's but at the sound of the MIna Woe
Purchase it was first,
elders
the
outside,
mine furnished much
iron
An
meeeddcll
• The tide of empire streamed rtt
shed into the clear to see what
employment of the
early
the
of
Twenties.
early
the
in
. westward
use caat era, awl smelting was a corn• Men and wagons blazed s trail was the matter. and In
Editor's Note: The following
article appeared in the September 8, 1938 issue of the Ledger
& Times. The article, written by
then editor, Edward Freeman,
tells some of the early history, of
New Concord-

—his statement he issued last
year supporting Nixon's effort
to —defeat a congressional
resolution for the withdrawal of
U.S. troops from Europe —
because he believed "this
current trend to isolationism is
dangerous.
"We can't walk away from
the rest of the world," he said.
"The world's too small. We all
live in the same backyard. We
can't retreat."
_
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Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Evening worship
7 30p m

Lit

West Fork
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m
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1160 30a.m.,
00 p.m.

Green Plain
"Isr when yeurtressun is. Ewe wil your bort ke du"

EMorningni

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45a m
Evening Worship
5.00 p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

:04,;!;••
..;•
.

Nazarene

Methodist

Murray Church
Sunday School
10a m
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p m

11 a m.
7p m.

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
7 30 p.m.

4

•
;

United, 310 lrvan Ave.
Sunday School
Waft,
Evening Worship
7p.m
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a m.,7:30
pm.

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
Ila.m.
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

'Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
-- 1tlitr
Evening Worship
6:30P.m•
New Mt. Carmel Mission/re'
Morning Worship
11 a .
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.

Temple Hill United
10 a.rn.
Mornina Worship
11 a.m
Sunday School
First Methodist
Worship
e 451 10:50 a.m.
Russells Chapel united
Sunday School
10 a.m

Flint Baptist
-7aPIA
11 a.m
Morning Worship
7 30 p.m.
Evening Worship

lada Adams
13-1:37

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

rw

C.

11 a.m
7p.m

t Looks Easy! In no time at
all, the solid log is cut clean through. Of
course, those who handle this type of saw know ,
the reason for its effectiveness. Behind it is sufficient
power and guidance to make it work well. When the
power supply is great, and the connection secure,
it is easy to get,any job done well.

11 a.m.
7p.m.

Salem Baptist
11 a.m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 15p.m
Sugar Creek
Morning worship
11 a.m.
Evening worship
7:15 p.m

MD

First Lnrishan
Worship Services
10 30a m , 7
m
Murray Christian
Car.,

Morning Worship

11 a.m

Goshen Methodist
ti Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:45 a m 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd 8. 4th
Sunday
' Coles's Camp Ground
Worship -Service at 11 a m 2nd
Sunday, 10 .4 a.m. 4th Sunday

Have you ever stopped to consider the amount of
inexhaustable power that could be loosed in your life? If
properly channeled, it could transform you; All we need do is
tap the power source: God. All we need do is ask Him. He is anxious
to rejoin hands with us and turn us igto powerful, directed tools for
His service.

Christian

1.1n.

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
1st 8. 3rd 8. 4th Sunday

With Him on our side; the impossible becomes possible. And as
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YOU IN THE CHURCH
. ME CHURCH IN YOU

A

•

621 So. 4th

V

Phone 753-1475

Sponsoredd
This Page S

Grecian Steak House

.

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

I

American
Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

of the Following Businesses:

Phone 753-1931

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Put first things first,
Attend Church

YOUR UNI.ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogue -'2 Block E. of S. 12th - Phone 753-1489
I

ilii

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services Ilam,7pm
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9 15a m
Morning Worship
10 30a m
Seventh Day Adventist
10:00 a m
Sabbath School
9'9 30 a.m
Worship Service

Ph. 753-5209

HAMBURGERS

15c

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days

CHILI

Central Shopping Center • 753-6061

Wells Electric

MINOR REPAIR 8. WELDING

753 3892

North 0th St

Ph 753 8119

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Allied Radio Shack

IITTEN
pit.1

"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

Vip\

A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Aceessories
N. 12th Extended
Ph. 753.7100

Residential - Commercial - Farm — Building Lots and
Lake Property—Buying - Selling- Leasing
Pnone 753-7724
518 W. Main

Kattlickw pied ekicka

A Choice Selection of Relishes- Salads • Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays

SALES

&

Rudy Lorett
Distributinu C.o.
CrfflJDistributing Gulf Products

Corvette Lanes, Inc. .
BOWLING AT ITS BEST — FINE FOOD

;r-41.61. IL.7L- ,ii:
mievall

Phone 753-1319

Industria R oad
-

iis

PARTS 8. RENTAL

Hwy 94 - 1 Mi E. Murray Ph 753-6445

uptcH
1

l'41.•

N4r*

"l

—

.Storey's
Bel

1\\*
)

SERVICE

114\C;H

Master

Tires-Batteries & Accessories
South 2nd St -Murray, Ky-753•3571

Phone 753-2202

\
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MASSEY FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101
I

A.. •

S

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

Phone 753-2700

1415 Main Street

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass II a m., 11 a m.,4:30
m
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
11 a m.
Jehovah's witnesses
Watchtower
10 30e m.
Bible Lecture
9 30a m. •

0

.0.

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Hwy. 641 North
Mier

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10a m.

*

Carroll Tire Service

I

MAYTAG

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

Fresh Ky Lake Catfish • Fri. and Sat.
Banquet Room Facilities for
Plate S.unchis Daily
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings

1

Other
- Denominations

Beal's

Southside Restaurant

Five Points

rifirl10:45 a.m.

Stadium Chili

eV 1 00 IV 1,
'
,

1

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"
... .. . ..
•
. - . ......
Murray, Ky.

sr.

Phone 753 1713

403 Maple

di

•

1

FRIGIDARIRE -

RCA VICTOR

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Ambassador-Hornet,Matidar -Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-4448

Liberty Cumberland
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 a.m.
North Plesant Greve
Sunday School
10 a.m.
II a.m.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m.,7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 a.ivy.

Mayfield Hwy. 121

Ward-Elkins

Through The Courtesy

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirlow - Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Eirt 641 • Call In Orders to 753 4414

Buildings

S

Presbyterian

Mobile Home Courts

,:....._Ac•

RESIDENTIAL

."-:1X1
11:00a
..
.iffnt..

Shady Oaks

:
,
..1304, 00111•••0•*B., OW 41.40111

Cc..

COMMERCIAL

Friendship
Sunday-Sch001
Morning Worshi0

v.—

the strength and compassion we need to accomplish the job before us.
The task is great but the power is ample. Like that Saw all We
_
+aye to do is be connected to the supply.

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Morning Ser
ial's
:Jana"10:SO
SP
a..m
m..
Evening Worship
7p.m.
Plisse, Willer
Morning worship
11 af.rn.
Evening Worship
6p.m.

Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 •.m. 1st
and ilth Sundays, 6:30 p.m. 2nd
Sunday, & 930 a.m. 3rd Sunday
I ndependeace United
Worship service's at 7 p.m. 1st I,
30 Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday.
tira.Pres
930 a.m. 4th Sunday - -..,
shah-..m.a
byteria,
,Kirksey untied
.
Worship Service
Morn I ng Worship
11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.0012-m Coldwater United
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00

KirksitY Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

WorshipSe
vtatill
Ser
ice a P"Ia1ir
:5°
o:;07,s
pa ffL
m.
Evening Service

South Pleasnt Grave
Morning Worship'
1045a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Geed Shepherd United
Worship Service
9:30a m.
Sunday School
10 30a m
Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9:30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd •• Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, & 6 p.m. 4th Sunday.

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00

Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Evening Worship

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st
iunclay, 10 a m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chattel Unitive
Sunday School
10a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.

.
C
I.

Pentecostal

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30 p.m.

6014
14
-

15 a.m..
7p.m.

WorW°rssn''ii:

West Merray °
mor
Morn
niinci
ng worsh
Wo
ursh
oessiipere" 10:SOa.m.
Evening Warship
. .
6 pm

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
ii a.m.
Evening Worship
i... Rpm.

o for all the
)n you need
ir new corn-

11
_....)

I"g'71., ••
. 4%."4,:"

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a m.
Evening Worship
7 30n rn

Church Of Christ

4.„4
kap,

Food Giant

Tire Service, Inc.

union

,

CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
LIFETIME GUARANTEED MUFFL2RS

RECAPPING

Air Shopping Center

Murray Muffler Service

Hwy 121 W (Coldwater Rd i ph 753 3164

North 4th St

• Ph 753•11999

1
JAS. D. CLOPTON

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

DIV.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

1

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

94

E at Murray Bait Co

SALES AND SERVICE
ADMIRAL TAPPAN WHIRLPOOL
Phone 753-3037

its South 17th

Palace Drive-In
Five

12th

MR. a MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph 753 7494
404 S. 4th

4

SOO Main

Phone

Branch Office So 12th

8.

433

3211

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT i P M
Hogs bought daily

wm r

DODSON, OWNER

PH 753 5334

_. MEMIIIER FTD
...
•SSW. ilitt•Sti• 7334251 -

i

403 Iitsprelt

-:- -itherty, Kentucky

4th Street

Phone 753-1921 .

The Ledger & Times

to

Roberts Realty

Phone 753 1651

REALTORS
305W Main

RAY ROBERTS
Nile 753 2924

,
1 1

753 1763

•

Sholars
' Auto Repair

•

Phone 153 5802

705 No ith Street

. Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

FRONT END ALIGNMENT
—MOTOR TUNE-UPS ':
—AIR CONDITICINING SERVICE

Me Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing
4'. •

No

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
4,---nit'SALES . SERVICE & RENTALS
Sales and Service
ters . Adding Machines and
T yloewl rtio
-..;.,\, c

tyLKHESTIA PRINTING
_ SERVICE

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

66

HOYT ROBERTS
Ph 1/3-4424

605 Maple St

rs
I1S So. 4th
7•33 SW
lbw PSI •1140

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS
PHILLIPS 64 PRODUCTS

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

live

1
...1pLAr

Shirley Florist

RADIATORS REPAIRED

REBUILT ENGINES

Phone 753-5012
i

Murray Livestock Co.

Murray Auto Parts

Repairs & Installation — Gas a Sewer
501 N 4th
Phone 753 61611

Story 753 6655

Fltill n (:MP!,
Chicken Pegfees - Fish 8. Chips
Treasure Chest
Eat in or carry out
South 12th • Murray • Ph 753-5767

-f" •

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

MEMBER FDIC

Hendon's Service Station
PHILLIPS

Long John Silvcri

A: i''
. !

Phone 753-2997

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales S. Service

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE

8. Chestnut

Claude Vaughn

Peck's Upholstery & FabricShop

1

C A P00/1;alie

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF $2.00 OR MORE

#1
.
.
14W0h.
!•.,
•;1
,
.

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

Phone 753992
4

Points

• PIZZA • SPAGHETTI

,-,
,t* ,

Trenholm's Drive-In

Phone 753 3734

Dunn TV & Appliance

Phone 753-0181

102 Chestnut

aw

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Sales, Parts, Service-ComPete Boating Supplies

BERT . ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim. work Free estimates
eh 753-7150
Hwy. 641 S. (Hazel Hwy I

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

E. W. Outland, Supt.
Holmes Ellis, Mgr.
Phone 753-8220

Phone 753-4132

8th at Chestnut

-.
ki_144
1

Air Conditioning.Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans

HEATING - SHEET METAL - AIR CONDITIONING

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

allP
...".....,3ji•-

Randy Thornton Service Co.

GRAIN DIVISION

la" 50

71111

.

_

753 1751

BUILDING BLOCKS & READY MIX CONCRETE
*
Fest main Street
Phone 753.3/40
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Yule artificial trees growing more popular

Sunday
School
Lesson

ey ItteN WELLS
1:topiary News Service

itonnemorr the first artificial
fhrustuuirs tree'It was made of
ocoilu shiny wiumununi and the
rancnee were so flimsy that
ireaments t.witin I be hung on
tlem.
-kr so many new products,
tenet .rmicinal trees left a lot to
tainced and the people who
Sin* diem bore the brunt of
sari cumments as, -How onas,'
.' or, "Oh, you
busk one at those; well it
certainly is shiny."
Blatis the 14 years since that

By Dr. H. C. Chiles
LUXE TELLS THE GOOD N.E1IS
Luke, a scholarly and beloved physician. was the anewThe
Gospel which bears his name and the Book of Acta He Alesthaid
the former as a record of what Christ began to do aed toWait.
Acts was a continuation of Luke's Gospel, and had to do web Ile
things which Christ continued to do and to teach.
Luke 1:14

F4

first aluminum Christmas tree
raised its shiny trenches over
the multitudes of holiday
shoppers, artificial trees have
undergone a transformation
and
have
become
a
multi-million-dollar business.
"There are still some of those
original aluminum trees
around," said Everett Comings
of Kahn & Comings of Los
Angeles,
western
sales
representatives for some 15
companies specializing in
Christmas trees, lights, ornaments and novelties.
"And every year we sell a
few of them to individuals and

Luke was a very careful biographer. He moved in high circles
as was Indicated by the fact that he addressed the Gospel which
he penned to the "most excellent Theophilus," a title which
bespeaks a high position. We may infer the probability that
Theophilus was a friend of Luke,a man of great social distinction,
and a Christian of wide influence. The etymology of his name
indicates that he was a friend and lover of God. In Luke we have a
splendid example of the type of men whom the Holy Spirit used to
make available to the world the important facts concerning the
tife and work of the Lord Jesus Christ.
In the opening verses of his Gospel, Luke acknowledged that
others, who were "eyewitnesses, and ministers of the word," had
written biographies of Christ. He regarded their writings as
entirely trustworthy. However, Luke sought, under the direction
of the Holy Spirit, to add various details about the life and death
and resurrection of Christ that had been omitted by the other
evangelists. A careful study of the four Gospels will reveal that
the one which Luke recorded contained discourses, parabl
es,
miracles, and events that were not mentioned by either of the
other writers.
Luke's training- ilell'ie medical profession
'a
' .w
s' cdhas -trigIQ
--?-:fP
factor in his being so accurate and painstaking in every phase of
his work. He enjoyed the privilege of making pilgrimages to
different places in order to examine the available records and to
have personal interviews with eyewitnesses about the various
events in which he was vitally interested. One is impressed by the
that thaIdaly4opieit led IneretP maire-a- wietrettlearch Kneethorough investigation of the matters concerning which he wrote.
The information which he received from eyewitnesses was
confirmed by divine revelation when the Holy Spirit told him what
to write.
•-e In the Gospel according to Luke we have a biography
their doubts, stabilize their opinions,and give them courag
of our
e.
kord up to and including the narrative concerning His ascension.
Christ commanded the disciples to tarry in Jerus
alem and
it tells us what Christ began to d9 and to teach,during His sojour
await the arrival of the Holy Spirit. He was unwill
ing for the
*the earth. While it is an account of some of the things whichn
believers to undertake the task of world-wide evange
lization until
:Christ did and said, it does not record the whole story
they
were
endued with power from on high. Only after being
by any
.eneans.
endued with the power of the Holy Spirit would they
be qualified
o.
for the task which had been assigned to them. Christ
Acts 1:1-5
assured
them
that
they would be baptized with the Holy Spirit im-.- Acts is a continuation of the story which was recorded in the
mediately.
'Gospel according to Luke. After the resurrection of Christ, He
Those who have wrought wondrous things for
.si both seen and heard by His disciples. On ten reported ocas
the Lord have
been the ones who have received the power of the
ons He presented Himself-five tlines on the day of His
Holy Spirit. He
is the only One Who gives us power to do exploits
resurrection and five times during the subsequent thirty-nine
for God, to live
vietoriously, and to promote the interests of
days. The hndily appearance of the Lord aoti His talking and
His kingdom. The
Power
of
the
Holy
Spirit is received through obedient waiting,
ting with the disciples were proofs of His resurrection which
humble self-emptying, whole-hearted willingness,
:could not be gainsayeci.
and earnest
praying. He 2 cleanses us from sin, guides us in
• It was well that Christ remained with His disciples for forty
service, and
'. days after the resurrection. That period was long
empow
ers
us
for
spiritual tasks
enougn to settle

ARTIFICIAL
AND
REAL

up,01A5

TKE,S

'WHICH 15 1.1)11ICH

stores, but most of the people
want their artificial trees to turers from Los Angeles to New
"Our biggest sellers are
there are more than 60 diflook as realistic as possible." York, and the remaining 10
around the $20 mark," he said.
per
Sound like a contradiction? cent is imported from
But we recently sold two 15 ferent types of artificial
Hong
Well, maybe, but seeing is Kong and Taiwan.
Christmas trees being sold this
foot artificial Ponderosa pines
believing and believing is
The incredible rise
yuletide. They range in size
to Leisure World for $250
in
staring up at a 20-foot-high popularity
from two feet to 20 feet and
of artificial trees apiece."
Douglas fir so thick and lush can be
include such species as Scotch
Tree prices are based on the
attributed primarily to
that its hard to tell from a real the ecology
pine, Douglas fir, ponderosa
movement and is number of branch
one.
es and the pine, balsam fir
and cedar.
numbe
r
of
tips
-There have been a lot of especially
at the end of
strong
''We even have pine cones,
in each
branch
problems with artificial trees,"
Washington,Oregon and Idaho,
and twig. The real of course
, to hang on the
more tips, the fuller and more
said Comings. "The first
Comings said.
trees and aerosol cans of pine
'green trees had needles made
"Last year we did $13 million realistic the tree is.
tree scent that can be sprayed
"The branches are much
of %lily I plastic. They were very
worth of business in artificial
on the tree for the ultimate in
strong
er
now
pretty trees but if they were
than
they used to realism," said Comin
Christmas trees and we expect
gs, who
near the furnace or fireplace or
to do $14 million this year,'' he be and will hold ornaments added that one of his
comeasily
," said Comings, who panies
stored in a hot place the vinyl
said.
is experimenting with
noted
that
the
trees
are
easily
Comings said that artificial
the ultimate in artificial
needles would shrivel up.
Christmas trees sell for as low assembled now because the Christmas trees - a one piece
"So manufacturers came out
branch
es
and
tree trunk holes tree with
as $9 to $45 for a seven-foot
collapsable branches
with long, hard needled trees
are color coded.
Scotch pine
that fits neatly into a plastic
which resemble Scotch pine.
Comings estimated that
bag.
The needles are made of a
flame retardant plastic called
Poly-Vinyl Chloride(PVC)and
which can now be molded into
TRENTON, N.J. (UPI I
several other types of pine
Sister Mary Ann Burgess sees Charity to be an attorney
cases.
needles, too," he said.
no conflict between being a nuif Tuesday afternoon she was
Sister Burgess has taken a
According to Comings, the and being a deputy attorn sworn in as a deputy attorney vow of poiert
y. Her pay checks
ey
by
Attorn
biggest advancement in ar- general for
ey General George F. will ,he sent
New Jersey.
to her order's
'tificial trees will be unveiled She thinks the two go togeth Kugler, Jr.
er
headquarters. She will be sent
''About five years ago," she
this year, primarily in the East rather well.
a "living stipend."
and Midwest. It is a tree with
recalled, "I was asked by my
The sister does not wear a
Sister Burgess, 28, with a community to investigate
needles made of polyethelene
the habit. It has
been made
trace of a Brooklyn accent, was possibility of legal services,
plastic.
and optional with
the Sisters of
"It's amazing, but this one admitted to the bar Tuesday I was awarded a scholarship
at Charity, she said.
In the
almost feels like a real tree as morning with several hundred Seton Hall University "
attorney general's office, "it
well as looking like one," other attorneys here, the first "I graduated this
past May, might inhibit our
work."
Comings said. "One drawback member of the *Ws
applied to the attorney
,‘I'Being a relige- uw.etsAZ
'ewes
tvais tree ar2;141.ft is Mart
ral's office, and was accepted,- My
choice of area of service is
flammable than trees with PVC SAN QUENTIN
HOSPITALTTY she said.
the law. They really cannot be
needles and for this reason it
SAN QUENTIN, Calif. (UPI) "As members of the attorn
ey separated."
can't be sold in certain states.- ..-e-Thie maxim
um seeprity pris- general's staff, we give advice
Comings estimates that on is getting a "hospitality to various state agencies," she
artificial trees sold in the house" for visitors that will said. "I am very interested
in
Zlies to thaberie-tz4tr-ckSISude. doomed:mac al-eosiers; eirrio.-aeg hes,-children's-service,
million in 1970 which is only 25 kitchen facilities, teleph
ones or housing and I would be very
per cent of the total Christmas and a day care
center for happy to stay in community
tree market
children.
affairs which handles so much
Who buys artificial Christof this."
Director James D. Kllty said
mas trees?
She will serve in the civil law
According to Comings, the house, financed by 10
division of the attorney genepeople who are allergic to real Roman Catholic churches,
ral's office, and will not be
Phone 753-9999
Christmas
trees,
are would be opened Saturday asked
to prosecute criminal
ecologically minded or want a outside the prison. Servic
es will
second tree for the children's Include legal counseling,
interroom and don't want to buy preters, transportati
on
and
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
another real one because they overnight lodgin
g, he said.
already had a large tree in the
TRADE WITH
family room.
Only 900 of the 2,300 convicts
Nearly 90 per cent of all the receive visitor
s regularly, Kilty
artificial trees sold in the U. S.
said, mainly because many of
are made by small manufac753-5273
their families and friends are
Murray, Ky.
One way to;save a car finish poor or live a long distance
LARGF VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
in the season of winter driving: away.
"Service Built Our Business"
The Catholic Social Service of
wash it frequently. Even good
II WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
car wax isn't impervious to road Marin County will operate the
salt which hastens the deteriora- center.
NEW OR USED (AR
tion of car paint.

Nun Becomes Attorney Gen. Deputy in N.J.

WORSTED

Values to 84'

PARKER FORD Inc.

Perfect for A Child's Room

Reg. 1.00

NOW

KELLING

IRONSTONE
DINNERWARE

Net Wt. 13-oz

NOW

Price
66'

Reg.

474

4 PiKe PIA(P Settm,

•Oinrier Plate
•Cup & Saucer
•Bread & Butter
•Oven Safe
•Detergent Safe
•Dishwasher Safe

Reg.
Price 88'

NOW

Reg. Price 12.22

Reg. '1.98

NOW

COCKTAIL
MIXED NUTS

STRETCH DENIM
PANTS
Assorted Colors

Good Selection
of Colors

$ 00

LADIES

LION HEAD

WASTE BASKET

SPECIAL

•WASTE BASKETS
•UISH PANS
•BUCKEIS

27

a
SON
and

SERVICE

Except Advertlied Items

WOOL KNITTING

By 50
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MURRAY
MUFFLER

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS§ALE
* STARTS DECEMBER 6th *
20% OFF ON EVERYTHING
ASSORTED
PLASTIC WARE

PAGE I

NOW

LADIES

BONDED KNIT
PANTS
Assorted Styles and Colors

Reg. Price '2.99

NOW $188

KU H N'S

PETITE LITE

MAKE-UP MIRRORS
AT VERY SPECIAL PRICES!!

Reg. '8.95
Reg. 1 13.95

$444

Reg. 1 19.95
Reg. 120.95

$944
33

OPEN EVERYDAY
MON. thru SAT.
9:00 A. M. til 8:00 P.M
STARTING DEC 6th

VARIETY STORES

.—

"
1

•
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By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
YOU CAN BE sure of one
thing: No mother in her right
mind will ever be caught doing
a rain dance. A rainy day means
misery when there are moppets
In the house While it may only
have 24 hours, they stretch endlessly on like 48 And not a one
of them passes without some
child saying woefully "What
can I do? I have nothing to play
with."
The only way to get through
„ rainy day is to get the kids
going on special projects. These
call for paste, paper, crayons,
scissors, odds and ends and
plenty of imagination. Patience
isn't part of i! because, if you
have any creatt% e flare at all,
you'll find yourself getting happily involved in the arts and
crafts Have fun for all and
make special projects a family
affair.
You can keep little kids cotertained for a blessed hour
with fingerpaints They love the
mess—and you V. on 't mind it be

Projects For
Rainy Day

rA

SPACE CAPSULE is made with roll of construction paper.
Paper circle (one quarter of it removed) makes the top.
draw a ferocious face.
A roll of white drawer.lining
paper is, although you might
not realize it, good for at least
60 minutes of peace and quiet.
Unroll it and let the moppets
work on the world's longest
mural. When it's done, use
masking tape to give it a tempo=
rary place of honor on a long
hall wall.
For sticky fun-kids love it-

and tail.
Cut a third slit on top toward
the rear and insert the tail Insert the wings.
Airflow through the body of
the plane will make a whisper.
ing sound and help the plane to
glide better and longer.
• Space Capsule: Roll up a
piece of 9" x ir construction
paper the long way with an

not wear a
been made
e Sisters of
kid. In the
's office, "it
vork.".
of service Is
By cannot be
SONIC PLANE that will really glide is made with a tube of construction paper The wings
and the tail piece (also construction paper) fit into slits on the side of the paper tube.

AY
.ER

get out the paste and try the
three projects pictured here.
They are from a booklet of fun
things to make by Larry LePage.
• Caterpillar: For this one
you will need five ice pop sticks,
a rubber band and school glue.
Glue four ice pop sticks together as in the drawing. Allow
to dry hard.

CE
..95199

nc.

SKETCH shows how
pop sticks are placed
to make "caterpillar."

(y

Cut the fifth ice pop stick in
half and notch at the middle.
Also notch the two long ice pop
sticks in the paste-up at either
side, as shown.
Rest a rubber band on these
notches, slip in the halved ice
pop sticks and turn them round
and round until they feel taut.
Place the "caterpillar" down
and watch him walk as the rubber band unwinds.
• Sonic Plane Roll a tube
from a sheet of construction
paper. The open ends of the
tube should measure approximately 2 inches in width Paste
•rat overlapping sides with
white paste. Cut two slits on
sides.
Cut pieces of paper for wings

NOBODY'S PIGEON
BRISBANE, Australia (UPI)
—Cattleman Jim Tuite said
today he found an exhausted
homing pigeon which had a
Hanover, Germany, address
strapped to its leg.
Hanover is about 10,000 miles
from Tuite's ranch at Tilbooroo, Cunnamulla, 500 miles
west of Brisbane.
"I found the bird in the
stables at the back of the
homestead," Tuite said. "It
FOR CORRECT looked ready to drop
dead-11
was so exhausted."
TIM and
TEMPERATURE The address, written on a
DAY OR NIGH scrap of yellow paper attached
with a rubber band is: R.B.
Barsinghausen, Karh
Rem(cv
COL111,
mebers, Box 17. Tiber, Hanover.

AIRFLOW through
plane helps it to fly.
cause it is easy to sponge up
Give each an old shirt to wear
as a smock and clear the
kitchen table for fingerpaint
action.
A supply of paper bags offers
other possibilities You can use
them to make masks A lion is
a cinch On the paper bag, paste
the lion's mane, use crayons to

1AL

753-6363

PrOPLES DANK
of
Murrai, lientuo le

boot one-tenth ol the
- Is rol surface is. perma to ol
Witwith

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA That Way, they tell us
what to do.,2'hey decide who is really going
to run our operation
Its a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
service So we
who need— and use
know all about their special money needs.
Cf?i,
•A
6, Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
-1 And we know how to tailor repayment proit grams to their production and income.
/1 1
Talk over your money needs—any season of the year —with a'seasoned money
two. the man at PCA. . -

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
kiris Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753 58(0
30f, North4.4th Street

Homes

Better planning for handicapped
Signs such as these, incon- denial,
rather than a matter
gruous as they may seem, might of
intent or unconcern, is
well hang on many public chiefly
a question of unawarebuildings to deny access to the ness.
Those
who can negocountry's "hidden population." tiate
long flights of steps to
What is thisohidden popu- daily
transportation with little
lation? The physically handi- morethan slight huffing, puffcapped, only the most intrepid ing
and grumbling; who push
disthe
whom
risk
dare to
of
through revolving doors with
comforts and humiliation so
ease: who thread their way
often imposed upon them if
through a maze of corridors to
they attempt to lead a normal,
find the right room number
productive life.
seldom give thought to the
Dr. Howard A. Rusk, diproblems such activities pose
Reof
rector of the Institute
for the occupant of a wheelhabilitation Medicine at New
chair, the man with an artificial
York University Hospital, states
leg, the blind.
"one out of every ten persons
Efforts are being made,howin the United States has some ever,
to make the general public
disability that prevents him
aware, to,. inform architects,
from using buildings and fabuilders, property owners, to
cilities designed only for the
see that new-purbfir ism les
physically fit." By 1980, Rusk are
designed with the hidden
says, for every able bodied
population in mind; to alter
person in this country there
existing facilities where poswill be one person with a sible.
physical disability, one person
In 1959, the President's
with a chronic illness,. or one
person over 65 years of age. (:ommittee on the Employment
As a result,millions of other- of the Handicapped requested
wise independent, able persons the American Standards Assoin wheelchairs or using crutches ciation(ASA - an organization
,,and braces, others suffering which sets voluntary standards
from cardiac or arthritic con- for building practices and deditions and the blind are ef- sign) to develop workable solufectivefy, if not intenfionally, tions to the problems of archiour.otitdasirittrzt
he greatest
They inay be deerredfrornt5ltacle to employment
gainful employment, personal of the handicapped.
To encourage adoption of
business activities, travel, recreational and other important the standards developed, an
pursuits. Mentally normal and Architectural Barriers - project
alert youngsters are relegated was initiated in 1961 under
to special schools' when they --sponsorship of'the-President's
should be included with their Committee and the National
peers in regular public schools. Society for Crippled Children
The physically handicapped and Adults(Easter Seal Society)
are being frustrated daily in with support from the Vocadenial of certain basic oppor- tional Rehabilitation Admintunities which the physically istration.
Leon Chatelain, Washington,
able take for granted. The

D.( architect, a fellow and
past president of the American
Institute of Architects, and a
member of the Board ot
Trustees of the Easter Seal
Society, was chairman of the
steering committee which
formulated the national standards.
During recent years, Chatelain said, most federal government buildings and installations
have been built to allow access
for the handicapped. More than
half the states have passed laws
and others have legislations
pending to this end. Architects
are increasingly ,aware of the
need to design buildings for all
the people - not just the
so-called "average" Man.
It is an effort, he Xitia, that
actually makes all buildings
safer for use by everyone. Barrier free provisions, he said,
need have no appreciable effect
on building costs, nor should
they impose restraint on
creative concepts. A well de.
signed building does not have to
look different or 'bizarre in
order to serve the disabled.
Take the new John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington.

lor

modate wheelchair occupants,a
paved approach across the
beach to the shore line for
persona on crutches or in
wheelchairs.
Georgia's Fort Yargo State
Park is completely suited to
accommodate the handicapped
and the state now is constructing welcome centers and
safety-rest areas with special
parking for the handicapped.
All over the country, volun-,
teer community groups are
working to arouse local interest,
help initiate amendments to
local building codes, support
Transportation
statewide legislation, disThere is considerable work seminate information about
being done in the field of ASA standards to building
transportation. A Committee is owners, architect*,contractors,
Working with the Urban Miss to inform the general publi&
Transportation Administration and survey public buildinga!
to develop performance speci- with an eye to recommending
fications for the prototype of changes.
a new urban bus designed to be
In New York's Westchester;
compatible for all. A new San County, for instance, the West-.
Francisco transportation system cheater Council of Social Agen-,
was designed with the disabled cies and the county Easter Seal
in mind. Some car rental Society cosponsor aCommittee
agencies provide cars with on Elimination of Architectural
special hand controls at no - Barriers under the chairmanship extra charge. In Cities such as of Dr. Daniel A. Wilcox of Mt.
Phoenix, Denver, Milwaukee, Kisco. The committee has enChicago, Indianapolis some taxi listed the cooperation of numerups 1min-dint —
or e han ica
chapters of o American InstiSome mote 'chains
chains are in- tute of Architects, the National
stalling special facilities for the Society of Professional Engiphysically disabled.
nem, and the County Departs
In the resort area of Clear "ments of Health, Planning, and
Lake, Iowa, following efforts of Public Works.
of the Georefncira Committee'
.1
on Employment of the HandiChildren most likely to salcapped, these modifications
kr a serious fall are usuallit
have been made: ramps or de- those between one and five
vators in each church and
years old and members of lollschool, ramp* to city hall and
income families living in dilapipost office, remodeling of
dated housing, says the Health
public bath houses to accom- Insurance Institute.
from the floor. Rest room facilities have wide doors and
grab bars, lavatories of usable
height. Door knobs in dangerous areas are knurled to assist
the blind.
Colleges and universities are
making progress, fitting their
facilities for the handicapped
student. The University of
Illinois, in 1947, began the
country's first program for education of severely and permanently physically disabled students and has extensive accommodations for them.

ovtaL4F-AiXt-7'

r

erfectly at ease.

There is special parkitig in
wider than normal spaces, with
no curb barrier. All entrances
are ramped. Elevator buttons
can be reached from a w_hes17:
chair and elevators are roomy
enough to accommodate them.
Each level of the auditorium has
ramped entrances and wheelchair spaces. Water fountains are
not more than three feet from
the .floor, telephones in open
booths not more than four feet

^

HERE IS the finished
rocket ready to takeoff.
opening of about 2/
1
2 inches at
top
Make capsule top by cutting
a circle 5" in diameter. Then
cut a quarter of the circle out.
Stick the straight edges of the
14 circle together with Cello.
tape to make the pointed cone.
Secure on top of the capsule
with white paste.
Cut a-set-of three legs 4"
high by r wide with 42" flaps
from pieces of cardboard. Use
glue to fasten them to the capsule, which makes a great prop
for games of outer space

•

Travel
briefs
For conventions
1:11.1; SKY, %Ian. (I 1'1)
tiim is scheduled to
begin joh I, 1972 on a S29.3
million rims,131444414 center in
•
's downtown area. The
ei•iiter will offer c%%%%% ention
Cavil t ies
3.51-141 perS1111S.
Michigan brochure
I \SING, \lich. (CPI)
Th. \bring:in Tourist I'muneil
t.liering a 211-page linochure
listing nearly 200 convention
sites in the state too help ont-ol.
slate 11.11% 1.11114 111 planners find
a ilii.'i ii, \lichigiiii.
The director" lists tlic number of peiple a meeting place
Call /11.111. /11.. v.% /111Pil spare
available—dining facilities and
ambit-Ai-mil equipment.
55.5
Youth hostels
\I \\IL% (CPI)
%won
Grassi, president of the I sit yrnatiimal i outli Hostel Federation. has endorsed the Philip.
pines for membership in the
world organization'.
The Youth Hostel
iii the Philippines presentIi.,,, of
ly has 12 y
hosts-Is and
moire than 2,111HI eard-hodoling
”)11111 11111111Wrs.
* * *
Texas fair -

Good fortune tellers
GOOD FORTUNE TELLER?

.a

Sounds like..,sounds like..
your future? Right?

Here at the Extraordinary Bank our Good Fortune Tellers want you to tell
them what your future should hold. Then they'll set the wheels in motion to make
your dreams come true.
We do extraordinary things for you daily here--like lining your clouds with
silver and crossing your palms with money.
- Only the Extraordinary Bank has Good Fortune Tellers for you. Come in today
and tell a Good Fortune Teller what he or she can do for you.
It is extraordinary what we cando for you if you let us. TRY US!

The Exiraordinar) Rank
c:4111-11Ww" PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY /KY.

1/11.1 1S (I PI) The State
Fair .1 Texas attracts about
3.5 million persons a yearTlic
extravaganza is naturally 'he
largest state fair in the rountrv .
Tunis, capital of Tunisia.oiccopies tin- 4te of anfittnt car.

fortune teller who predicts only good things for

Main Branch
500 Main

Three Convenient Locations . . .
South Branch
12th & Story

North Branch
12th Lthestnht

A
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No-Lick Stamps Pushed

Travel topics

Tourism de luxe flouts recession
By MURRAY J. BROWN ..And transportation to and from
New York is extra, too.
UPI Travel Editor
There are more "moderateNEW YORK (UPI) — Would
you believe $99,340 for a three- ly" priced accommodations
month cruise,$8,500 for a two- aboard the 66,000-ton luxury
week hunting trip, $185 per liner, including cabins ranging
up to $15,000 double and suites
day for sightseeing?
these are just three of priced'from $48,330 and up for
the tour packages being offered two. But most were booked
to travelers with a taste for high months ago when the voyage
living and the wallet to pay for was first announced.
Spain recently made its bid
It.
The $99,340 is what the for a share of the luxur) tourFrench Lines asked for the ism market—a new program of
"Grand Luxe" Ile-de-Franee two-week hunting trips at
suite aboard the SS France $8,500 per hunter. Each hunwhich leaves New York on ter may bring along a non-huntJan. 10 for its first round-the- ing "companion" for another
world cruise. The suite can' $3,000, or a total of $11500
actually accommodate five pas- for the two weeks.
sengers which would average
The packages were put toout to about $19,850 each, not Ptu,
gether b•S a company named
Mar; toll4bmat.un-witlt
including tips and o.her per
sonal expenses at sea or at the Iberia Airlines and with the
21 ports of call on the itinerary. blessing of the Spanish Ministry

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 753-1Z72
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Rave It— We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Bed

and Try Our
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6a.m. to 10p.m ,7days a week
— J.C. GALLIMORE —

of Information and Tourism.
What you get
A company spokesman told
a news conference in Madrid
that the rate includes\all hunting fees, transportation by
chauffeur-driven limousines or
first class air travel within Spain
and top accommodations at
the finest hotels in the count',.
Also covered art- meals, drinks,
sightseeing and various other
expenses.
Not included is the cost Of
transportation to and from
Madrid, where the safaris begin
and end. But a spokesman said
that after the hunter had returned home, he would receive
a color film and photo album
of his trip free of charge.
Billed ab "the most luxurious
hunting trip in Spain," participants will go after partridge;
stag, wild boar, wolf, lynx and
other game inn Castile and Andalusia. In addition, the sponsors
said there would le extras like
sightseeing tours, bullfights,
native dancing and other entertainment. ,
A total etf four hunts were
scheduled through next February, with the number of guests
on each limiled to 30 hunters
and 30 "companions."
son sightseeing tours are being
offered by the Englisii firm
Renaissance, in cooperation
with Air France and Pan American World Airways. They are
restricted to eight members
,-eritleleerserre-that is aff-thet
fit comfortably into the private
Falcon jet which will fly them
to their destinations.
The tours, ranging in length
from 11 to 17 days, are scheduled to begin in late April and
run through the end of October.
Four different itineraries have

been mapped out with stopovers, depending on the tour,
at such destinations as St. Tropez, Tangier, Venice, Sardinia,
Granada, Dubrovnik, Crete, Izmir, Dublin, and Aberdeen,
among, others.
Included in the price are all
accommodations, meals, wines,
Falcon jet transportation within
Europe, private limousine, private yachts and the services of
local guides and personal hosts.
Accommodation). are in private
castles and villas and in exclusive hotels and country clubs.
Not included is the cost of
getting to Paris or Rome and
back home. The tours begin
and end in Paris with the excep.
tion of one which starts in
Rome and another which termi-

SUICIDE PACT
TURIN, Italy (UPI) — A
young couple who saw no future
for their love exchanged a last
kiss Tuesday holding a wafer of
potassium cyanide
between
their lips, police said Wednesday.
They said Maria Trumrnolo,
15, died in hospital hours later,
her face disfigured by the
lion.. Antonio Andreucci, if and married, was reported in,
serious condition.
Police
charged him with first degree
murder.
Police said they apparently
Med* to kill thernseliti
because they felt their romance
would lead nowhere.
The potassium cyanide they
took is used for chemical
processes in the chromium
plating plant in which both
worked.

Maybe you'd call It a
"cookie"—but in most
parts of the English-speaking countries of the world
they're called biscuits. A
news story, now circulating
in many parts cif the country is reporting on an Australian Milk Biscuit, one developed there to provide a
form of milk where fresh
milk was not available. The
biscuit—was
cmooe—
adkeaovrailable for use in
under-developed
countries
where fresh milk was not
readily available because of
transport and storage difficulties.
The
b -Australian Biscuits
icooiciest seemed to have all
except
prerequisites
the
nutritive value. But, with
extra vitamins and minerals added the newly developed item was produced in
raspberry, chocolate and
vanilla flavors. The biscuits
had good keeping quality
even at tropical temperatures. The biscuit was formulated with roughly the
same fat, protein, carbohydrate ratio as in whole milk
vi eljnee acceptable.
asl
TioltIernade style shortbread
biscuit was the result. However, the marketing potential was not there.
Groups in several counSite have made -acetytirbill--ty tests on this product designed to encourage people
to "Eat More Milk" for
nutritious values. It appears now that the milk
biscuits are becoming more
widely accepted in different countries

By LEeROY POPE
UPI Business Writer
NEW YORK 1UPI) —Between now and New Year's day
millions of Americans will lick
hundreds of millions of postage
stamps to go on Christmas
parcels and holiday greeting
cards as well as regular mail.
It ought not to be necessary,
according to two British firms
which, for the past six years,
have been pushing to get some
of the world's bigger countries
to adopt their self-adhesive
postage stamps with paid
advertising on the removable
backing paper.
The companies are Smauel
Jones, Ltd., which developed
the adhesive, and Walsall
Lithographic Co., which has
produced several remarkable
series of self-adhesive stamps
for Sierra Leone in Africa and
the Polynesian kingdom of
Tonga.
The two firms recently are
reported to have spent around
$300,000 on a presentation to the
British postoffice. They have
high hopes that Britain will
come out with some self-

adhesive stamps
They also claim to have
licked the problem of adapting
self-adhesive stamps to automatic mailing. They say a new
machine will strip the backing
paper from a roll of the stamps
rapidly.
self-adhesive
Although
stamps presently are much
more expensive to print than
ordinary stamps, the companies
believe the extra cost could be
slashed to perhaps 35 per cent
if a major country adopted
them. And this could be more
than offset by the sale of
advertising.
Sierra Leone and Tonga had
little difficulty selling ads, even
very elaborate advertising
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Montana
Cows ,Go
'Beep-Beep'
By WILLIAM J. BAER
iiiELENAi.e. Mont. (UPI)
Some Montana cows may soon
be going "beep-beep" instead
The electronics research
laboratory at Montana State
University near here is working
on the identification of cattle by
small electronic transmitters.
Professor
John
! Associate
Hanton of the lab at MSU said
it would be a capsule roughly
one inch in diameter and about
three inches long.
It would be gently pushed
down the calve's throat shortly
after birth.
Hanton said the transmitting
capsule would lodge itself in the
calve's second stomach where
it would have it's permanent
home.
It would send signals which,
when read on an inexpensive
receiver from a short distance,
would positively identify the
animal as coming from a
certain herd and owner.
Each herd and owner, said
Hanton, would have a separate
and identifiable signal.
Hanlon said cattle brand
inspection will be changed if
the devices prove practical.
An inspector will stand by a
loading shute with his small
receiver and as each animal
goes by a particular beeping
noise will be heard.
When a different tone is
heard, the inspector will know
that a stray is passing and he
can mark it with spray paint.
Branding with a hot iron has
been the method of identifying
cattle. It is time-consuming and
the animal does not exactly
enjoy it.
For the inspector the brand
reading is a laborious business
because occasionally a brand
has not been applied properly.
More often the hair has grown
over it so that it is necessary
for the inspector to clip the
hide around the brand in order
to read it.
Hanton said this is the first
radical changc in the Identification of cattle in our western
history and he hopes the lab is
able to perfect it.
Electronics research expects
it will know soon just what the
mini-transmitter will cost. But
they are certain that it will
work.
Hanton says he is limited
rightnow by a $1,000 dollar
grant from the commission but
will continue working on the
projeet for as long as possible.

printed in up to seven colors,
on the backing paper of their
papers.
Harry Winston & Co., of New
York, America's leading dia.
Mond merchant, advertised on
the back of Sierra Leone issues
and the little flatus, even
produce(' one issue with a
Winston ad on its face since
Sierra Leone produces diamonds.
One Tonga stamp is the cut
printed in the shape of a round
gold medallion suspended from
a satin-like red ribbon. A Sierra
Leone stamp is shaped like an
anvil.
So, say the two British firms,
If you have to lick 'em —join
'em.

1972 CALENIMR5 X1?-7;-i AVAILABLE
Come By or Call For Yours
SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886

I

The 1. H. Churchill Funeral Home
- . ki Maple Murray Ky Phone 753-2411

little birdbrained. The smart bird saves, and save plenty,
for all those tomorrows to come. The early bird gets the
buck without a lot of static when he borrows money
from the bank. From checking accounts to trust funds,
banking is for the birds—smart birds who know a good
thipg when they see

it!

Follow these lips or Me
safe use of your bio.twier
Make -sure blender cover is
firmly in place before own.
ing on the motor. Rest your
hand lightly on lid when
starting the motor to prevent a lid that is not on
tI ghtly from coming off.
After. your foods are blended, wait until the motor
stops to remove container
from blender base. Likewise, never replace the container while the motor • is
running
The Beardmore Ida, ler in
this
Antarctica,
probably
world's biggest, is 120 miles
long and 25 miles wide, says
INalionsLt;eographie.
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A STUNNING CLUSTER OF DIAMOND BRILLIANCE

Everyone Agrees A Diamond From
Murray-McKenzie Is Sure To Please

1 CARAT.IT
DIAMONDS
AT $39500
EASY TERMS
A SUNBURST

OF BRILLIANCE.
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Blender safety
, When it comes to money in the bank, it pays to be a
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Now Is A Great Tune To Give
Her The Diamond You Have
Always Wanted To Give Her.
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